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Abstract

We investigate the connection between the complexity of nonlocal games and the arithmeti-
cal hierarchy, a classification of languages according to the complexity of arithmetical formulas
defining them. It was recently shown by Ji, Natarajan, Vidick, Wright and Yuen that deciding
whether the (finite-dimensional) quantum value of a nonlocal game is 1 or at most 1

2 is com-
plete for the class Σ1 (i.e., RE). A result of Slofstra implies that deciding whether the commuting
operator value of a nonlocal game is equal to 1 is complete for the class Π1 (i.e., coRE).

We prove that deciding whether the quantum value of a two-player nonlocal game is ex-
actly equal to 1 is complete for Π2; this class is in the second level of the arithmetical hierarchy
and corresponds to formulas of the form “∀x ∃y φ(x, y)”. This shows that exactly computing
the quantum value is strictly harder than approximating it, and also strictly harder than com-
puting the commuting operator value (either exactly or approximately).

We explain how results about the complexity of nonlocal games all follow in a unified man-
ner from a technique known as compression. At the core of our Π2-completeness result is a
new “gapless” compression theorem that holds for both quantum and commuting operator
strategies. Our compression theorem yields as a byproduct an alternative proof of Slofstra’s
result that the set of quantum correlations is not closed. We also show how a “gap-preserving”
compression theorem for commuting operator strategies would imply that approximating the
commuting operator value is complete for Π1.
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1 Introduction

A nonlocal game describes a scenario in which a (classical) verifier plays a game with two sep-
arated, but possibly entangled, players (who we’ll call Alice and Bob). In the game, the verifier
samples a pair of questions (x, y) from a question distribution µ, sends x to Alice and y to Bob, and
then receives answers a and b from the players. The verifier then computes a decision procedure
D(x, y, a, b) to determine whether the players win or lose. We assume that Alice and Bob know
the question distribution and decision procedure before the game starts, and cooperatively select
an entangled strategy to maximize their probability of winning.

Recent results have shown that the optimal winning probability, called the value, of a non-
local game is uncomputable in general. Surprisingly, the study of the complexity of nonlocal
games is also intimately tied to questions outside of complexity theory. For example, Slofstra’s
result about the undecidability of whether a nonlocal game has a perfect quantum strategy (i.e.
a strategy that wins with probability 1) was a byproduct of his showing that the set of quantum
correlations is not closed [Slo19b, Slo19a]. As another example, the complexity-theoretic result
MIP∗ = RE [JNV+20a] (which implies that there is no algorithm to even approximate the quan-
tum value of a nonlocal game) yields negative answers to both Tsirelson’s Problem from quantum
information theory and Connes’ Embedding Problem from operator algebras [Con76, Oza13].

These uncomputability results for nonlocal games demonstrate that the space of quantum
strategies is terribly complex — no algorithm can optimize over them, even approximately! This
is already quite striking, but a closer look at these results indicates that more can be said: different
computational problems for nonlocal games can be uncomputable in incomparable ways. To explain
this we need to define two relevant models of entangled strategies.

Strategies for nonlocal games. The most general model we consider is the class of commuting
operator strategies. Let G = (X ,A, µ, D) denote a nonlocal game with question alphabet X , an-
swer alphabet A, question distribution µ, and decision procedure D : X × X ×A×A → {0, 1}.
A commuting operator strategy S for a game G is specified by the following data: a separable
Hilbert space H, a unit vector |ψ〉 ∈ H (called the state), and sets of measurements A = {Ax}x∈X
and B = {By}y∈X acting onH satisfying the following:

• For all x, y, the measurements Ax = {Ax
a}a∈A and By = {By

b}b∈A are sets of bounded positive
operators onH, with each set summing to the identity, and

• For all x, y, a, b, the operators Ax
a and By

b commute.

Given questions (x, y), the probability that the players respond with answers (a, b) is given by
〈ψ|Ax

a By
b |ψ〉. The two conditions on the measurement operators above ensure that this is a valid

probability distribution overA×A, and furthermore the commutation condition ensures that the
strategy is non-signaling, meaning that the marginal probability that a player responds with an
answer only depends on their question (and not the other player’s question).

The value of a commuting operator strategy S = (|ψ〉, A, B) in a game G is given by

ω(G, S) := ∑
x,y,a,b

µ(x, y) · 〈ψ|Ax
a By

b |ψ〉 · D(x, y, a, b) .

The commuting operator value of a game G is defined as

ωco(G) := sup
commuting operator S

ω(G, S).

3



Intuitively, the commuting operator value of a game represents the players’ maximum success
probability allowed under quantum mechanics.

An important subclass of commuting operator strategies are the finite-dimensional ones, i.e.
where the underlying Hilbert space H is equal to Cd for some integer d. We define the quantum
value1 of a game G to be

ωq(G) := sup
finite-dimensional S

ω(G, S).

In the finite-dimensional setting, commuting operator strategies coincide with strategies in the
tensor product model: one can find two finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces HA,HB, a bipartite state
|ψ̃〉 ∈ HA ⊗HB, and measurements {Ãx

a} onHA and {B̃y
b} onHB such that

〈ψ|Ax
a By

b |ψ〉 = 〈ψ̃|Ã
x
a ⊗ B̃y

b |ψ̃〉 .

For a proof, see [SW08, Theorem 1]. Tensor product strategies give a natural way to model the
behavior of spatially separated players, and this is perhaps the most commonly studied model
of strategies for nonlocal games. General commuting operator strategies, on the other hand, do
not assume that there is an a priori tensor product decomposition of the Hilbert space, but only
that the non-signaling property is enforced via commutativity of the players’ measurements. The
commuting operator model of quantum correlations arise naturally in algebraic formulations of
quantum field theory [SW08, Fri12].

It is easy to see that ωq(G) ≤ ωco(G). Tsirelson’s Problem is essentially a question about
whether ωq(G) = ωco(G) for all games G; in other words, can all commuting operator strate-
gies (which might be infinite dimensional) be approximated arbitrarily well by finite-dimensional
ones [SW08]? Furthermore, it was shown that Tsirelson’s Problem is equivalent to Connes’ Em-
bedding Problem, which was a long-standing question in operator algebras about the approx-
imability of von Neumann algebras by finite-dimensional matrix algebras [Con76, JNP+11, Fri12,
Oza13]. As previously mentioned, these questions about finite-dimensional approximability of
infinite-dimensional objects are intimately connected to questions about computability of the value
of nonlocal games.

Computability of nonlocal games. We now define computational problems associated with
computing the value of nonlocal games. Fix 0 ≤ ε < 1 and a value type t ∈ {q, co}. Define
two sets of nonlocal games

Lyes
t := {G : ωt(G) = 1} and Lno

t,ε := {G : ωt(G) < 1− ε} .

These two sets are disjoint, and when ε = 0, the union of these two sets is all nonlocal games.
These two sets give rise to a decision problem: given a nonlocal game G in the union Lyes

t ∪ Lno
t,ε ,

decide whether G is a “yes” instance or a “no” instance.
When ε = 0, this decision problem corresponds to exactly computing either the quantum or

commuting operator value. When ε > 0, this problem corresponds to approximating the value,
because being able to compute ωt(G) up to additive ± ε

2 error allows one to decide whether G ∈
Lyes

t or G ∈ Lno
t,ε . Thus we call deciding between Lyes

t and Lno
t,0 the exact t-value problem, and deciding

between Lyes
t and Lno

t,ε for ε > 0 the approximate t-value problem (we usually think of ε as 1/2, but the
specific value is immaterial, as long as it is strictly positive).

We summarize the results known so far about the computability of nonlocal games:

1The reason for this name, as opposed to “finite-dimensional value”, is historical: the study of nonlocal games has
largely focused on the setting of finite-dimensional strategies.
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1. In [Slo19b], Slofstra showed that the exact co-value problem is hard for the class coRE, which
is the complement of RE, the set of recursively enumerable languages. In other words,
there exists a computable reduction from Turing machines M to nonlocal games G such
that ωco(G) = 1 if and only if M does not halt.

Furthermore, the exact co-value problem is contained in coRE due to the existence of a
semidefinite programming hierarchy that converges from above to the commuting opera-
tor value of a given nonlocal game [NPA08, DLTW08]. Thus the exact co-value problem is
complete for coRE.

2. In [Slo19a], Slofstra showed that the exact q-value problem is also hard for coRE. However,
no upper bound on the complexity of the exact q-value problem was given.

3. In [JNV+20a], Ji, Natarajan, Vidick, Wright and Yuen showed that the approximate q-value
problem is hard for RE. In other words, there exists a computable reduction from Turing
machines M to nonlocal games G such that if M halts then ωq(G) = 1, otherwise ωq(G) ≤ 1

2 .

Furthermore, the approximate q-value problem is contained in RE due to the fact that a
brute-force enumeration algorithm can find a finite-dimensional strategy that succeeds with
probability arbitrarily close to 1, provided that ωq(G) = 1. Thus, the approximate q-value
problem is complete for RE.

While these results show that the exact q-value, exact co-value, and approximate q-value problems
are all undecidable, they are undecidable in different ways. For example, a basic result in com-
putability theory is that the classes RE and coRE are incomparable (i.e. they do not contain each
other). Thus the approximate q-value problem cannot be reduced to the exact co-value problem
and vice versa.2 Similarly, because both RE and coRE can be reduced to it, the exact q-value prob-
lem must be strictly harder than both the approximate q-value and exact co-value problem (in the
sense that a Turing machine equipped with the ability to compute the exact co-value of a game
provably cannot solve the exact q-value problem).

We note that (a) since the complexities of the q-value and co-value problems are different,
but (b) a positive answer to Tsirelson’s Problem implies that they are the same, it must be that
Tsirelson’s Problem (and thus Connes’ Embedding Problem) has a negative answer.

These results still leave two main open questions about the complexity of nonlocal games:

1. What is the complexity of the exact q-value problem (i.e. deciding whether ωq(G)
?
= 1).

2. What is the complexity of the approximate co-value problem (i.e. deciding whether ωco(G) =
1 or ωco(G) < 1

2 )?

In this paper we resolve the first open question by characterizing the complexity of the exact
q-value problem:

Theorem 1.1. The problem of deciding whether ωq(G) = 1 for nonlocal games G is complete for Π2.

The class Π2 is in the second level of the arithmetical hierarchy, which is an infinite hierarchy of
complexity classes3 ⋃∞

k=0 Σk and
⋃∞

k=0 Πk that characterize the complexity of languages according

2The notion of reduction that we consider here are many-one reductions, i.e., yes instances are mapped to yes instances,
and no instances are mapped to no instances.

3In computability theory these classes are usually denoted as Σ0
k and Π0

k . For simplicity we have dropped the
superscripts.
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to arithmetical formulas that define them. The class Σk consists of all languages reducible to decid-
ing whether a given Σk-sentence is true. A Σk-sentence S is of the form ∃x1 ∀x2 ∃ · · · φ(x1, . . . , xk)
for some computable predicate φ. Similarly, the class Πk consists of all languages reducible to
deciding a given Πk-sentence is true; these are sentences of the form ∀x1 ∃x2 ∀ · · · φ(x1, . . . , xk).

At the zeroth (k = 0) level, the classes Σ0 = Π0 correspond to the set of decidable languages,
and the first level classes Σ1 and Π1 are simply RE and coRE respectively. The class Π2 is in
the second level of the arithmetical hierarchy, and contains both Σ1 and Π1. It is a well-known
fact from computability theory that the levels of the arithmetical hierarchy are all distinct, and
furthermore Σk 6= Πk for all k ≥ 1.

Although we do not resolve the second open question, it is conjectured that the approximate
co-value problem is complete for coRE = Π1. A positive resolution of this conjecture would com-
plete the picture of the computability landscape of nonlocal games, depicted in Figure 1, and give
a pleasing correspondence between different nonlocal game problems and classes in the arithmeti-
cal hierarchy.

ε = 0 ε > 0

ωq(G)± ε Π2 (this paper) Σ1 [JNV+20a]

ωco(G)± ε Π1 [Slo19b] Π1 (conjectured)

Figure 1: A characterization of the complexity of computing the value of a nonlocal game in terms of the
arithmetical hierarchy, depending on whether the quantum or commuting operator value is being consid-
ered, and whether the value is being computed exactly or approximately. The top left entry is the main
result of this paper, and the lower right entry is conjectured.

We mention that the approximate and exact q- and co-value problems are used in defining the
four complexity classes MIP∗, MIP∗0 , MIPco and MIPco

0 , respectively. In particular, the above figure
corresponds to the results MIP∗ = RE = Σ1, MIP∗0 = Π2 and MIPco ⊆ MIPco

0 = coRE = Π1.
A priori, this tight correspondence between nonlocal games and the arithmetical hierarchy

seems quite surprising. On one hand, computing the value of a nonlocal game corresponds to
a continuous optimization problem over a space of quantum states and quantum measurements,
possibly in infinite dimensions. On the other hand, deciding whether a quantified sentence is true
is a discrete problem in symbolic logic ostensibly having nothing to do with quantum physics.
Furthermore, the reader may notice that there are several interesting asymmetries in Figure 1,
illustrating that this correspondence has rich and unexpected behavior: if we assume the conjec-
ture about the approximate co-value problem, then both exact and approximate computation of
the commuting operator value are equivalent to deciding Π1-sentences, whereas for the quan-
tum value, the complexity splits depending on whether we are considering exact or approximate
computation.

Connections with noncommutative polynomial optimization. We also point out that the afore-
mentioned complexity results can be viewed as characterizations of the complexity of noncom-
mutative polynomial optimization, an important subject in mathematics, physics and computer sci-
ence [NPA08, DLTW08, PAM+10, NT14]. The general formulation of noncommutative polyno-
mial optimization (ncPO for short) is the following: given Hermitian polynomials p, q1, . . . , qm in
2n-noncommutative variables (x1, . . . , xn, x∗1 , . . . , x∗n) over C, compute the value of the following

6



optimization program:

sup 〈φ|p(X)|φ〉
s.t. qi(X) � 0 for i = 1, . . . , m

The supremum is over choices of tuples (H, X, φ) where H is a Hilbert space, X is an n-tuple
of bounded operators acting on H, and |φ〉 is a unit vector on H. The notation p(X) and qi(X)
indicates that we evaluate each of the indeterminates xi with the operator Xi and x∗i with the
adjoint X∗i , respectively. We consider two different variations of a ncPO program P; if we restrict
the supremum to vary only over finite – but unbounded – dimensional Hilbert spaces then we call
the program finite-dimensional and let ωfin(P) denote the value of the program. Otherwise we call
the program infinite-dimensional and let ω∞(P) denote the value.

The complexity results in Figure 1 can be recast as the following. Given a ncPO program P and
a real number c ∈ R, deciding whether

1. ωfin(P) ≥ c is complete for Π2.

2. ω∞(P) ≥ c is complete for Π1.

3. |ωfin(P)− c| ≤ ε for fixed ε > 0 is complete for Σ1.

The reason for this is because on one hand we can encode the t-value of a nonlocal game for
t ∈ {q, co} as a ncPO program that is finite-dimensional if t = q and infinite-dimensional if t = co;
on the other hand the complexity of solving an ncPO program is upper-bounded by Π2, Π1, or Σ1
depending on the variant of the problem. Although this connection is fairly straightforward, for
completeness we provide the details in Appendix B.

We note that, by comparison, the analogous problems for commutative polynomial optimization
over R are decidable; this is because deciding whether a semialgebraic set defined by polynomial
equalities/inequalities over R is empty is contained in PSPACE [Can88].

The main conceptual result of our paper is that all of the complexity statements about non-
local games expressed in Figure 1 can be established in a unified manner via a technique called
nonlocal game compression. At the heart of the proof of MIP∗ = RE is a gap-preserving compression
theorem for the q-value of games. The centerpiece of the present paper is a gapless compression
theorem that holds for both the q- and co-value of games. First we show that this gapless compres-
sion theorem directly gives an alternate proof of the Π1-completeness of the exact co-value prob-
lem [Slo19b], as well as an alternate proof of Slofstra’s result that the set of quantum correlations
is not closed (i.e. there is a nonlocal game G with ωq(G) = 1, but there is no finite-dimensional
strategy with success probability 1) [Slo19a].

We then combine our gapless compression theorem with the gap-preserving one of [JNV+20a]
to obtain the Π2-hardness of the exact q-value problem, establishing Theorem 1.1. Finally, we also
show how a gap-preserving compression theorem for the co-value of games would imply that the
approximate co-value problem is complete for coRE = Π1.

Another goal of this paper is to give a self-contained proof of a compression theorem that (a)
illustrates the key ideas of the gap-preserving compression results of [NW19, JNV+20a], (b) gen-
eralizes these ideas to the infinite-dimensional commuting operator setting, and (c) is presented
in a language that is more accessible to researchers coming from operator algebras and related ar-
eas of mathematics. The proofs of the gap-preserving compression theorems of [NW19, JNV+20a]
are quite involved and rely on sophisticated results ranging from self-testing [WBMS16a, NV18]
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to the quantum soundness of the low-degree test [IV12, JNV+20b] to gap amplification meth-
ods [BVY17]. These components are needed for the gap-preserving aspect of their compression
theorem. Working in the “gapless regime” allows us to work with much simpler versions of these
components (or circumventing them entirely).

In Section 1.1 we give an overview of how compression of nonlocal games yields the complex-
ity characterization shown in Figure 1. In Section 1.2 we give an overview of how our gapless
compression theorem is proved. In Section 1.3 we explain the synchronous strategies framework,
which our results are expressed in. This framework gives an elegant way to work with both q-
and co-type strategies in a unified manner, and brings out the connection between nonlocal games
and operator algebras.

1.1 The compression paradigm

Intuitively speaking, a nonlocal game compression procedure for t-type strategies (where t ∈
{q, co}) is a computable map Compress that takes an infinite sequence G = (Gn)n∈N of polynomial-
complexity nonlocal games to another infinite sequence G′ = (G′n)n∈N such that for every n ∈N,

• The optimal success probability of t-strategies in G′n is related in a predictable way to the
optimal success probability of t-strategies in Gn, and

• The complexity of the game G′n is much smaller than that of the original game Gn, where we
measure the complexity of a game based on the number of time steps required by the verifier
to compute the decision procedure.

This second item is what motivates the name “compression”.
The “polynomial-complexity” condition on the input sequence G = (Gn)n∈N of games means

that the complexity of each game Gn is bounded by O(nc) for some constant c > 0, and the com-
pression procedure Compress will depend on this constant. Furthermore, G and G′ are specified
via Turing machines which play the role of the verifier for the games in the sequences. Thus the
map Compress is a map from Turing machines to Turing machines. Importantly, the map Compress
itself is also computable by a Turing machine.

Depending on which value type t ∈ {q, co} we consider, how the optimal t-strategies of G′n
and Gn are related to each other, and how much smaller the complexity of G′n is than of Gn, we
obtain different compression procedures. The different compression procedures, in turn, allow us
to establish the different entries of the correspondence outlined in Figure 1.

We now give a high-level sketch of this connection.

Gapped compression for q-type strategies. The MIP∗ = RE result of [JNV+20a] relies on the fol-
lowing gap-preserving (or gapped for short) compression procedure for q-type strategies (i.e. finite-
dimensional strategies).

Theorem 1.2 (Gap-preserving compression, informally stated [JNV+20a]). There exists a computable
map GappedCompressq that, given a sequence of games G = (Gn)n∈N, outputs a sequence of games
G′ = (G′n)n∈N such that the complexity of G′ is O(log n), and furthermore if the complexity of G is at
most poly(n), then for all n ∈N,

• If ωq(Gn) = 1, then ωq(G′n) = 1.

• E(G′n, 1
2 ) ≥ max

{
E(Gn, 1

2 ) , 2n
}

.
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Here, for a nonlocal game G and real number 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, the quantity E(G, p) is defined to
be the minimum dimension of a strategy S such that ω(G, S) ≥ p. If there is no strategy that
achieves winning probability p, then E(G, p) is defined to be ∞.

The reason GappedCompressq is called “gap-preserving” is because if ωq(Gn) = 1, then ωq(G′n) =
1, and otherwise if ωq(Gn) ≤ 1

2 , then ωq(G′n) ≤ 1
2 . In other words; the gap between 1 versus 1/2

in the two different possibilities for ωq(Gn) is preserved for ωq(G′n). The second “if” follows from
the second item of Theorem 1.2: if there are no finite-dimensional strategies for Gn that succeed
with probability at least 1

2 , then E(Gn, 1
2 ) = ∞, and therefore E(G′n, 1

2 ) = ∞, which implies that
there is no finite-dimensional strategy for G′n that has value at least 1

2 .
To show that every arithmetical sentence S of the form ∃x φ(x) can be transformed into an

equivalent game GS (which is essentially equivalent to the statement MIP∗ = RE), the compression
procedure of Theorem 1.2 is used to construct an infinite sequence of games G = (Gn)n∈N that
depends on the sentence S. If φ(x) is true for some x ≤ n (meaning that S is true), then the game
Gn has the property that ωq(Gn) = 1; otherwise Gn is designed to be equivalent to the game G′n+1,
the compression of Gn+1 through the gap-preserving transformation GappedCompressq. In other
words, the sequence of games G is effectively a self-compressing sequence of games. By inductively
utilizing the guarantees of the gapped compression procedure, we get that in the case that S is
true, we have ωq(Gn) = 1 for all n, and if S is false, ωq(Gn) ≤ 1

2 for all n.4 Finally, the game GS is
then chosen to be the first member G1 of the sequence G.

Where does the poly(n)-complexity assumption on G and the O(log n)-complexity of G′ con-
sequence of Theorem 1.2 come in? We can imagine that the behavior of the verifier in the game Gn
is specified by the following pseudocode:

1 The verifier checks whether φ(x) is true for some x ≤ n. If it is, then accept.
2 Otherwise, compute G′ by running GappedCompressq on the description of the sequence

G.
3 Play the game G′n+1, the (n + 1)-st game of the sequence G′.

Pseudocode 1: The game Gn encoding Σ1-sentences.

For simplicity we assume that φ(n) is computable in time O(n). Then the complexity of the
game Gn can be computed as O(n2) + O(1) + O(log n) = poly(n). The O(n2) comes from evalu-
ating φ on n different inputs; the O(1) comes from the complexity of executing the compression
procedure; and the O(log n) comes from the complexity of the compressed game G′n+1. So the
sequence of games G has complexity poly(n), and thus the consequences of the assumption (the
first and second items) are satisfied.

Gapless compression for q- and co-type strategies. We now turn to gapless compression pro-
cedures. As suggested by the name, these are compression procedures that do not necessarily
preserve any gap in the values of the “input” sequence of games. The main technical contribution
of this paper is the following gapless compression theorem:

Theorem 1.3 (Gapless compression, informally stated). For t ∈ {q, co} there exists a computable
map GaplessCompresst that, given a sequence of games G = (Gn)n∈N, outputs a sequence of games
G′ = (G′n)n∈N such that the complexity of G′ is O(log n), and furthermore if the complexity of G is at
most poly(n), then for all n ∈N,

4The choice of 1
2 is inconsequential here; everything stated here holds true for any constant that’s strictly less than 1.
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• If ωt(Gn) < 1, then ωt(G′n) < 1.

• ωt(G′n) ≥ (1− α) + αωt(Gn), where 0 < α < 1 is a universal constant.

• E(G′n, 1) ≥ max
{
E(Gn, 1) , 22n

}
.

Notice that the first and second items imply that ωt(Gn) = 1 if and only if ωt(G′n) = 1. In the
case of t = q, this gapless compression theorem appears to be a weaker version of Theorem 1.2,
except the second item makes it incomparable: whereas the gapped compression theorem only
works on games that either have value 1 or at most 1

2 , the gapless compression theorem works for
all games. In fact, the compression procedure of Theorem 1.3 is gap-shrinking: given a game Gn
with value ωt(Gn) < 1, the compressed game G′n has value ωt(Gn) < ωt(G′n) < 1. Intuitively, by
repeatedly applying a gapless compress procedure to an initial game with value strictly less than
1, the sequence of compressed games obtained have value that get arbitrarily close to 1.

Gapless compression theorems allow us to show that deciding the truth of sentences S of the
form ∀x φ(x) (i.e. Π1-sentences) can be reduced to deciding whether the quantum (or commuting
operator) value of nonlocal games is exactly 1. Analogously to the proof sketched for MIP∗ = RE,
we construct a self-compressing sequence of games G = (Gn)n∈N that depends on the given
sentence S = ∀x φ(x). In pseudocode, the games have the following behavior:

1 The verifier checks whether φ(x) is false for some x ≤ n. If it is, then reject.
2 Otherwise, compute G′ by running GaplessCompresst on the description of G.
3 Play the game G′n+1, the (n + 1)-st game of the sequence G′.

Pseudocode 2: The game Gn encoding Π1-sentences.

Again we assume that φ(n) is computable in O(n) time, implying that the games in the se-
quence G have poly(n)-complexity. The difference between this construction of Gn and the previ-
ous one is that instead of checking whether φ(x) is true for some x ≤ n, the verifier now checks
whether it is false for some x. Using the gapless compression theorem, we get that if φ(x) is true
for all x (meaning S is true), then we have the following chain of inequalities:

ωt(Gn) = ωt(G′n+1)

≥ (1− α) + α ωt(Gn+1)

= (1− α) + α ωt(G′n+2)

≥ (1− α) + α((1− α) + α ωt(G′n+2))

· · ·

The equalities follow from construction of the games, and the inequalities follow from the second
item of Theorem 1.3. Since α < 1, this implies that ωt(Gn) is at least (1− α)(α+ α2 + α3 + · · · ) = 1,
and thus ωt(Gn) = 1.

On the other hand, if S is false, then there is some n for which ωt(Gn) = 0. Working backwards,
we deduce that ωt(G′n) < 1 (by the first item of the gapless compression theorem), so therefore
ωt(Gn−1) < 1, which means that ωt(G′n−1) < 1, and so on. Thus for all k ≤ n we have ωt(Gk) < 1.

Finally, the game GS is then chosen to be the first member G1 of the sequence G.
Since deciding the truth of Π1-sentences is an undecidable problem, this gives an alternate

proof of the undecidability of determining whether ωt(G) = 1 for t ∈ {q, co}, first proved by
Slofstra [Slo19b, Slo19a]. His proof is based on very different techniques based on group theory
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and approximate representation theory. As mentioned previously, the main result of Slofstra’s
work is that the set of quantum correlation Cq is not closed. We can also prove this separation as a
corollary of our results in section 6.3.

Combining gapped and gapless compression. The main application of our gapless compres-
sion theorem is to combine it with the gapped compression theorem of [JNV+20a] to prove The-
orem 1.1, which establishes the Π2-completeness of deciding whether the quantum value of a
nonlocal game is equal to 1. The two compression theorems, interleaved together, allow us to
transform sentences S of the form ∀x ∃y φ(x, y) (i.e. Π2-sentences) to an equivalent nonlocal game
GS (i.e. S is true if and only if ωq(GS) = 1).

Fix a Π2-sentence S = ∀x ∃y φ(x, y). The key idea is that S can be equivalently expressed
as S = ∀m Sm where m ranges over the positive integers (rather than binary strings) and Sm is
the Σ1-sentence ∃n φ(m, n), where n also ranges over the positive integers. Leveraging the Σ1-
sentences-to-nonlocal games reduction from [JNV+20a], we get that for all m ∈ N there exists
a nonlocal game Hm (computable from Sm) such that ωq(Hm) = 1 if and only if Sm is true. In
particular S is true if and only if ∀n ωq(Hn) = 1.

Now we design a sequence of games G = (Gn)n∈N encoding the sentence S as follows.

1 Using the reduction from [JNV+20a], compute the description of the game Hn
corresponding to the Σ1-sentence Sn.

2 Compute the game sequence G′ = (G′n)n∈N by running GaplessCompressq on the
description of G.

3 With probability 1
2 , play the game G′n+1, the (n + 1)-st game of the sequence G′.

4 Otherwise with probability 1
2 , play the game Hn

Pseudocode 3: The game Gn encoding Π2-sentences.

Since the reduction of [JNV+20a] is polynomial-time computable, the game Hn has poly(n)
complexity. The compressed game G′n+1 has O(log n) complexity, due to the guarantees of the
GaplessCompressq procedure. This implies that each game Gn in the sequence G has poly(n)
complexity. If S is true (meaning that Sm is true for all m) then we can establish the following
relationship between ωq(Gn) and ωq(Gn+1):

ωq(Gn) =
1
2

ωq(G′n+1) +
1
2

ωq(Hn) (Definition of the game Gn)

=
1
2

ωq(G′n+1) +
1
2

(S true⇒ ωq(Hn) = 1 for all n)

≥ 1
2

(
(1− α) + α ωq(Gn+1)

)
+

1
2

(Theorem 1.3)

= 1− α

2

(
1−ωq(Gn+1)

)
This is equivalent to 1 − ωq(Gn) ≤ α

2

(
1 − ωq(Gn+1)

)
and by induction this means that 1 −

ωq(Gn) ≤
(

α
2

)k(
1− ωq(Gn+k)

)
for all k ∈ N. As k goes to infinity, this means that ωq(Gn) is

arbitrarily close to 1, and thus equal to 1.
On the other hand, if S is false, then there is some n for which Sn is false and consequently

ωq(Hn) < 1. This means ωq(Gn) < 1. By the gapless compression theorem (Theorem 1.3) we
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deduce that ωq(G′n) < 1, so therefore ωq(Gn−1) < 1, which means that ωq(G′n−1) < 1, and so on.
Thus for all k ≤ n we have ωq(Gk) < 1.

Finally, the desired game GS is then chosen to be the first member G1 of the sequence G.
We observe that for this argument it did not matter that reduction from Σ1-sentences Sn to

games Hn is gapped (in the sense that ωq(Hn) = 1 if Sn is true and ωq(Hn) ≤ 1
2 otherwise). All

that mattered was that there was some reduction from Σ1-sentences to nonlocal games such that
the game value reflects the truth of the sentence. This raises an interesting question for whether it
is possible to prove the Π2-hardness result using “just” a gapless compression theorem.

Gapped compression for commuting operator strategies? It is still unknown whether the prob-
lem of approximating the commuting operator value is as hard as deciding Π1-sentences, which
would mean that exact and approximate computation of the commuting operator value are equiv-
alent in difficulty. Once again, the question boils down to the existence of a gapped compression
procedure for commuting operator strategies. Suppose the following conjecture held:

Conjecture 1.4 (Gap-preserving compression for commuting operator strategies). There exists a
computable map GappedCompressco that, given a sequence of games G = (Gn)n∈N, outputs a sequence of
games G′ = (G′n)n∈N such that the complexity of G′ is O(log n), and furthermore if the complexity of G
is at most poly(n), then for all n ∈N,

• If ωco(Gn) = 1, then ωco(G′n) = 1.

• If ωco(Gn) ≤ 1
2 , then ωco(G′n) ≤ 1

2 .

We can then design a sequence of games G as follows. Let M denote a Turing machine that,
given a description of a nonlocal game F (note that this is a single game, rather than a sequence of
games), halts if ωco(F) < 1 and otherwise runs forever. The semidefinite programming hierarchies
of [NPA08, DLTW08], or the procedure described by [GH13], can be used to implement M.

1 The verifier checks whether φ(x) is false for some x ≤ n. If it is, then reject.
2 Compute the description of the nonlocal game G1, the first game of the sequence G.
3 Run M on input G1 for n steps. If it halts, then accept.
4 Otherwise, compute G′ by running GaplessCompressco on the description of G.
5 Play the game G′n+1, the (n + 1)-st game of the sequence G′.

Pseudocode 4: The game Gn to decide Π1-sentences.

The complexity of G is poly(n) so the consequences of Conjecture 1.4 hold. Let S denote the
sentence ∀x φ(x) for some O(n)-time computable predicate φ. Suppose S were true. Then Step 1 of
Algorithm 4 would never reject. Suppose that ωco(G1) < 1. Then by definition, M will halt in some
number of steps T. Thus ωco(Gn) = 1 for all n ≥ T. For n < T, we have that ωco(Gn) = 1 if and
only if ωco(G′n+1) = 1 (by design of Gn), which is if and only if ωco(Gn+1) = 1 (by Conjecture 1.4).
By an inductive argument we get that ωco(G1) = 1, which contradicts our assumption. Thus we
get ωco(G1) = 1.

On the other hand, suppose that S were false. Let m denote the least integer such that φ(m) is
false. First, it cannot be the case that M halts in fewer than m steps. If it halted in n steps for n < m,
then ωco(Gn) = 1 by construction. However, by construction and Conjecture 1.4 this means that
ωco(Gn−1) = 1, and so on, ultimately yielding that ωco(G1) = 1. This is a contradiction, as the fact
that M halts implies that ωco(G1) < 1.
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Next, we see that ωq(Gm) = 0 because φ(m) is false. By Conjecture 1.4, this means that
ωco(Gm−1) ≤ 1

2 , and so on, ultimately yielding that ωco(G1) ≤ 1
2 , as desired. Letting GS = G1,

this completes the reduction from the problem of deciding Π1-sentences to approximate co-value
problem.

We discuss a plausible approach to proving Conjecture 1.4 in Section 1.2.
Finally, we note that there is something bizarre about the use of the Turing machine M in this

construction. Regardless of whether S is true or false, in both cases, the verifier in the game Gn never
witnesses the Turing machine M halting! Thus, it may appear that M’s halt/non-halt behavior is
irrelevant to the decision procedures of the games {Gn}. However, if we remove line 3 from
Algorithm 4, then it is no longer clear how to reason about the value of the game G1! In particular,
when S is true, there is no n for which we can definitively identify the value of Gn, because we
have an “infinite recursion” where Gn is the same game as the compression of Gn+1, which in turn
is the same game as the compression of Gn+2, and so on. Thus, inserting M in the description of
the games seems to force the sequence of games {Gn} to “examine its own (commuting operator)
value,” which in turn allows us – mathematicians looking in from the outside – to pin down the
value of Gn for all n. We find it a fascinating question of whether it is possible to deduce the value
of the games {Gn} with line 3 removed.5

Are compression theorems necessary? We have just demonstrated that, equipped with the ap-
propriate compression procedures, we can characterize the complexity of the quantum and com-
muting operator value of nonlocal games. Could compression theorems be necessary? That is, does
knowing that (say) exactly computing the commuting operator value is equivalent to deciding Π1-
sentences imply the existence of a compression procedure like the one given by Theorem 1.3?

In [MNY20], it was shown that MIP∗ = RE (i.e. the Σ1-hardness of the approximate q-value
problem) implies a gap-preserving compression theorem for quantum strategies (i.e., Theorem 1.2).
We show that this equivalence between compression and complexity of nonlocal games is more
general:

• The Π1-hardness of the approximate co-value problem implies a gap-preserving compres-
sion theorem for commuting operator strategies.

• The Π1-hardness of the exact co-value problem implies a gapless compression theorem for
commuting operator strategies.

• The Π2-hardness of the exact q-value problem implies a gapless compression theorem for
quantum strategies.

We prove these equivalences in Section 6.5.

Relation to previous work The idea of using compression in order to obtain complexity lower
bounds for nonlocal games was first due to Ji [Ji17]. There, he showed that the complexity of de-
ciding between ωq(G) = 1 and ωq(G) ≤ 1− 1/poly(|G|) where |G| denotes the description length
of the game G is at least as hard as solving NEXP-complete problems. His result, however, only
applied to games with more than two players (in fact his result applies for games with 10 players).
The techniques used to compress games use a variety of tools from quantum information the-
ory, including quantum error correcting codes and the Feynman-Kitaev history state construction.

5This trick of inserting the Turing machine M into the description of the game is also used by [JNV+20a] to construct
an explicit game whose commuting operator value differs from its quantum value.
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This compression technique was further developed by [FJVY19], who prove a gapless compres-
sion theorem that can be recursively composed in order to obtain arbitrarily large complexity lower
bounds for nonlocal games. The lower bounds obtained by [FJVY19] still only apply to games
with three or more players, however. This is a fundamental limitation of the compression ap-
proach of [Ji17, FJVY19] because they rely on using quantum error-correcting codes to perform
secret sharing, which require 3 or more parties.

Obtaining complexity lower bounds for two player games have wider implications and re-
quire new techniques. For example, the connection between Connes’ Embedding Problem and
the approximate q-value problem only hold for two player games. Compressing two-player non-
local games was first pioneered by [NW19] and then further developed by [JNV+20a] to prove
MIP∗ = RE. These works use very different tools such as classical and quantum low-degree tests
and probabilistically checkable proofs (PCPs).6 The gapless compression theorem of this paper
is based on a simplified version of these techniques, which allows us to obtain our Π2-hardness
result for two-player games.

In [MNY20], we obtained Π2-hardness for the exact q-value problem for games with three or
more players. This is because we combined the gapless compression theorem of [FJVY19] with
the gapped compressed theorem of [JNV+20a]. However as mentioned the requirement to have
games with at least three players is intrinsic to the work of [Ji17, FJVY19]. Furthermore, all pre-
vious works only study the setting of finite-dimensional (i.e. q-type) strategies; ours is the first to
study compression of games in the commuting operator setting.

1.2 Overview of the gapless compression theorem

We now provide an overview of the proof of Theorem 1.3, our gapless compression theorem. The
compression theorem technically is about a procedure for transforming a sequence of games into
another, but for simplicity we discuss compression as transforming individual games.

The high-level structure of the compression procedure follows the paradigm first established
by [NW19] and developed further by [JNV+20a]. Let G denote an “input” game where the ques-
tion lengths, answer lengths, and complexity of the decision procedure are poly(n). The game G
is transformed into a “compressed” game G′ where the complexity of the decision procedure is
poly log(n). This transformation consists of two steps, the first one called Question Reduction and
the second called Answer Reduction. We describe these two steps next.

Fix an input game G = (X ,A, D). All games involved use the uniform distribution over
questions; for this reason we omit mention of the question distribution when specifying a nonlocal
game. Fix a value type t ∈ {q, co}.

1.2.1 Question Reduction

The Question Reduction step transforms G into the Introspection game Gintro = (X intro,Aintro, Dintro)
where

log |X intro| = O(log log |X |)
log |Aintro| = poly(log |A|)

Complexity of Dintro = poly(Complexity of D) .

The Introspection game Gintro is equivalent to G in the sense that the value of ωt(Gintro) = 1 if and
only if ωt(G) = 1.

6View Section 2 of [NW19] for a more in-depth overview of the differences.
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At an intuitive level, the question lengths are reduced in Gintro by asking the players to “ask
themselves” – i.e., to introspect – their own questions from X . The players in Gintro are each asked
to sample a question x ∈ X and answer with a ∈ A as they would have answered in the original
game G. If the players’ responses are (x, a) and (y, b), the decision procedure in Gintro will check
that D(x, y, a, b) = 1.

In order for the values of G and Gintro to be meaningfully related, we need to ensure that (a)
the players sample their introspected questions x and y from the uniform distribution (instead of,
say, always picking a fixed (x∗, y∗) for which they have prepared winning answers), and (b) the
first player does not have any knowledge of the second player’s question y and the second player
does not have any knowledge of the first player’s question x.

Forcing players to behave honestly according to (a) and (b) crucially relies on a property called
rigidity that holds for some nonlocal games. A nonlocal game G is rigid if the state and measure-
ment operators of any near optimal strategy for G satisfy very rigid constraints. For introspection,
we need a family of games, called Question Sampling games where the nth member of this fam-
ily is denoted by QSn. Each game has two special questions labeled by measure-standard-basis
and measure-orthogonal-basis and players in QSn are required to respond to these questions with
strings in {0, 1}n. Furthermore these games exhibit rigidity in the following sense; in any near op-
timal strategy for QSn the players must share n EPR pairs, and the player answering the measure-
standard-basis (resp. measure-orthogonal-basis) question, must measure their share of entangled
state using a measurement that is close, in some metric, to the standard basis measurement (resp.
orthogonal basis {|+〉, |−〉}measurement).

For simplicity suppose that the question set for the game G is X = {0, 1}n. Then the Intro-
spection game Gintro, at its core, is the QSn game7: to introspect the verifier just asks the player the
measure-standard-basis question. The verifier then takes advantage of the other special question,
measure-orthogonal-basis, to ensure that the properties (a) and (b) of introspection questions are
satisfied. The proof of this fact is a direct consequence of the rigidity property of the Question
Sampling game as described earlier.

There are many candidate games for Question Sampling if we only cared about the rigidity
property mentioned above. One example is the parallel-repeated Magic Square game [CN16]. What
makes the search for a family of games QSn more challenging is the additional requirement im-
posed by the property

log |X intro| = O(log log |X |).

To satisfy this requirement the Question Sampling can have at most poly(n) questions. So overall
QSn must be a game with poly(n) questions for which any optimal strategy uses n EPR pairs. Any
family of games satisfying this property is said to be efficiently rigid. Efficiency is referring to the
fact that games with small number of questions are certifying Hilbert spaces of large dimension
(2n in the case of QSn). The family of games where the nth game is the nth parallel-repeated Magic
Square game is not efficiently rigid because the number of questions grows as 2O(n). In Section 3.2
we introduce a family of games called 2-out-of-n Magic Square and prove it is efficiently rigid.

Introspection first appeared in [NW19] followed by a more sophisticated version in the MIP∗ =
RE result. To obtain the gapped compression in that paper, the Question Reduction step must
also be gap-preserving, i.e., in addition to the above requirements for introspection, it must be
that if ωq(G) < 1/2, then ωq(Gintro) < 1/2. For gapped introspection, in addition to efficient
rigidity, we need to make sure that in any strategy winning QSn with probability at least 1− ε,

7To be more precise the game Gintro is QSn extended so that it has a small number of additional special questions.
The cross-checks between these special questions force the players to behave “honestly” (i.e., to sample (x, y) from the
uniform distribution), or risk losing the game with some nonzero probability.
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the measurement for measure-standard-basis question is poly(ε, log n)-close (in operator norm)
to the standard-basis measurement. The crucial point is that the error function has logarithmic
dependence on n. This is what we call an efficiently robust rigidity result. The 2-out-of-n Magic
Square game is not highly robust because the error function has a polynomial dependence on
n. The game used in the MIP∗ = RE result that exhibits this additional robustness requirement
is called the quantum low-degree-test [NV18]. The proof of rigidity for this game is considerably
more complicated than the proof of rigidity for the 2-out-of-n Magic Square game. Also, in our
setting we only need to introspect games with uniform question distributions. We believe these
simplifications in the gapless setting help illuminate the core ideas behind introspection.

1.2.2 Answer Reduction

The Answer Reduction step transforms G into the game Gans = (X ans,Aans, Dans) where

log |X ans| = poly(log |X |)
log |Aans| = O(1)

Complexity of Dans = poly(log Complexity of D) .

The game Gans is equivalent to G in the sense that the value of ωt(Gans) = 1 if and only if ωt(G) =
1.

The idea is to delegate computing the decision procedure D(x, y, a, b) to the players. Then have
them certify their computation using a constant sized certificate. In this paper we use the Cook-
Levin reduction: this is an efficient transformation that maps a Turing machine M and input string
w to a 3SAT formula ϕM and variable assignment πw such that M(w) = 1 if and only if πw satisifes
ϕM. Furthermore, w is embedded in the beginning of πw . Clauses of the 3SAT formula ϕM can
be computed hyper-efficiently (which allows us to exponentially reduce the verifiers runtime).
We use this to reduce the Turing machine Dx,y, that computes the decision procedure for fixed
questions (x, y), and the players answers (a, b) to a 3SAT formula ϕx,y and assignment πa,b. The
verifier will now compute a random clause of this formula, and ask the players to provide the
assignments specified by πa,b to the variables in the clause.

There are three immediate issues we must address in this scheme. First, in our current game no
individual player has access to both questions to produce the 3SAT formula ϕx,y. Secondly, if we
allow one of the players to have access to both questions, in order to compute ϕx,y, we must ensure
that the answers (a, b) (and certificate πa,b) are produced in such way that a only depends on x and
b only depends on y. Lastly, we have to make sure the player in fact returns the corresponding
assignments specified by πa,b and does not change this depending on the clause we query.

Fortunately, all three issues can be addressed by oracularization. This takes our original game
and transforms it to a new game Gorac where the verifier sends one player a question x ∈ X and
the other a pair of questions (x, y) ∈ X 2. When a player receives a single question x we call them
an isolated player. When a player receives a pair (x, y) we call them an oracle player. The players
win if the oracle player responds with an answer pair (a, b) ∈ A2 such that D(x, y, a, b) = 1 and
the isolated player responds with answer a (resp. responds with answer b). Intuitively, in Gorac an
oracle player must “simulate” the behavior of the two players in G, and the isolated player (who
only receives half of the oracle question) is used to check that the oracle player’s answers (a, b) are
produced in a way that a only depends on x and b only depends on y, solving our first two issues.

Now we can go ahead and apply the Answer Reduction protocol on the game Gorac, where the
oracle player responds with assignments for our clause queries as described before, but the iso-
lated player is asked a random bit of their original answer a (resp. b). In particular we query only
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from those clauses which contain at least one variable from the beginning of πa,b which embeds
a (resp. b), we make sure the two players answers match on this assignment. This allows us to
continue enforcing the no communication requirement after Answer Reduction. It also ensures
that the oracle player is in fact providing assignments to the clause variables from πa,b. Therefore
Gans uses constant sized answers and has exponentially more efficient verifier complexity.

1.2.3 From gapless to gapped compression

We highlight the primary differences between our gapless compression theorem and the gapped
compression theorem of [JNV+20a].

• In MIP∗ = RE, instead of using the Cook-Levin reduction, the Answer Reduction trans-
formation uses probabilistically checkable proofs (PCPs) in order to control the amount of gap
shrinkage. The soundness of the PCP construction in [JNV+20a] is based on the soundness
of something called the classical low-degree test against entangled provers [JNV+20b], which
is a very technically challenging part of their analysis.

• As explained earlier, the Question Reduction step in MIP∗ = RE uses the robust rigidity of
the quantum low-degree test [NV18]. Contrast this with our gapless compression theorem
that does not require a robust rigidity test.

• The proof of MIP∗ = RE uses a parallel repetition theorem. Roughly speaking, parallel repeti-
tion theorems state that if the quantum value of a game G is less than 1, then the value of the
game Gn, that is obtained from G by playing n instances of G in parallel, decays exponen-
tially with n. This is needed because both the Question Reduction and Answer Reduction
transformations shrink the gap by some amount, and parallel repetition is used to amplify
the gap back to some constant amount.

In this paper we transfer many of the ideas from [JNV+20a] to the infinite dimensional set-
ting, allowing us to get a gapless compression theorem for commuting operator strategies. As
discussed earlier proving Conjecture 1.4 requires a gapped compression theorem for the com-
muting operator strategies. Just like in the case of q-strategies, we would also need to establish
commuting-operator analogues of the three ingredients described above: (1) soundness of the clas-
sical low-degree test, (2) soundness of the quantum low-degree test, and (3) a parallel repetition
theorem.

The first item has been resolved in a forthcoming paper [JNV+21]. The second item requires a
proof that the quantum low-degree test is sound against commuting operator strategies. Finally,
parallel repetition is well studied in the context of (finite-dimensional) quantum strategies [JPY14,
DSV14, BVY17] but nothing is known yet in the context of commuting operator strategies (aside
from the parallel repetition result of [CSUU08], but this only holds for XOR games).

Given the commuting-operator analogues of these tools, however, the Π1-completeness of the
approximate co-value problem should then follow from the argument described in Section 1.1.

1.3 The synchronous strategies framework

As mentioned, another goal of this paper is to present the proof of the gapless compression theo-
rem (Theorem 1.3) in a way that distills, into their simplest form, the techniques and conceptual
components that go into establishing its much more sophisticated cousin, the gap-preserving com-
pression theorem of [JNV+20a]. To that end, we express and prove all our results in the framework
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of synchronous strategies, a class of strategies first studied by [PSS+16]. Working with these strate-
gies simplifies our arguments both notationally as well as conceptually (as compared to working
with general nonlocal games and general strategies).

A synchronous strategy S for a game G is specified by a separable Hilbert space H (which
could be infinite-dimensional), a von Neumann algebra A on H, a tracial state on the algebra A,
8 and a set of projective measurements {Mx}x∈X in the algebra A (each Mx is a set of projections
{Mx

a}a∈A summing to the identity). Given questions (x, y), the probability of obtaining answers
(a, b) is given by τ(Mx

a My
b). Thus the probability that the strategy S succeeds in the game G is

given by

∑
x,y∈X

µ(x, y) ∑
a,b∈A

D(x, y, a, b) τ
(

Mx
a My

b

)
.

Readers who are not familiar with von Neumann algebras and tracial states may find the finite-
dimensional setting easier to understand. When H = Cr for some dimension r, then we can
without loss of generality take the algebra A to be the set B(H) of all bounded operators on H
(which in finite dimensions is simply the set of all linear operators). In this case there is a unique
tracial state, which is the normalized trace τ(X) = 1

r tr(X). In terms of strategies for nonlocal
games, this corresponds to the players using the same projective measurements for each question
and sharing the maximally entangled state |Φ〉 = 1√

r ∑r
e=1|e〉|e〉. Such a strategy has the property

that if both players receive the same question x ∈ X , they always output the same answer a ∈ A
(this is why these strategies are called “synchronous”).

In the infinite-dimensional setting, synchronous strategies give rise to commuting operator strate-
gies: for every synchronous strategy S = (τ, {Mx}) with Hilbert space H, there exist another
Hilbert space H′, a state |ψ〉 ∈ H′, and measurements {Ax}, {Bx} on H′ for the players respec-
tively such that for all x, y ∈ X and a, b ∈ A, the operators Ax

a and By
b commute and we have

τ(Mx
a My

b) = 〈ψ|A
x
a By

b |ψ〉 .

For a proof, see [PSS+16, Theorem 5.5].

Remark 1.5. On the need to specify a von Neumann algebra A as part of the strategy: unlike in the finite-
dimensional setting, we cannot without loss of generality take A to be all of B(H); this is because there may
not necessarily be a tracial state on B(H).

Synchronous strategies arise naturally when considering synchronous games: these are games
where the players must output the same answers whenever they receive the same question (i.e.
D(x, x, a, b) = 0 whenever a 6= b). This simple restriction on the rules of the game has the follow-
ing consequences for optimal strategies:

Theorem 1.6 (Adapted from Theorem 3.2 of [HMPS17] and Theorem 3.6 of [KPS18]). Let G =
(X ,A, µ, D) be a synchronous game such that µ(x, x) > 0 for all x ∈ X . Then if ωco(G) = 1 then there
exists a synchronous strategy S = (τ, {Mx}) for G that achieves value 1. If furthermore ωq(G) = 1,
then there exists a sequence {Sn}n∈N of finite-dimensional synchronous strategies whose values approach
1.

Many games studied in quantum information theory and theoretical computer science are
synchronous games; for example the games constructed in the proof of MIP∗ = RE are all syn-
chronous. In this paper, we also focus exclusively on synchronous games. For this reason, we

8A von Neumann algebra A on a Hilbert space H is a ∗-subalgebra of B(H) (the set of bounded operators on H) that
contains the identity operator and is closed under the weak operator topology. A tracial state τ on the algebra A is a
positive, unital linear functional that satisfies the trace property: τ (AB) = τ (BA) for all A, B ∈ A.
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focus on analyzing the synchronous value of games: we define

ωs
co(G) := sup

synchronous S

ω(G, S) and ωs
q(G) := sup

finite-dimensional
synchronous S

ω(G, S) .

Since synchronous strategies correspond to commuting operator strategies, we have that ωs
co(G) ≤

ωco(G) and similarly ωs
q(G) ≤ ωq(G); Theorem 1.6 implies that ωs

t (G) = 1 if and only if ωt(G) = 1
for t ∈ {q, co}. Thus we do not lose any generality by restricting our attention to synchronous
strategies.

The benefits of working within the synchronous games framework is that strategies only re-
quire specifying one set of measurements for both players (instead of having to keep track of
one for Alice and one for Bob), and furthermore the state τ has the cyclic trace property. Work-
ing in the synchronous setting significantly simplified many of our proofs, in particular those of
rigidity and introspection. Previous rigidity results needed to characterize the shared state upto
isometry and find a concrete representation of the measurement operators as matrices. In the
synchronous setting however we are able to completely sidestepped these technical issues. We
need only to show that certain algebraic relations such as commutation or anticommutation are
satisfied by any optimal strategy, which allows for a much cleaner argument. Furthermore, work-
ing in the synchronous games framework allows for a unified treatment of both the finite- and
infinite-dimensional settings.

This paper builds upon arguments and techniques from a number of previous results. There
has been great success in pinning down the algebra of optimal strategies within the synchronous
games setting. It is our hope that expressing our results in the language of synchronous games
will facilitate connecting our work to the world of functional analysis and operator algebras.

Acknowledgments. We thank Vern Paulsen and William Slofstra for helpful comments. We
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at the University of Toronto. H.M. acknowledges the support of the Natural Sciences and Engi-
neering Research Council of Canada (NSERC). H.Y. is supported by an NSERC Discovery Grant,
a Google Research Award, and AFOSR award FA9550-21-1-0040.
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2 Preliminaries

For an integer d ∈ N we write [d] to denote {1, 2, . . . , d}. For functions f , g1, . . . , gk : Nk → N,
we write f ≤ poly(g1, . . . , gk) if there exists a constants C, E ≥ 0 such that for all sufficiently large
a1, . . . , ak,

f (a1, . . . , ak) ≤ C
`

∏
i=1

gi(a1, . . . , ak)
E.

Let A(x1, . . . , xk) denote a k-input Turing machine, which is a Turing machine with k input
tapes, a single work tape, and a single output tape. Then TIMEA(x1, . . . , xk) denotes the maximum
of the description length of A, and the running time of A on input (x1, . . . , xk) (which may be ∞
if A never halts on that input). For an integer n ∈ N, we let TIMEA(n) denote the maximum of
TIMEA(n, x2, . . . , xk) over all x2, . . . , xk ∈ {0, 1}∗ (where n is provided to A in binary).

2.1 Algebras, states, and norms

LetH be a separable Hilbert space and let B(H) denote the set of bounded linear operators onH.
We write 1H to denote the identity operator on H (and simply write 1 when the Hilbert space is
clear from context).

A von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H is a unital ∗-subalgebra of bounded operators
B(H) that is closed in the weak operator topology. Given two von Neumann algebras A and B on
Hilbert spaces HA,HB respectively, the tensor product algebra A⊗B is defined to be the closure
under the weak operator topology of the ∗-subalgebra generated by {A⊗ B ∈ B(HA ⊗HB) : A ∈
A, B ∈ B}.

Let A ⊆ B(H) denote a von Neumann algebra on H. We say that a positive linear functional
τ : A → C is

• Unital if τ(1) = 1 ;

• Normal if for all families (Pi)i∈I of pairwise orthogonal projections in A, we have τ
(

∑i∈I Pi

)
=

∑i∈I τ(Pi) ;

• Tracial if for all A, B ∈ A, we have τ(AB) = τ(BA) ;

In this paper, τ will always represent a positive linear functional that is tracial, normal, and uni-
tal. We call such functionals a normal tracial state. For brevity we often drop the “normal” qual-
ifier. For an in-depth reference to von Neumann algebras, we refer the reader to Blackadar’s
textbook [Bla06].

We record some basic properties of tracial states. First, tracial states satisfy the Cauchy-Schwarz
and Hölder inequalities, i.e.

|τ(A∗B)|2 ≤ τ(A∗A) τ(B∗B) and |τ(A∗B)| ≤ ‖A‖ · τ(|B|)

where ‖ · ‖ denotes the operator norm, and |B| =
√

B∗B. Second, tracial states give rise to a
seminorm on A: we define the τ-norm of an operator A ∈ A to be

‖A‖τ =
√

τ(A∗A) =
√

τ(AA∗).

The ‖ · ‖τ norm satisfies the triangle inequality: i.e., ‖A + B‖τ ≤ ‖A‖τ + ‖B‖τ.
If H is finite dimensional (i.e. isomorphic to Cd) then there is a unique tracial state on the

algebra B(H), which is the dimension-normalized trace 1
d tr(A). Thus in this case the τ-norm is the

normalized Frobenius norm.
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Proposition 2.1. If τ and σ are tracial states on von Neumann algebras A and B respectively, then τ⊗ σ
is a tracial state on the von Neumann algebra A⊗B.

Proposition 2.2. Let A, B ∈ A. Then ‖AB‖τ ≤ ‖A‖ · ‖B‖τ.

Proof.

‖AB‖τ =
√

τ(BB∗A∗A)

≤
√
‖A∗A‖ · τ(BB∗) (Hölder)

= ‖A‖ · ‖B‖τ

The following proposition allows us to exchange any operator A in any expression CAD with
a nearby operator B and obtain a new expression CBD close to the original expression.

Proposition 2.3. Let C, D ∈ A be any operators with ‖C‖, ‖D‖ ≤ 1. If A, B ∈ A and ‖A− B‖τ ≤ ε,
then ‖CAD− CBD‖τ ≤ ε and |τ(CAD− CBD)| ≤ ε.

Proof. By Proposition 2.2

‖C(A− B)D‖2
τ ≤ ‖C‖2‖D‖2‖A− B‖2

τ ≤ ‖A− B‖2
τ.

We also have

|τ(C(A− B)D)|2 = |τ(DC(A− B))|2

≤ τ(DCC∗D∗)τ((A− B)∗(A− B)) (Cauchy-Schwarz)

≤ ‖A− B‖2
τ.

In the last line we used that τ(DCC∗D∗) ≤ 1. Indeed, if ‖M‖ ≤ 1, then by Hölder |τ(M)| ≤
‖M∗‖τ(I) ≤ 1.

In applications of Proposition 2.3 we usually find ourselves in a situation where C and D are
products of projections and unitaries. Since the operator norm is submultiplicative, i.e., ‖MN‖ ≤
‖M‖‖N‖, the operator norm of any product of projections and unitaries is bounded above by 1.
Thus the assumptions of the proposition are readily verified.

Proposition 2.4. Let U be any unitary. If |τ(1−U)| ≤ ε, then ‖1−U‖τ ≤
√

2ε

Proof.

‖1−U‖2
τ = τ((1−U)∗(1−U)) = τ(21−U −U∗) ≤ 2|τ(1−U)|.
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2.2 Measurements and distance measures on them

Let A denote a von Neumann algebra with a normal tracial state τ. Let M = {Ma}a∈A and
N = {Na}a∈A denote sets of operators in A, indexed by a finite set A. Then we measure the
distance between M and N, denoted by ‖M− N‖τ, as

‖M− N‖τ =
√

∑
a∈A
‖Ma − Na‖2

τ .

We say that M is δ-far from N, denoted by Ma ≈δ Na, if ‖M− N‖τ ≤ δ. We also occasionally use
the notation ‖M‖τ =

√
∑a∈A ‖Ma‖2

τ.

Lemma 2.5. Let M = {Ma}a∈A and and N = {Na}a∈A denote sets of operators indexed by a finite set
A. Then

‖M− N‖τ ≤ ‖M‖τ + ‖N‖τ .

Proof. We compute:

‖M− N‖2
τ = ∑

a∈A
‖Ma − Na‖2

τ

≤
(

∑
a∈A
‖Ma‖2

)
+
(

∑
a∈A
‖Na‖2

)
+ 2
(

∑
a∈A
‖Ma‖τ · ‖Na‖τ

)
≤
(

∑
a∈A
‖Ma‖2

)
+
(

∑
a∈A
‖Na‖2

)
+ 2
√

∑
a∈A
‖Ma‖2

τ ·
√

∑
a∈A
‖Na‖2

τ

=
(
‖M‖τ + ‖N‖τ

)2
.

The first inequality follows from the triangle inequality of the τ-norm, and the second inequality
follows from Cauchy-Schwarz.

A positive operator-valued measure (POVM) onH with outcomes in a finite set A is a set of positive
operators {Ma}a∈A such that ∑a∈A Ma = 1. A projective measurement is a POVM such that each
element Ma is a projection. For a projective measurement M = {Ma} it holds that Ma Mb =
δa,b Ma where δa,b is Kronecker delta. So operators belonging to the same projective measurement
commute. We say two measurements M = {Ma} and N = {Nb} commute, if MaNb = Nb Ma for
all a, b.

To denote “data processed” measurements, i.e., apply a function f : A → B to the outcome of
a measurement, we use the following notation: M[ f ] denotes the POVM with elements

M[ f |b] = ∑
a: f (a)=b

Ma

for all b ∈ B. As an example, suppose A = {0, 1}n and B = {0, 1}. Then we write M[a 7→ai ] to
denote the processed measurement that measures a string a, and then returns the i-th bit of a. To
refer to the element of M[a 7→ai ] corresponding to outcome b ∈ {0, 1}, we write M[a 7→ai |b]. For a
predicate P : A → {0, 1}, we also use the notation

M[a:P(a)] = ∑
a:P(a)=1

Ma .

For example, the operator M[a: f (a) 6=b] denotes the sum over all Ma such that f (a) 6= b.
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We introduce two important distance measures between POVMs that will be used throughout
this paper. All operators referred to in the following are assumed to be elements of a von Neumann
algebra A on which a tracial state τ is defined.

The first distance measure we define is called inconsistency. Let M, N denote POVMs with
outcomes in a finite set A (called the answer set or outcome set). We say that M and N are δ-
inconsistent if

∑
a,b∈A:

a 6=b

τ(Ma Nb) ≤ δ

When the answer set A is clear from context, we write Ma 'δ Na to denote that M and N are
δ-inconsistent.

The second distance measurement we introduce is called closeness. We say that sets of POVMs
M, N are δ-far if

‖M− N‖τ ≤ δ.

Similarly, when the answer set A is clear from context, we write Ma ≈δ Na to denote that M and
N are δ-far. Observe that this notion of closeness is also well-defined when the operators Ma, Na
are not necessarily positive. Thus we will also write Ma ≈δ Na to denote closeness of arbitrary
operator sets that are indexed by an answer set A.

2.3 Utility lemmas about measurements

We now establish several utility lemmas concerning consistency, closeness, and measurements.

Lemma 2.6 (Cauchy-Schwarz for operator sets). Let M = {Ma}a∈A and N = {Na}a∈A denote sets
of operators (not necessarily POVMs). Then∣∣∣ ∑

a∈A
τ(Ma · Na)

∣∣∣2 ≤ ( ∑
a∈A
‖Ma‖2

τ

)
·
(

∑
a∈A
‖Na‖2

τ

)
.

Proof. For every a ∈ A, we have that |τ(Ma · Na)| ≤ ‖Ma‖τ · ‖Na‖τ by the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality for tracial states. Applying the triangle inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz again we have∣∣∣ ∑

a∈A
τ(Ma ·Na)

∣∣∣2 ≤ ( ∑
a∈A

∣∣∣τ(Ma ·Na)
∣∣∣)2
≤
(

∑
a∈A
‖Ma‖τ · ‖Na‖τ

)2
≤
(

∑
a∈A
‖Ma‖2

τ

)
·
(

∑
a∈A
‖Na‖2

τ

)
.

Lemma 2.7 (Data processing inequality for consistency). Let M = {Ma} and N = {Na} be POVMs
with outcomes in A such that Ma 'δ Na. Let f : A → B. Then

M[ f |b] 'δ N[ f |b] .

Proof.

∑
b 6=b′∈B

τ(M[ f |b]N[ f |b′]) = ∑
b 6=b′∈B
a,a′∈A

f (a)=b, f (a′)=b′

τ(MaNa′) ≤ ∑
a 6=a′∈A

τ(MaNa′) ≤ δ.
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Lemma 2.8 (Consistency to closeness). Let M = {Ma} and N = {Na} be POVMs with outcomes in
A such that Ma 'δ Na. Then Ma ≈√2δ Na.

Proof. √
∑

a
‖Ma − Na‖2

τ =
√

∑
a

τ((Ma − Na)2)

≤
√

∑
a

τ(Ma + Na −MaNa)

=
√

2− 2 ∑
a

τ(MaNa)

≤
√

2 ∑
a

τ(Ma(1− Na))

≤
√

2δ.

The first inequality follows because Ma − M2
a ≥ 0 as {Ma} are POVMs. The second inequality

follows from Jensen’s inequality.

Lemma 2.9 (Closeness to consistency). Let M = {Ma} be a projective POVM and let N = {Na}a∈A
be a POVM with outcomes in A. Suppose that Ma ≈δ Na. Then Ma 'δ Na.

Proof. Applying Cauchy-Schwarz twice, we get

∑
a

τ(Ma(1− Na)) = ∑
a

τ(Ma(Ma − Na))

≤
√

∑
a

τ(M2
a) ·
√

∑
a

τ((Ma − Na)(Ma − Na)∗)

≤ δ

where we used that ∑a τ(M2
a) = 1.

Lemma 2.10 (Consistency implies similar probabilities). Let M = {Ma} and N = {Na} be POVMs
with outcomes indexed by A. Suppose that Ma 'δ Na. Then

∑
a∈A
|τ(Ma − Na)| ≤ 2δ.

Proof. Let Sx = {a : τ(Ma) > τ(Na)} and Tx = {a : τ(Na) ≥ τ(Ma)}. Then

∑
a∈A
|τ(Ma − Na)| = ∑

a∈Sx

τ(Ma − Na) + ∑
b∈Tx

τ(Na −Ma).

Then, since τ(MaNa) ≤ τ(Na), we have

∑
a∈Sx

τ(Ma − Na) ≤ ∑
a∈Sx

τ(Ma(1− Na)) ≤ ∑
a∈A

τ(Ma(1− Na)) ≤ δ.

Similarly ∑b∈Tx
τ(Na −Ma) ≤ δ. This completes the proof.

Lemma 2.11. Let M = {Ma}a∈A, N = {Na}a∈A be sets of operators (not necessarily POVMs), and let
R = {Rb}b∈B be a set of operators such that ∑b R∗b Rb ≤ 1. Suppose that Ma ≈δ Na. Then Rb Ma ≈δ RbNa
where the answer summation is over (a, b) ∈ A×B. Similarly, if ∑b RbR∗b ≤ 1, we have MaRb ≈δ NaRb.
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Proof. We prove the approximation Rb Ma ≈δ RbNa:

∑
a∈A,b∈B

‖Rb(Ma − Na)‖2
τ = ∑

a∈A,b∈B
τ
(
(Ma − Na)

∗R∗b Rb(Ma − Na)
)

= ∑
a

τ
(
(Ma − Na)

∗
(

∑
b

R∗b Rb

)
(Ma − Na)

)
≤∑

a
τ
(
(Ma − Na)

∗(Ma − Na)
)

= ∑
a
‖Ma − Na‖2

τ

≤ δ2.

where in the first inequality we used the assumption that ∑b R∗b Rb ≤ 1. The proof for the approx-
imation MaRb ≈δ NaRb is similar.

The following lemma states that POVMs that are almost projective (in the sense that each
POVM element is close to its square) is close to a projective maesurement. A version of this was
first proved in the finite-dimensional setting by [KV11], improved quantitatively in [JNV+20b],
and recently extended to the setting of von Neumann algebras by de la Salle [dlS21].

Lemma 2.12 (Projectivization of POVMs [dlS21]). Let {Ma} ⊂ A be a POVM with outcomes indexed
by a finite set A. Suppose that the following holds:

∑
a

τ(Ma −M2
a) ≤ ε.

Then there exists a projective measurement {Pa} ⊂ A such that

Pa ≈δproj Ma

where δproj = δproj(ε) is a function that depends on ε (but independent of A) and goes to zero as ε→ 0.

The next lemma allows us to “paste” multiple approximately-commuting measurements to-
gether to form a joint projective measurement.

Lemma 2.13 (Pasting lemma). Let {M(1), M(2), . . . , M(K)} ⊂ A be a set of projective measurements
with outcomes in a finite set A. Suppose that for all i 6= j, we have that

M(i)
a M(j)

b ≈ε M(j)
b M(i)

a

where the answer summation is over (a, b) ∈ A2. Then there exists a projective measurement R = {R~a} ⊂
A with outcomes in AK such that for all i ∈ [K],

R[~a 7→ai |b] ≈δpasting M(i)
b

where δpasting = δpasting(K, ε) is a function that goes to 0 as ε→ 0.

We prove Lemma 2.13 in Appendix A.
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2.4 Nonlocal games, strategies, and verifiers

Nonlocal games. A nonlocal game G is a tuple (X ,A, µ, D) where X is a finite question set, A is a
finite answer set, µ is a probability distribution over X × X , and D : X × X ×A×A → {0, 1} is
a function called the decision predicate. A game G is synchronous if for all x ∈ X , if D(x, x, a, b) = 1
if and only if a = b. We call a question pair (x, y) ∈ X × X trivial if D(x, y, a, b) = 1 for all
(a, b) ∈ A×A; otherwise we call (x, y) nontrivial.

In this paper, we only consider games that are synchronous and whose question distribution
is uniform over the question set; thus we denote games G by tuples (X ,A, D).

Strategies. A tracial strategy S for a game G = (X ,A, µ, D) is a pair (τ, {Mx}x∈X ) where there
is a separable Hilbert spaceH such that {Mx} is a set of POVMs onH with outcomes in A, and τ
is a normal tracial state on a von Neumann algebra A containing the set {Mx

a}x,a. The value of a
tracial strategy S in G is defined as

ω(G, S) = ∑
x,y∈X

µ(x, y) ∑
a,b∈A

D(x, y, a, b) τ(Mx
a My

b)

A tracial strategy S is called synchronous if {Mx} are projective measurements. A tracial strategy
S is finite dimensional if H = Cd for some d. A tracial strategy S commutes on a set C ⊆ X × X if
for all (x, y) ∈ C measurements Mx and My commute, i.e., Mx

a My
b = My

b Mx
a for all a, b ∈ A.

The synchronous commuting operator value of a synchronous game G, denoted by ωs
co(G), is de-

fined as the supremum of ω(G, S) over all synchronous strategies S for G. The synchronous quan-
tum value of G, denoted by ωs

q(G), is defined as the same thing except the supremum is restricted
to finite-dimensional synchronous strategies.

The entanglement requirement E
(

G, α
)

for a game G and α ∈ [0, 1] is the minimum dimension
of any finite-dimensional synchronous strategy S for G with quantum value at least α. If no such

strategy exists then E
(

G, α
)
= ∞.

We introduce the notion of an oracularizable strategy; the significance of this notion is that the
answer reduction transformation (discussed in Section 5) requires games to have oracularizable
strategies. “Oracularizability” is an invariant maintained by our compression procedure (as well
as the compression procedures of [NW19, JNV+20a]).

Definition 2.14 (Oracularizable strategy). A synchronous strategy S for a synchronous game G is
oracularizable if the strategy commutes on the set of nontrivial questions of G.

Verifiers. We introduce the notion of a verifier, which gives a uniform way to describe infinite
sequences of nonlocal games.

Definition 2.15 (Verifiers). Let G = (Gn)n∈N denote an infinite sequence of synchronous games where
Gn = (Xn,An, Dn) and the sets Xn = {0, 1}`n ,An ⊂ {0, 1}∗ for some polynomial-time computable
function `n of n. A verifier V for G is a pair (D, C) of Turing machines where D is a 5-input Turing
machine and C is a 3-input Turing machine, such that for all n ∈N, the following hold:

1. D(n, x, y, a, b) = Dn(x, y, a, b) for all (x, y) ∈ Xn ×Xn and (a, b) ∈ An ×An, and

2. C(n, x, y) = 1 if and only if (x, y) ∈ Xn ×Xn is a nontrivial question pair for Gn.

The Turing machines C and D are respectively called a question checker (or simply just a checker) and
decider for G. When n is written on the first input tape of D and C, the Turing machines discard any
string that comes after the `n’th bit in the second and third input tapes.
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Verifiers play a crucial role in the compression theorems of this paper and [JNV+20a], as they
allow for an effective method (“effective” in the computability sense) for encoding infinite se-
quences of nonlocal games.

Remark 2.16. Although we have defined the games in the sequence G corresponding to a verifier V to have
questions and answers consisting of binary strings, we often treat the questions and answers as sets with
more structure, such as tuples. There, we implicitly assume an efficiently computable representation of set
elements as binary strings is fixed.

We note that the Turing machine D in the definition of verifier V for an infinite sequence
G = (Gn)n∈N of games already implicitly specifies the set of nontrivial questions for each Gn. For
our compression procedure, however, it will be necessary to be able to quickly compute whether
a question pair is nontrivial, and having a separate Turing machine C for this is helpful for sepa-
rately keeping track of the decision procedure complexity versus the complexity of deciding the
set of nontrivial questions.

2.5 Asymptotics and approximation bounds

We end the preliminaries section with a short discussion of asymptotics in the analyses of the
Rigidity, Question Reduction and Answer Reduction sections. The bounds and approximations
in this paper are functions of two quantities: one is the game index n, which indicates the n-th
element of an infinite sequence G = (Gn)n∈N of games; we take n to go to infinity and use n to
measure sizes of question/answer alphabets, as well as the time complexity of the deciders. The
other quantity is ε where 1 − ε is a lower bound on the synchronous quantum or synchronous
commuting operator value of a nonlocal game G under consideration. We treat ε as a quantity
that goes to 0.

All of our approximations in this paper will generally depend on both n and ε. From the
assumption that the value of the game is at least 1− ε we will derive consequences for a pair of
measurements {Ma}, {Na}. For example we may prove that Ma ≈δ(n,ε) Na where δ : N×R+ →
R+ is any function that is continuous in the second argument and is such that δ(n, 0) = 0 for all
n. We call such functions proper error functions. We usually let the dependence on n to be implicit
and simply write δ(ε) for proper error functions.

Every instance of δ in this paper should be understood as a function that is different from all the
previous instances of δ except for the aforementioned two properties. For example if Ma ≈δ(ε) Na
and Na ≈δ(ε) Pa by the triangle inequality we have

∑
a
‖Ma − Pa‖2 ≤ 2 ∑

a
‖Ma − Na‖2 + 2 ∑

a
‖Na − Pa‖2

so we can write Ma ≈δ(ε) Pa; every occurrence of δ(ε) in these three approximations can be a
different proper error function.

As such in this paper we usually do not keep track of the specific approximation bounds. For
POVMs {Ma} and {Na} we will often write Ma ≈ Na to denote Ma ≈δ(ε) Na for some proper
error function δ(ε). We also use the notation M ≈ N, for any two operators M, N, to indicate that
‖M− N‖τ → 0 as ε→ 0. Similarly we may write τ(M) ≈ τ(N) to indicate that τ(M− N)→ 0 as
ε→ 0. We recommend reading the proof of Theorem 3.1 carefully to get used to these conventions.
The proof contains techniques that are used over and over in this paper.
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Averaging argument. A simple but prevailing idea in many of the proofs in this paper is the
observation that, if a strategy in a game G has a value at least 1− ε, then the winning probability
conditioned on any event that has a nonzero probability is at least 1− δ(ε) for some error function
δ that has some dependence on the probability of the conditioning event (we usually ignore this
dependence). So for example since the probability distribution on questions is uniform in all our
games, the event that players receive a fixed question pair (x, y) has probability 1/|X |2 where X
is the question set of the game. Then the probability of winning conditioned on players receiving
question pair (x, y) is at least 1− |X |2ε = 1− δ(ε). We usually abbreviate this by simply saying
“by an averaging argument, the probability of winning conditioned on players receiving question
pair (x, y) is 1− δ(ε).” Since we are working in the gapless regime, we do not need to keep track
of the dependence of δ on |X | which allows us to just simply write δ(ε).

The implication of cross-checks between nontrivial question pairs. We explain another proof
technique that appears repeatedly in the following sections of the paper. Suppose {q, r, qr} ∈ X
are three questions in a game G (qr is a single question different from q and r). The answer to ques-
tions q, r, qr are expected to be in three sets A,B,A× B, respectively. Furthermore suppose that
the winning condition dictates that D(q, qr, a, (a′, b′)) = 1 iff a = a′ and that D(r, qr, b, (a′, b′)) = 1
iff b = b′. Clearly (q, qr) and (r, qr) are nontrivial question pairs in this game.

Now one very useful observation is that if (τ, {Nx}x∈X ) is any strategy that wins this game
with probability at least 1− ε, then it must be that

Nq
a Nr

b ≈δ(ε) Nr
b Nq

a ,

or in other words the measurements Nq and Nr approximately commute. To see this, first note
that by an averaging argument the probability of winning conditioned on receiving question pair
(q, qr) is 1− δ(ε). This fact can be stated as follows

1− δ(ε) ≤ ∑
a∈A,b∈B

τ(Nq
a Nqr

a,b) = ∑
a∈A

τ(Nq
a Nqr

a,·)

where Nqr
a,· is the marginal measurement projection ∑b∈B Nqr

a,b. We can rewrite this as

Nq
a 'δ(ε) Nqr

a,· .

By an application of Lemma 2.8 we get

Nq
a ≈δ(ε) Nqr

a,· .

By the symmetry we similarly get
Nr

b ≈δ(ε) Nqr
·,b .

where Nqr
·,b is the marginal measurement projection ∑a∈A Nqr

a,b.
Using Proposition 2.3, we get

Nq
a Nr

b ≈δ(ε) Nqr
a,·Nr

b .

With another application of Proposition 2.3, we get

Nqr
a,·Nr

b ≈δ(ε) Nqr
a,·N

qr
·,b .

By the triangle inequality we can combine these to get

Nq
a Nr

b ≈δ(ε) Nqr
a,·N

qr
·,b .
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Since projection operators belonging to the same projective measurement commute, we have

Nqr
a,·N

qr
·,b = Nqr

·,bNqr
a,· .

Finally by two more applications of Proposition 2.3 and the triangle inequality, we get the desired
result

Nq
a Nr

b ≈δ(ε) Nr
b Nq

a .
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3 Nonlocal game rigidity

A fundamental component of compression theorems are the use of nonlocal games with specific
rigidity properties. Informally speaking, a nonlocal game G is rigid if the state and measurement
operators of an optimal strategy for G must satisfy very rigid constraints – even to the point of
being uniquely specified up to conjugation by isometries.

The most well-known example of a rigid game is the CHSH game [CHSH69], named after
physicists Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Holt. In this game Alice and Bob receive questions x, y ∈
{0, 1} and answer with bits a, b ∈ {0, 1}. They win if and only if a + b = xy mod 2.

It is well-known that the CHSH game satisfies ωq(CHSH) = ωco(CHSH) = 1
2 + 1

2
√

2
, and

the optimum is achieved by a simple two-dimensional strategy (that we call the canonical strategy)
where the players share the entangled state |EPR〉 = (|0〉 ⊗ |0〉+ |1〉 ⊗ |1〉)/

√
2, and Alice and

Bob’s measurement operators are defined to be the following: for all a, b ∈ {0, 1},

1. A0
a is the projection onto the eigenspace of Z =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
with eigenvalue (−1)a.

2. A1
a is the projection onto the eigenspace of X =

(
0 1
1 0

)
with eigenvalue (−1)a.

3. B0
b is the projection onto the eigenspace of (Z + X)/

√
2 with eigenvalue (−1)b.

4. B1
b is the projection onto the eigenspace of (Z− X)/

√
2 with eigenvalue (−1)b.

(The CHSH game is not a synchronous game and optimal strategies for CHSH are not synchronous,
so in general Alice and Bob will have different measurement operators for each question).

It turns out that any finite-dimensional strategy achieving the optimum value for CHSH must
be equivalent to the canonical strategy just described: if the state |ψ〉 belongs to HA ⊗ HB for
finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces HA,HB,9 then there exist isometries VA, VB acting on HA,HB
respectively such that (VA ⊗VB)|ψ〉 = |EPR〉 ⊗ |φ〉 for some auxiliary state |φ〉, and furthermore
under the isometries the players’ measurement operators are equal to the canonical measurements
described above. Since we can only characterize quantum strategies up to local isometries (i.e.
applying local isometries to a strategy cannot change its success probability), this shows that the
canonical strategy is essentially the unique strategy achieving the optimum winning probability
for CHSH.

Furthermore, the rigidity of the CHSH game is robust: strategies that are approximately opti-
mal for CHSH must be approximately equivalent, up to local isometries, to the canonical strategy.
The rigidity of the CHSH game has been studied extensively in quantum information theory and
has found applications to quantum cryptography and quantum complexity theory; see [ŠB20] for
a survey of self-testing and its applications.

In this paper, we propose a more abstract formulation of nonlocal game rigidity: we say that
a game G is rigid if there is a set of algebraic relations that are (approximately) satisfied by the
measurement operators in any strategy S for G that (approximately) attains the optimal value.
We no longer worry about characterizing the state vector or finding a concrete representation of
the measurement operators as matrices.

For example, the rigidity of the CHSH game can be formulated as follows: any quantum
strategy where their shared state is |ψ〉 and Alice’s and Bob’s projective measurements are {Ax

a}
9A standard result in the theory of nonlocal games is that any finite-dimensional strategy can be expressed as a

tensor-product strategy [SW08, Theorem 1].
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and {By
b} respectively that achieves value ωco(CHSH) in the CHSH game must generate anti-

commuting observables: defining the self-adjoint unitary operators U0 = A0
0 − A0

1 and U1 = A1
0 −

A1
1, we must have that U0U1|ψ〉 = −U1U0|ψ〉; the same holds with Bob’s operators. Furthermore,

this anti-commutation relation establishes that the Hilbert space must have dimension at least 2.
Establishing anti-commutation relations between the observables induced by an optimal strat-

egy is usually the first step in “traditional” proofs of CHSH rigidity; this step is key to proving
that the state and measurements are isometric to |EPR〉 and the Pauli Z and X observables, respec-
tively. In this paper, however, we solely focus on the algebraic relations between the measurement
operators – these are the only properties that are needed for our applications. This allows us to
shortcut some of the complexity of typical arguments for nonlocal game rigidity.

Aside from providing simplifications, we believe that this algebraic perspective on rigidity will
be beneficial for studying nonlocal games and their connections to subjects such as approximate
representation theory and operator algebras.

3.1 The Magic Square game

We illustrate how rigidity results can be formulated in the synchronous games framework us-
ing the Mermin-Peres Magic Square game (often called Magic Square game for short) [Mer90, Per90,
Ara02]. Rigidity of Magic Square is first proved in [WBMS16b]. The Magic Square is a game where
the players’ goal is to convince the verifier that they can assign values to the cells of a 3× 3 grid
such that the sum of cells within a row or column is even, except in the last column, where the
sum should be odd. Of course, it is impossible to deterministically assign values satisfying these
constraints, but when the players use a quantum strategy it appears as if they are performing the
impossible.

We can view the Magic Square game as corresponding to a system of linear equations over Z2:
let s11, . . . , s33 denote variables for the nine squares of the 3× 3 grid, as depicted below:

s11 s12 s13
s21 s22 s23

s31 s32 s33

There are three constraints for the rows and three constraints for the columns:

s11 + s12 + s13 = 0 s11 + s21 + s31 = 0
s21 + s22 + s23 = 0 s12 + s22 + s32 = 0
s31 + s32 + s33 = 0 s13 + s23 + s33 = 1

In the standard formulation of the Magic Square game, one player is chosen to be a constraint
player, meaning that they receive a random equation e = {si1 j1 , si2 j2 , si3 j3} from this linear system.
The other player is chosen to be the variable player, meaning that they receive a random variable sij
from the equation e. The constraint player is supposed to respond with an assignment from {0, 1}
to each of the variables in their received equation, and the variable player is supposed to respond
with an assignment to their variable. The players win if the constraint players’ assignment sat-
isfies the given equation and if the variable player’s assignment is consistent with the constraint
player’s answers (i.e. the constraint player’s assignment for the other player’s received variable
must match the variable player’s response).

We only deal with games with uniform question distributions in this paper, so the variant of
the Magic Square game (which we abbreviate as MS) that we consider is where the questions to
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Alice and Bob are uniformly and independently chosen from XMS = Xeqs ∪ Xvars where

Xeqs = {r1, r2, r3, c1, c2, c3},
Xvars = {s11, s12, s13, s21, s22, s23, s31, s32, s33}.

Here ri (resp. cj) stands for the equation associated with the ith row {si1, si2, si3} (resp. jth col-
umn {s1j, s2j, s3j}). For every constraint e in the Magic Square linear system, let Ae denote the set
of functions fe that map variables in e to {0, 1}. The answer set is AMS = Aeqs ∪ Avars where
Aeqs is the the union of Ae over all constraints e, and Avars = {0, 1}. The decision procedure
DMS(x, y, a, b) for the Magic Square game is described by the following table: if (x, y) (resp. (y, x),
as the game is symmetric) is one of the nontrivial question pairs listed, then the players win if
and only if the winning condition for the answers (a, b) (resp. (b, a)) is satisfied. Otherwise, if the
question pair is nontrivial, the players automatically win.

Nontrivial Question Pair (x, y) Winning Condition on Answers (a, b)

x = y a = b

x ∈ Xeqs, y ∈ Xvars and y is a variable in
equation x

a ∈ Aeqs satisfies equation x and a(y) = b

Table 1: The nontrivial question pairs and winning conditions for the Magic Square game.

We now define a value-1 synchronous strategy for the Magic Square game. Let H be a Hilbert
space and for each variable sij let Oij denote a self-adjoint unitary operator (called an observable)
acting onH. Suppose that by arranging them into a 3× 3 grid, the observables satisfy the follow-
ing algebraic relations:

1. (R1) The product of observables in a row or column multiply to 1, except in the last column,
where they multiply to −1.

2. (R2) Two observables in the same row or column commute with each other;

3. (R3) Two observables not in the same row or column anti-commute with each other.

First, we note that it is possible to find such a set of observables satisfying these algebraic relations
(see Figure 2 for an example of unitary operators acting on C2 ⊗C2).

Z⊗ 1 1⊗ Z Z⊗ Z
1⊗ X X⊗ 1 X⊗ X
Z⊗ X X⊗ Z XZ⊗ ZX

Figure 2: An example of optimal observables for the Magic Square game, where the X and Z operators are
the same as in the canonical CHSH strategy.

Second, we note that relation R3 is actually a consequence of relations R1 and R2. For example
to obtain O11O22 = −O22O11 one could repeatedly apply R1 and R2 in the following order

(O11 O22)2 = (O12 O13)(O23 O21)(O21 O31)(O32 O12)
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= O12(O13 O23)(O21 O21)(O31 O32)O12

= −O12 O33 O33 O12 = −1. (3.1)

However we include R3 because the anti-commutation relation turns out to be the most important
one in our applications of rigidity.

Given a set O = {Oij} of observables satisfying relations R1, R2, and R3, we can define the
synchronous strategy S = (τ, {Mx}) where τ is a tracial state on the von Neumann algebra
generated by the observables O. For a variable question sij, define the measurement operator
M

sij
b to be the projection onto the eigenspace of Oij with eigenvalue (−1)b. To aid notation we

abbreviate M
sij
b as Mij

b . The operator Me
a corresponding to a constraint question e ∈ Xeqs is the

product

∏
sij∈e

Mij
a(sij)

(3.2)

where the product is over variables sij occurring in equation e, and a is an assignment to variables
in e. Notice that because of relation R2, if si1 j1 , si2 j2 ∈ e then

Mi1 j1
b1

Mi2 j2
b2

= 1/4(1 + (−1)b1Oi1 j1)(1 + (−1)b2Oi2 j2)

= 1/4(1 + (−1)b2Oi2 j2)(1 + (−1)b1Oi1 j1)

= Mi2 j2
b2

Mi1 j1
b1

for every b1, b2 ∈ {0, 1}. So the order of the product in Equation (3.2) doesn’t matter, and thus Me
a

is also a projection.
It is easy to verify that this strategy for the Magic Square game attains winning probability

1; this relies on the relations R1 and R2. Let us verify this in a few simple steps. Conditioned on
players receiving a trivial question pair, the players winning probability is 1 (as in this case players
win regardless of their answers). Conditioned on receiving the same question, the players respond
with the same answer with probability 1 because S is a projective strategy. Indeed conditioned
on receiving question pair (sij, sij), the probability of winning is

τ(Mij
0 Mij

0 ) + τ(Mij
1 Mij

1 ) = τ(Mij
0 + Mij

1 ) = τ(1) = 1.

Similarly conditioned on question pair (e, e) ∈ Xeqs ×Xeqs, the probability of winning is

∑
a∈Ae

τ(Me
a Me

a) = ∑
a∈Ae

τ(Me
a) = τ(1) = 1.

Finally, conditioned on receiving question pair (ri, sij), the probability that the constraint player’s
assignment for sij matches the variable player’s answer to sij is

∑
a∈Ari

τ(Mri
a Mij

a(sij)
) = ∑

b∈Avars

∑
a∈Ari

a(sij)=b

τ(Mri
a Mij

b )

= ∑
b∈Avars

τ(Mij
b Mij

b ) = ∑
b∈Avars

τ(Mij
b ) = τ(1) = 1

and the probability that the constraint player’s assignment satisfies equation ri is

∑
a∈Ari

a(si1)+a(si2)+a(si3)=0

τ(Mri
a ) ≥ ∑

a∈Ari

(−1)a(si1)+a(si2)+a(si3)τ(Mri
a )
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= ∑
a∈Ari

(−1)a(si1)+a(si2)+a(si3)τ(Mi1
a(si1)

Mi2
a(si2)

Mi3
a(si3)

)

= τ(Oi1 Oi2 Oi3) = τ(1) = 1.

A similar calculation holds for question pairs (cj, sij). Since conditioned on any question pair
the winning probability is 1, we conclude that ω(MS, S) = 1. It should also be clear that this
strategy is oracularizable, meaning that measurements corresponding to nontrivial question pairs
commute. Finally, letting Oij be the Pauli observables in Figure 2, we obtain a finite dimensional
oracularizable perfect synchronous strategy for the Magic Square game defined over the Hilbert
space C4.

We now establish the rigidity of the Magic Square game. Let S = (τ, {Mx}) denote a syn-
chronous strategy for the Magic Square game. Each {Mij

b }b∈AMS is a projective measurement with
outcomes b ∈ AMS. Without loss of generality, we assume that the measurements corresponding
to variable questions sij only produce either 0 or 1 as answers, i.e.,

Mij
0 + Mij

1 = 1 . (3.3)

This is because for variable questions we can always define Mij
1 to be the orthogonal projection

1−Mij
0 , and this cannot decrease the winning probability. Similarly, without loss of generality, we

assume that the projective measurement {Me
a}a∈AMS corresponding to constraint question e only

produces assignments in Ae, that is ∑a∈Ae
Me

a = 1.
For every variable sij ∈ Xvars, define the observable

Oij = Mij
0 −Mij

1 .

Note that Oij is a self-adjoint unitary operator (because of the assumption in eq. (3.3)) and that Mij
b

is a projection onto an eigenspace of Oij.
The rigidity of the Magic Square game is expressed in the following way: if S is an (approxi-

mately) optimal strategy for the Magic Square game, then the observables must (approximately)
satisfy the algebraic relations R1, R2, and R3.

Theorem 3.1 (Rigidity of Magic Square). Let S = (τ, {Mx}) be a synchronous strategy such that
ω(MS, S) ≥ 1− ε. Let {Oij} denote the observables associated to the strategy. Then

1. (R1) The product of observables in a row or column approximately multiply to 1, except in the last
column, where they approximately multiply to −1:

Oi1 Oi2 Oi3 ≈δ(ε) 1 for i = 1, 2, 3,

O1j O2j O3j ≈δ(ε) 1 for j = 1, 2,

O13 O23 O33 ≈δ(ε) −1 .

2. (R2) Two observables in the same row or column approximately commute with each other, that is for
all i, j, k ∈ [3]

Oij Oik ≈δ(ε) Oik Oij ,

Oji Oki ≈δ(ε) Oki Oji .
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3. (R3) Two observables not in the same row or column anti-commute with each other, so for example

O11 O22 ≈δ(ε) −O22 O11 , O12 O21 ≈δ(ε) −O21 O12 ,

In all of these approximations δ is some proper error function such that δ(ε) ≤ 32|XMS|
√

ε.

Proof. We saw earlier that R3 is implied by R1 and R2. This is also the main idea behind the proof
here. We first show that {Oij} approximately satisfies R1 and R2, then we use a derivation similar
to (3.1), to conclude that R3 is approximately satisfied.

We can deduce a number of consistency conditions from the fact that the strategy S succeeds
with probability at least 1− ε. First, by a simple averaging argument, since every question pair
(x, y) ∈ XMS × XMS is sampled uniformly at random, the winning probability conditioned on
players receiving any fixed question pair (x, y) is at least 1− |XMS|2.

As a notation aid, let Ri
a = Mri

a denote a row measurement operator and Cj
a = M

cj
a denote a

column measurement operator. By the winning conditions in Table 1, the constraint and variable
players’ answers must be consistent with high probability. In other words ∑a∈Ari

τ
(

Ri
a Mij

a(sij)

)
is at least as large as the probability of winning conditioned on players receiving question pair
(ri, sij) for every i, j ∈ [3]. So from our remark earlier, we have

∑
a∈Ari

τ
(

Ri
a Mij

a(sij)

)
≥ 1− |XMS|2ε . (3.4)

For every row measurement operator Ri
a we define marginal projection operators: for j ∈ [3] and

b ∈ {0, 1} define
Rij

b = ∑
a∈Ari : a(sij)=b

Ri
a

where the summation is over assignments a that assigns value b to variable sij. This is a projection
and notice that for all assignments a to variables in ri, we have

Ri
a = Ri1

a(si1)
· Ri2

a(si2)
· Ri3

a(si3)
.

It is also clear that {Rij
b }b∈{0,1} forms a projective measurement. We can similarly define, for all

columns j and variables sij, projective measurement {Cji
b } consisting of operators

Cji
b = ∑

a∈Acj : a(sij)=b
Cj

a.

We can rewrite (3.4) in terms of projective measurements {Rij
b }b∈{0,1} as follows

1− |XMS|2ε ≤ ∑
a∈Ari

τ
(

Ri
a Mij

a(sij)

)
= ∑

b∈Avars

∑
a∈Ari :

a(sij)=b

τ
(

Ri
a Mij

b

)
= ∑

b∈Avars

τ
(

Rij
b Mij

b

)
.

Using the notation for consistency between measurements, we can equivalently express this as

Rij
b '|XMS |2ε Mij

b ,
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where the answer set is Avars = {0, 1}. By Lemma 2.8, we convert consistency to closeness to
obtain

Rij
b ≈|XMS |

√
2ε Mij

b ,

and with a similar argument for columns we get that

Cji
b ≈|XMS |

√
2ε Mij

b .

At this point it will be more convenient for us to work with observables, rather than projection
operators. We have already defined observable Oij for each variable sij; we now define observables
corresponding to the (marginal) constraint operators: for all i, j ∈ [3], define

Rij = Rij
0 − Rij

1 and Cji = Cji
0 − Cji

1 .

The closeness between constraints and variable projective measurements can be expressed also in
terms of observables using the triangle inequality

‖Oij − Rij‖2
τ ≤ 2‖Mij

0 − Rij
0 ‖

2
τ + 2‖Mij

1 − Rij
1 ‖

2
τ ≤ 4|XMS|2ε.

The same holds for columns, therefore overall we have proved that

Oij ≈2|XMS |
√

ε Rij , (3.5)

Oij ≈2|XMS |
√

ε Cji. (3.6)

Now using these relations, we can prove that variable observables in the same row or column
approximately commute. This follows from a few simple steps. First, by the triangle inequality,
for every i, j, k ∈ [3] we can write

‖Oij Oik −Oik Oij‖2
τ ≤ 2‖Oij Oik − Rij Rik‖2

τ + 2‖Rij Rik − Rik Rij‖2
τ + 2‖Rik Rij −Oik Oij‖2

τ

= 2‖Oij Oik − Rij Rik‖2
τ + 2‖Rik Rij −Oik Oij‖2

τ . (3.7)

where we used the equality Rij Rik = Rik Rij which follows from the fact that projections Rij
b and Rik

c
are marginals of the same projective measurement {Ri

a}a∈Ari
and projections belonging to the same

projective measurement commute. By Proposition 2.3, from (3.5), we get that OijOik ≈2|XMS |
√

ε

RijOik. Again by Proposition 2.3, from (3.5), we get that RijOik ≈2|XMS |
√

ε RijRik. So by triangle
inequality we have

‖Oij Oik − Rij Rik‖2
τ ≤ 2‖OijOik − RijOik‖2

τ + 2‖OijRik − RijRik‖2
τ ≤ 16|XMS|2ε.

This is true for all i, j, k ∈ [3], so in particular it also holds that

‖Rik Rij −Oik Oij‖2
τ ≤ 16|XMS|2ε.

Now plugging these in (3.7) we get that

‖Oij Oik −Oik Oij‖2
τ ≤ 32|XMS|2ε.

An identical argument can be applied to columns, so overall we proved

Oij Oik ≈4|XMS |
√

2ε Oik Oij , (3.8)
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Oji Oki ≈4|XMS |
√

2ε Oki Oji , (3.9)

for every i, j, k ∈ [3].
As mentioned in Section 2.5, in this paper we do not need to keep track of the specific approx-

imation bounds. As such, instead of carrying around subscripts like 4|XMS|
√

2ε in our approxi-
mations, we opt to instead write Oij ≈δ(ε) Rij where δ is some error function such that δ(ε) → 0
as ε→ 0. For example in the rest of this paper the argument above will be abbreviated as follows:
From Oij ≈δ(ε) Rij for all i, j ∈ [3] and repeated applications of Proposition 2.3, we obtain

Oij Oik ≈δ(ε) Rij Rik = Rik Rij ≈δ(ε) Oik Oij ,

so by the triangle inequality
Oij Oik ≈δ(ε) Oik Oij ,

where δ(ε) are proper error functions. It is only in this proof that, for the benefit of the reader who
sees these approximations for the first time, we tried to give the arguments in full details and kept
track of all the error functions.

So far we obtained consequences of the fact that in a strategy with large winning probability
the constraint and variable players’ answers are consistent with high probability. There are some
other relations that must hold in any approximately optimal strategy. For instance, with high
probability, the measurement outcome of a constraint measurement {Me

a}a∈Ae must be a satisfy-
ing assignment for the constraint e. Let us make this more precise. The probability of winning
conditioned on players receiving question pair (ri, sij) is at least 1− |XMS|2ε. By winning condi-
tions in Table 1, if players win on question pair (ri, sij), then the assignment by the player receiving
question ri must satisfy constraint ri. So we can write

∑
a∈Ari

a(si1)+a(si2)+a(si3))=0

τ
(

Ri
a

)
≥ 1− |XMS|2ε.

Now from the fact that {Ri
a}a∈Ari

is a projective measurement, we get that

∑
a∈Ari

(−1)a(si1)+a(si2)+a(si3)τ
(

Ri
a

)
≥ 1− 2|XMS|2ε,

and in terms of observables this can be equivalently written as

τ
(

Ri1Ri2Ri3
)
≥ 1− 2|XMS|2ε .

By Proposition 2.4, we get that

Ri1 Ri2 Ri3 ≈2|XMS |
√

ε 1 for i = 1, 2, 3 . (3.10)

Doing the same for columns we get

Cj1 Cj2 Cj3 ≈2|XMS |
√

ε 1 for j = 1, 2

and
C31 C32 C33 ≈2|XMS |

√
ε −1
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Now by (3.5) and (3.10), and repeated applications of Proposition 2.3 and the triangle inequality,
for every i ∈ [3], we obtain

‖Oi1 Oi2 Oi3‖2
τ ≤ 2‖Oi1 Oi2 Oi3 − Ri1 Oi2 Oi3‖2

τ + 2‖Ri1 Oi2 Oi3 − Ri1 Ri2 Oi3‖2
τ

+ 2‖Ri1 Ri2 Oi3 − Ri1 Ri2 Ri3‖2
τ + 2‖Ri1 Ri2 Ri3 − 1‖2

τ

≤ 32|XMS|2ε.

Therefore we have

Oi1 Oi2 Oi3 ≈4|XMS |
√

2ε 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, (3.11)

and following the same argument for columns

O1j O2j O3j ≈4|XMS |
√

2ε 1 for j = 1, 2, (3.12)

O13 O23 O33 ≈4|XMS |
√

2ε −1 . (3.13)

Finally to prove the approximate anticommutation O11 O22 ≈ −O22O11, we follow the idea in
the derivation 3.1: We start with (O11 O22)2 and step by step, using relations (3.11)-(3.13), substi-
tute O11 and O22 by unitaries that are nearby. By repeated applications of triangle inequality and
Proposition 2.3 and the approximate relations we established so far, we can write

(O11 O22)2 ≈16|XMS |
√

ε (O
12 O13)(O23 O21)(O21 O31)(O32 O12)

= O12(O13 O23)(O21 O21)(O31 O32)O12

= O12(O13 O23)(O31 O32)O12

≈8|XMS |
√

2ε −O12 O33 O33 O12

= −1,

So altogether, with another application of triangle inequality, we obtain

‖(O11 O22)2 + 1‖τ ≤ 32|XMS|
√

ε.

Now since O11O22 is a unitary and the τ-norm is unitarily invariant, we conclude that

‖O11O22 + O22O11‖τ ≤ 32|XMS|
√

ε.

By symmetry, an almost identical argument can be applied to prove anticommutation relations for
all other pairs of observables not in the same row or column.

As mentioned, the rigidity of the Magic Square and CHSH games are important stepping
stones for a number of results in quantum complexity theory and quantum cryptography. A cru-
cial component of obtaining strong lower bounds on the complexity of approximating the value
of nonlocal games has been through developing nonlocal games with highly efficient rigidity prop-
erties.

We measure efficiency via the tradeoff between the complexity of the game versus the complex-
ity of the algebraic relations that (approximately) optimal strategies must satisfy. For example, the
Magic Square game has |XMS|2 = 152 question pairs and a similar number of answer pairs, and
(approximately) optimal strategies must give rise to two pairs of (approximately) anti-commuting
observables {O11, O22} and {O21, O12}, and furthermore these pairs must be independent in the
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sense that they (approximately) commute with each other. This implies that when the probability
of winning is sufficiently close to 1, the dimension of the Hilbert space must be at least 4. We say
that the Magic Square game certifies the existence of two independent anti-commuting observables
and certifies a Hilbert space of dimension at least 4. This is a consequence of the following general
statement:

Proposition 3.2. Let A denote a von Neumann algebra on a separable Hilbert space H with a tracial
state τ, and let A(1), . . . , A(n), B(1), . . . , B(n) ∈ A denote self-adjoint unitary operators (i.e. observables).
Suppose for some ε ≥ 0 the following approximate commutation and anticommutation relations hold:

∀ i, A(i)B(i) ≈ε −B(i)A(i)

∀ i 6= j, A(i)A(j) ≈ε A(j)A(i) , B(i)B(j) ≈ε B(j)B(i) , A(i)B(j) ≈ε B(j)A(i) .

Then, for all sufficiently small ε, it holds that dimH ≥ (1 − δ(ε))2n where δ(ε) is some proper error
function.

Proof. There is nothing to prove when H is infinite dimensional. So assume that H is finite di-
mensional. By Theorem 4.4.1 in [Jon09], every finite dimensional von Neumann algebra is a direct
sum of B(Hi) where Hi are finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. So without loss of generality we
may assume A = B(H) and that τ(·) = tr(·)/ dimH is the dimension-normalized trace.

Let Π(i)
b be the projection onto (−1)b-eigenspace of A(i). For every s ∈ {0, 1}n let

Ms :=
( n

∏
i=1

Π(i)
si

)( n

∏
i=1

Π(i)
si

)∗
.

These operators are clearly positive semidefinite and a simple inductive argument shows that
∑s∈{0,1}n Ms = 1. Therefore {Ms}s∈{0,1}n is a POVM.

From approximate commutation relations between A(i)s we get that any pair Π(i)
a and Π(j)

b
must approximately commute. Therefore by repeated applications of Proposition 2.3, we get that

M2
s ≈δ(ε) Ms.

By Proposition 2.3 again, we obtain that τ(Ms −M2
s ) ≤ δ(ε) for every s. So by Lemma 2.12, there

exists a projective measurement {Ps}s∈{0,1}n ⊂ A such that Ps ≈δ(ε) Ms.
By approximate anticommutation, we get B(i) A(i) B(i) ≈δ(ε) −A(i). We can express this in

terms of projective measurement {Π(i)
0 , Π(i)

1 }

B(i) Π(i)
0 B(i) − B(i) Π(i)

1 B(i) ≈δ(ε) Π(i)
1 −Π(i)

0 .

Using the relation Π(i)
0 + Π(i)

1 = 1, we conclude that

B(i) Π(i)
0 B(i) ≈δ(ε) Π(i)

1 . (3.14)

Now if we define unitary operators Us,t := ∏n
i=1(B(i))si+ti , it is straightforward to show that

Us,t Ms U∗s,t ≈δ(ε) Mt

for every s, t ∈ {0, 1}n using (3.14) and approximate commutation and anticommutations between
A and B operators. This immediately implies that

τ(Mt) ≈δ(ε) τ(Us,t Ms U∗s,t) = τ(Ms).
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Now since projections {Ps} are close to operators {Ms} we also have τ(Ps) ≈δ(ε) τ(Pt) for every
s, t.

From τ(∑s Ps) = τ(1) = 1 and the fact that τ(Ps) ≈ τ(Pt) for every s, t ∈ {0, 1}n, we get that
τ(Ps) ≈δ(ε) 2−n. In other words we have

(1− δ(ε))2−n ≤ τ(Ps) ≤ (1 + δ(ε))2−n

for every s. For all ε sufficiently small, we have δ(ε) < 1, and thus τ(Ps) > 0. Since Ps is a
projection and it is nonzero it must be that tr(Ps) ≥ 1 so τ(Ps) = tr(Ps)/ dimH ≥ 1/ dimH. We
can write

1/ dimH ≤ τ(Ps) ≤ (1 + δ(ε))2−n

from which we conclude that

dimH ≥ 2n

1 + δ(ε)
≥ (1− δ(ε))2n.

It is possible to construct games that certify a larger Hilbert space. An example is the n-fold
parallel repetition of the Magic Square game, which is a nonlocal game where the verifier plays
n independent instances of the Magic Square game simultaneously with the two players. This
game is also rigid, and it certifies 2n pairs of independent anti-commuting observables and conse-
quently, by the proposition we just proved, certifies a Hilbert space of dimension 22n. However the
complexity of the game also scales commensurately with the dimension: the number of questions
and answers grows as 2O(n).

Are there games that certify a d-dimensional Hilbert space using much fewer than d ques-
tions/answer pairs? Chao, Reichardt, Sutherland and Vidick [CRSV18] and Natarajan and Vidick
[NV18] showed that there exist families of games {Gn} where the n-th game Gn certifies a 2n-
dimensional space using poly(n) question/answer pairs. The rigidity result of [NV18] is also
highly robust, in the sense that strategies for Gn that succeed with probability 1− ε must be δ(ε)-
close to satisfying the target algebraic relations, for some function δ(ε) that has a mild (e.g., loga-
rithmic) dependence on n. The existence of games with efficient and robust rigidity properties is
a key component of the gap-preserving compression theorem of [JNV+20a].10

For our gapless compression result, we only need games with efficient rigidity properties (i.e.,
small game certifying a large Hilbert space), not necessarily highly robust ones. In this paper we
use a family of games that we call 2-out-of-n Magic Square, which is inspired by the family of games
introduced in [CRSV18], which we call 2-out-of-n CHSH. We describe the 2-out-of-n Magic Square
games next.

3.2 The 2-out-of-n Magic Square game

Fix an integer n > 0. The basic idea behind the 2-out-of-n Magic Square game, abbreviated
2-OF-n-MS, is that the players are asked to play n simultaneous instances of the Magic Square
game, but the verifier only asks the players for their responses for 2 instances. Define the question
set X2-OF-n-MS = {(i, j) ∈ [n]2 : i 6= j} × X 2

MS, and the answer set A2-OF-n-MS = A2
MS. The deci-

sion predicate D2-OF-n-MS(q, r, a, b) is specified as follows, via its nontrivial question pairs and the
corresponding winning conditions for the answers.

10In fact, the result of [JNV+20a] implies that one can construct games with m questions/answers that certify d-
dimensional Hilbert spaces, and d can be an arbitrarily large (computable) function of m!
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Nontrivial Question Pair (q, r) Winning Condition on Answers (a, b)

q = r a = b

q = (i, j, xi, xj), r = (k, `, yk, y`) DMS(xw, yw, uw, vw) = 1 for all w ∈ {i, j} ∩ {k, `}
where {i, j} ∩ {k, `} 6= ∅, and for all w in
the intersection, (xw, yw) is a nontrivial
question pair for MS

where a = (ui, uj), b = (vk, v`)

Table 2: The nontrivial question pairs and winning conditions for the 2-OF-n-MS.

In other words, each player gets asked to generate answers for two instances of the Magic
Square game, but do not know what instances the other player is asked about. If there is an
instance i that is asked to both players, then their questions and answers for instance i must satisfy
the Magic Square decision predicate.

It is easy to see that the 2-OF-n-MS has a perfect synchronous strategy: let SMS = (τ, {Mx}),
where τ is a tracial state on some von Neumann algebra A on a Hilbert space H, denote the
perfect strategy for the Magic Square game described above. Then define the synchronous strat-
egy S2-OF-n-MS = (τ⊗n, {Mi,j,x,y}), where Mi,j,x,y = {Mi,j,x,y

a,b }a,b∈AMS is the projective measurement
defined such that

Mi,j,x,y
a,b := 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗Mx

a ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗My
b ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 ∈ A⊗n

in which Mx
a and My

b are acting on the ith and jth copy ofH, respectively. Intuitively if a player re-
ceives the question (i, j, x, y) they perform independent Magic Square measurements correspond-
ing to questions x and y on the i-th and j-th copy of H, respectively, and respond with their
measurement outcomes. Clearly, the players’ will win the instances that are shared between them.
The oracularizability of this strategy follows from the oracularizablity of the honest strategy of the
Magic Square game and the construction above: for example if (xi, yi) is a nontrivial question pair
in the Magic Square game, then measurements Mi,j,xi ,xj and Mi,k,yi ,yk commute for all j 6= k since
measurements Mxi and Myi commute by the oracularizability of the honest Magic Square strategy
from the previous section.

The next lemma expresses the rigidity properties of the 2-OF-n-MS. Let {Mi,j,x,y
a,b }a,b∈AMS de-

note a measurement corresponding to a question (i, j, x, y) ∈ X2-OF-n-MS. Define the marginal
measurement operator

Mi,x
a = ∑

b
Mi,succ(i),x,x

a,b

where the sum is over answers b ∈ AMS and succ(i) =

{
i + 1, i < n,
1, i = n.

Note that for all (i, x) ∈ [n]×XMS, the set {Mi,x
a }a∈AMS forms a projective measurement. Just

like with strategies for the Magic Square game, when x is a variable question in the Magic Square
game (i.e. it is scd for some c, d ∈ [3]), we assume without loss of generality that

Mi,scd
0 + Mi,scd

1 = 1

for all i ∈ [n], c, d ∈ [3]. For each variable scd define the corresponding observable

Oi,c,d = Mi,scd
0 −Mi,scd

1 .
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Lemma 3.3 (Rigidity of the 2-OF-n-MS). Let S = (τ, {Mx}) be a synchronous strategy such that
ω(2-OF-n-MS, S) ≥ 1− ε. For all i ∈ [n] define

A(2i−1) = Oi,1,1 , B(2i−1) = Oi,2,2 ,

A(2i) = Oi,1,2 , B(2i) = Oi,2,1 .

Then

∀ k ∈ [2n], A(k)B(k) ≈δ −B(k)A(k)

∀ k, l ∈ [2n] and k 6= l, A(k)A(l) ≈δ A(l)A(k) , B(k)B(l) ≈δ B(l)B(k) , A(k)B(l) ≈δ B(l)A(k)

where δ(n, ε) = poly(n) · poly(ε) is a proper error function.

Proof. Fixing i ∈ [n] and x, y ∈ XMS, the probability of winning the instance i Magic Square
game, conditioned on players receiving questions (i, succ(i), x, x) and (i, succ(i), y, y) is at least
1− |X2-OF-n-MS|2ε, thus

∑
a,b

τ(Mi,x
a Mi,y

b )DMS(x, y, a, b) ≥ 1− |X2-OF-n-MS|2ε.

So conditioned on every question pair (x, y), the strategy (τ, {Mi,x}x∈MS) wins in the Magic
Square game with probability at least

1− |X2-OF-n-MS|2ε = 1− poly(n, ε).

Therefore by Theorem 3.1, for every i ∈ [n], we have

A(2i−1) B(2i−1) ≈poly(n,ε) −B(2i−1) A(2i−1) , A(2i) B(2i) ≈poly(n,ε) −B(2i) A(2i) ,

A(2i−1) A(2i) ≈poly(n,ε) A(2i) A(2i−1) , B(2i−1) B(2i) ≈poly(n,ε) B(2i) B(2i−1) ,

A(2i−1) B(2i) ≈poly(n,ε) B(2i) A(2i−1) , B(2i−1) A(2i) ≈poly(n,ε) A(2i) B(2i−1) .

It is only left to prove that when k, l ∈ [2n] and |k− l| > 1, it holds that

A(k)A(l) ≈δ A(l)A(k) , B(k)B(l) ≈δ B(l)B(k) , A(k)B(l) ≈δ B(l)A(k).

We prove the stronger statement that Mi,x
a Mj,y

b ≈δ Mj,x
b Mi,y

a for all i, j ∈ [n], i 6= j, x, y ∈ XMS, a, b ∈
AMS.

We give the proof for the case where j 6= succ(i) and i 6= succ(j). The proof for the other
cases follow the same idea. The proof is based on the cross-check between nontrivial question
pair (i, succ(i), x, x) and (i, j, x, y) on one hand and the cross-check between nontrivial question
pair (i, j, x, y) and (j, succ(j), y, y) on the other hand. We derive consequences of the fact that,
conditioned on players receiving questions (i, succ(i), x, x) and (i, j, x, y), they win instance i of the
Magic Square with high probability. Similarly we derive consequences of the fact that, conditioned
on players receiving questions (j, succ(j), y, y) and (i, j, x, y), they win instance j of Magic Square
with high probability. The consequences we derive are then used to prove the desired approximate
commutation relations.

Recall that by the winning conditions of the Magic Square game, if players win (in the Magic
Square game) when receiving the same question, then they must have responded with the same
answer. This can be expressed as

∑
a∈AMS

∑
b,c∈AMS

τ(Mi,succ(i),x,x
a,b Mi,j,x,y

a,c ) ≥ 1− |X2-OF-n-MS|2ε ,
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or in other words

∑
a∈AMS

τ(Mi,x
a ∑

c
Mi,j,x,y

a,c ) ≥ 1− |X2-OF-n-MS|2ε .

In terms of consistency relations this can be expressed as Mi,x
a 'δ ∑c Mi,j,x,y

a,c .
Similarly we have

∑
b∈AMS

∑
c,d∈AMS

τ(Mj,succ(j),y,y
b,c Mi,j,x,y

d,b ) ≥ 1− |X2-OF-n-MS|2ε ,

or in other words

∑
a∈AMS

τ(Mj,y
b ∑

d
Mi,j,x,y

d,b ) ≥ 1− |X2-OF-n-MS|2ε .

In terms of consistency relations this can be expressed as Mj,y
b 'δ ∑c Mi,j,x,y

c,b .
Using Lemma 2.8 we turn the consistency relations to the following closeness relations

Mi,x
a ≈δ ∑

c
Mi,j,x,y

a,c , Mj,y
b ≈δ ∑

d
Mi,j,x,y

d,b ,

where δ is some proper error function. Now using Proposition 2.3, we can write

Mi,x
a Mj,y

b ≈
(

∑
c

Mi,j,x,y
a,c

)(
∑
d

Mi,j,x,y
d,b

)
=
(

∑
d

Mi,j,x,y
d,b

)(
∑

c
Mi,j,x,y

a,c

)
≈ Mj,y

b Mi,x
a ,

where the equality follows from the fact that projection operators belonging to the same projective
measurement commute.

Proposition 3.2 immediately implies that any strategy that succeeds for the 2-OF-n-MS with
probability 1− ε must be on a Hilbert space of dimension at least (1− poly(n)poly(δ))22n, which
is nontrivial for δ < 1/poly(n). Furthermore, this game is highly efficient because the number of
questions and answers grows only polynomially with n. Observe that

|X2-OF-n-MS| = n2 · |XMS|2 , |A2-OF-n-MS| = |AMS|2 ,

which means that the total number of question and answer pairs for the 2-OF-n-MS is O(n4),
where we treat the question and answer sizes of the Magic Square game as constant.

3.3 The Question Sampling game

For readers who are familiar with quantum information theory, the 2-OF-n-MS can be under-
stood in the following way. In the honest strategy for 2-OF-n-MS the two players share the state
|EPR〉⊗2n (i.e. 2n maximally entangled Bell pairs), and if we assume the perfect strategy for the
Magic Square game is the one coming from Figure 2, the observables A(1), . . . , A(2n), B(1), . . . , B(2n),
defined in Lemma 3.3, are A(i) = Zi and B(i) = Xi where Zi (resp. Xi) represents the 2n-qubit op-
erator with the Z (resp. X) Pauli operator acting on the i-th qubit and identity everywhere else.
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Then by the rigidity of 2-OF-n-MS, in any approximately optimal strategy, there are observable
that are close to these Pauli operators. These Pauli operators act nontrivially only on a single qubit.
However for the question reduction in Section 4, we need access to the measurements that simul-
taneously measure blocks of qubits. To achieve this goal, in this section, we extend the 2-OF-n-MS
by including a few additional questions. By doing so, and as it becomes clear in a moment, we
guarantee that any optimal strategy for the extended game must be using these block-qubit mea-
surement operators.

We now introduce a family of synchronous games called Question Sampling games, denoted
by QS = {QSn}n∈N. The n-th Question Sampling game QSn is an extension of the 2-OF-n-MS
where there are four additional questions SA, SB, EA, EB, where S and E stand for sample and erase,
respectively. The answers for these additional questions are n-bit strings.

In the honest strategy for the Question Sampling game (which we formally introduce in a
moment), the SA (resp. SB) measurement is supposed to correspond to measuring the first n (resp.
second n) EPR pairs in the standard basis, whereas the EA (resp. EB) measurement is supposed to
correspond to measuring the first n (resp. second n) EPR pairs in a complementary basis.

The rigidity of the 2-OF-n-MS (Lemma 3.3) implies that measurements of strategy with high
winning probability give rise to 2n pairs of (approximately) anticommuting observables (A(i), B(i))i∈[2n],
and the observables (approximately) commute across different pairs. This rigidity guarantee is
also present for the Question Sampling game QSn, but furthermore the measurements correspond-
ing to the additional questions also satisfy the following:

• The measurements corresponding to SA (resp. SB) are approximately consistent with “si-
multaneously measuring” the observables A(1), . . . , A(n) (resp. A(n+1), . . . , A(2n)) to produce
an n-bit string answer.

• The measurements corresponding to EA (resp. EB) are approximately consistent with “si-
multaneously measuring” the observables B(1), . . . , B(n) (resp. B(n+1), . . . , B(2n)) to produce
an n-bit string answer.

Here, “approximate consistency” is used in the sense defined in Section 2.2. Furthermore, since
the observables referred to in each item above only approximately commute with each other, the
notion of simultaneous measurement is only meant in an approximate sense; we formalize this
below in Theorem 3.5.

We now formally define the game QSn = (Qn,Xn, DQSn). Its question set is defined to be
Qn = X2-OF-n-MS ∪ {SA, SB, EA, EB}, and thus |Qn| = poly(n). Its answer set is defined to be
Xn = A2-OF-n-MS ∪ {0, 1}n, and thus |Xn| = O(2n).

Remark 3.4. The Question Sampling game and the Introspection game, appearing in the next section, are
the only games in this paper for which we use the symbol Q (instead of X ) to refer to the question set.
In fact, for the Question Sampling game the letter X is reserved for the answer set. The reason for this
convention is because, as the name suggests, the Question Sampling game is meant to sample a question
pair (x, y) for another game (this should become clearer in the section on Introspection games).

The nontrivial questions and winning conditions of the decision procedure DQSn(q, r, x, y) are
specified as follows (note that the answers are now denoted (x, y)). We only consider the case of
even n. The case of odd n is slightly more tedious to write down.
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Nontrivial Question Pair (q, r) Winning Condition on Answers (x, y)

q = r x = y

(q, r) is a nontrivial question for 2-OF-n-MS D2-OF-n-MS(q, r, x, y) = 1

q = (i, j, s11, .) ∈ X2-OF-n-MS where i ≤ n
2 , j > n

2 ,
and r = SA

x = (ai, aj) ∈ A2
MS, y ∈ {0, 1}n, and y2i−1 = ai

q = (i, j, s12, .) ∈ X2-OF-n-MS where i ≤ n
2 , j > n

2 ,
and r = SA

x = (ai, aj) ∈ A2
MS, y ∈ {0, 1}n, and y2i = ai

q = (i, j, s11, .) ∈ X2-OF-n-MS where i > n
2 , j ≤ n

2 ,
and r = SB

x = (ai, aj) ∈ A2
MS, y ∈ {0, 1}n, and

y2(i− n
2 )−1 = ai

q = (i, j, s12, .) ∈ X2-OF-n-MS where i > n
2 , j ≤ n

2 ,
and r = SB

x = (ai, aj) ∈ A2
MS, y ∈ {0, 1}n, and

y2(i− n
2 )

= ai

q = (i, j, s22, .) ∈ X2-OF-n-MS where i ≤ n
2 , j > n

2 ,
and r = EA

x = (ai, aj) ∈ A2
MS, y ∈ {0, 1}n, and y2i−1 = ai

q = (i, j, s21, .) ∈ X2-OF-n-MS where i ≤ n
2 , j > n

2 ,
and r = EA

x = (ai, aj) ∈ A2
MS, y ∈ {0, 1}n, and y2i = ai

q = (i, j, s22, .) ∈ X2-OF-n-MS where i > n
2 , j ≤ n

2 ,
and r = EB

x = (ai, aj) ∈ A2
MS, y ∈ {0, 1}n, and

y2(i− n
2 )−1 = ai

q = (i, j, s21, .) ∈ X2-OF-n-MS where i > n
2 , j ≤ n

2 ,
and r = EB

x = (ai, aj) ∈ A2
MS, y ∈ {0, 1}n, and

y2(i− n
2 )

= ai

Table 3: The nontrivial question pairs and winning conditions for the n-th Question Sampling game. We
used dot for example in (i, j, s11, .) ∈ X2-OF-n-MS to indicate that the fourth coordinate does not matter as
long as the quadruple is a valid question in X2-OF-n-MS.

We now to describe an oracularizable synchronous strategy for QSn with value 1. Let SMS =
(τ, {Mq}q∈XMS) be the honest strategy for the Magic Square game on the Hilbert space HMS = C4

and let S2-OF-n-MS = (τ⊗n, {Mq}q∈X2-OF-n-MS) be its extension to a perfect oracularizable synchronous
strategy for the 2-OF-n-MS as defined in Section 3.2. We extend this to a perfect finite-dimensional
oracularizable synchronous strategy SQSn for QSn.

For every y ∈ {0, 1}n define

MSA
y := Ms11

y1
Ms12

y2
⊗Ms11

y3
Ms12

y4
⊗ · · · ⊗Ms11

yn−1
Ms12

yn
⊗ 1C2n ,

MSB
y := 1C2n ⊗Ms11

y1
Ms12

y2
⊗Ms11

y3
Ms12

y4
⊗ · · · ⊗Ms11

yn−1
Ms12

yn
,

MEA
y := Ms22

y1
Ms21

y2
⊗Ms22

y3
Ms21

y4
⊗ · · · ⊗Ms22

yn−1
Ms21

yn
⊗ 1C2n ,

MEB
y := 1C2n ⊗Ms22

y1
Ms21

y2
⊗Ms22

y3
Ms21

y4
⊗ · · · ⊗Ms22

yn−1
Ms21

yn
.

Note that measurements Ms11 and Ms12 (and similarly Ms22 and Ms21) of the honest Magic Square
strategy commute as they belong to the same row. It is easily verified that {MSA

y }, {MSB
y }, {MEA

y }, {MEB
y }

are projective measurements and that SQSn = (τ⊗n, {Mq}q∈QQSn
) is a synchronous strategy for

QSn.11

11If we take the Magic Square strategy from Figure 2, these formulas simplify to

MSA
y = |y〉〈y| ⊗ 1,
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Next we show that SQSn wins with probability 1. Fix an i ≤ n
2 , j > n

2 , t ∈ XMS. Conditioned on
players receiving the nontrivial question pair ((i, j, s11, t), SA), which corresponds to the third row
in Table 3, the probability of winning is

∑
a∈AMS

∑
y∈{0,1}n

τ(Mi,j,s11,t
y2i−1,a MSA

y ) = ∑
y∈{0,1}n

τ(Mi,s11
y2i−1

MSA
y ) = ∑

y∈{0,1}n

τ(MSA
y ) = 1,

in which Mi,s11
y2i−1 is defined to be the marginal

Mi,s11
y2i−1

:= ∑
a∈AMS

Mi,j,s11,t
y2i−1,a = 1i−1

HMS
⊗Ms11

y2i−1
⊗ 1n−i−1

HMS
.

It is similarly verified that the probability of winning conditioned on any other question pair is 1.
Since S2-OF-n-MS is oracularizable in 2-OF-n-MS, to verify the oracularizability of SQSn we just

need to check commutativity between measurements for SA, SB, EA, EB on one hand and mea-
surements for (i, j, qi, qj) on the other hand. This follows very easily from the construction of the
measurements

MSA , MSB , MEA , MEB

Finally we note that in the honest strategy τ(MSA
x MSB

y ) = 2−2n (and similarly τ(MEA
x MEB

y ) =
2−2n) for all x, y ∈ {0, 1}n. We see in a moment that approximately optimal strategies approxi-
mately satisfy these relations.

Let S = (τ, {Mq}q∈QQSn
) be a synchronous strategy for the Question Sampling game. For

convenience we use the notational shorthand

SA
x = MSA

x and SB
x = MSB

x

EA
x = MEA

x and EB
x = MEB

x

for all x ∈ {0, 1}n. We also define a family of observables derived from these measurements as
follows. For all u ∈ {0, 1}n,

OSA
u = ∑

x∈{0,1}n

(−1)u·x SA
x and OSB

u = ∑
x∈{0,1}n

(−1)u·x SB
x

OEA
u = ∑

x∈{0,1}n

(−1)u·x EA
x and OEB

u = ∑
x∈{0,1}n

(−1)u·x EB
x .

Note that by construction these are self-adjoint unitaries, and therefore observables. We call SA, SB

(resp. EA, EB) sampling measurements (resp. erasure measurements), and OSA , OSB (resp. OEA , OEB )
sampling observables (resp. erasure observables) . In what follows we write A = B, B = A.

Theorem 3.5 (Rigidity of the Question Sampling game). Let S = (τ, {Mq}q∈Qn) be a synchronous
strategy such that ω(QSn, S) ≥ 1− ε. Then for all W ∈ {A, B},

MSB
y = 1⊗ |y〉〈y|,

MEA
y = H⊗n|y〉〈y|H⊗n ⊗ 1,

MEB
y = 1⊗ H⊗n|y〉〈y|H⊗n,

where H = 1√
2

[
1 1
1 −1

]
is the Hadamard transform.
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1. The sampling (resp. erasure) measurements almost commute with one another, that is for every
x, y ∈ {0, 1}n

SA
x SB

y ≈ SB
y SA

x and EA
x EB

y ≈ EB
y EA

x .

2. Sampling measurements SW almost commute with erasure measurements EW , that is, for every x, y ∈
{0, 1}n,

SW
x EW

y ≈ EW
y SW

x .

3. The erasure observables OEW approximately permute the sampling measurements SW and vice versa.
That is, for every u, x ∈ {0, 1}n,

OEW
u SW

x OEW
u ≈ SW

x+u and OSW
u EW

x OSW
u ≈ EW

x+u .

where the arithmetic in the subscript is bitwise XOR.

4. Finally, for all x, y ∈ {0, 1}n,

τ(SW
x ) ≈ 2−n and τ(SW

x SW
y ) ≈ 2−2n ,

τ(EW
x ) ≈ 2−n and τ(EW

x EW
y ) ≈ 2−2n .

We explained the usage of≈ in Section 2.5. For a detailed example see the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Proof. By the winning conditions of the game, for all i ≤ n/2 and j > n/2, we have

1− δ(ε) ≥ ∑
b,c∈{0,1}

∑
x∈{0,1}n :
x2i−1=b

τ
(

SA
x Mi,j,s11,s11

b,c

)

= ∑
b∈{0,1}

τ

(
SA
[x 7→x2i−1|b]

(
∑

c∈{0,1}
Mi,j,s11,s11

b,c

))
.

By the proof of rigidity of 2-OF-n-MS we have Mi,s11
b ≈ ∑c∈{0,1} Mi,j,s11,s11

b,c where Mi,s11
b is the

marginal ∑c∈{0,1} Mi,succ(i),s11,s11
b,c as defined in the previous section. So we can rewrite our earlier

inequality as

∑
b∈{0,1}

τ
(

SA
[x 7→x2i−1|b]M

i,s11
b

)
≥ 1− δ(ε) .

Using Lemma 2.8 we can write this as closeness relation

SA
[x 7→x2i−1|b] ≈ Mi,s11

b .

With a similar argument we obtain
SA
[x 7→x2i |b] ≈ Mi,s12

b .

Now using the identity

SA
x =

n

∏
i=1

SA
[y 7→yi |xi ]
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and repeated applications of Proposition 2.3, we obtain

SA
x ≈

n/2

∏
i=1

Mi,s11
x2i−1

Mi,s12
x2i

.

With a similar argument we obtain

SB
x ≈

n/2

∏
i=1

Mi+n/2,s11
x2i−1

Mi+n/2,s12
x2i

,

EA
x ≈

n/2

∏
i=1

Mi,s22
x2i−1

Mi,s21
x2i

,

EB
x ≈

n/2

∏
i=1

Mi+n/2,s22
x2i−1

Mi+n/2,s21
x2i

.

Now by the definition of the sampling and erasure observables, we have

OSA
u ≈ (A(1))u1(A(2))u2 · · · (A(n))un ,

OSA
u ≈ (A(n/2+1))u1(A(n/2+2))u2 · · · (A(n))un ,

OEA
u ≈ (B(1))u1(B(2))u2 · · · (B(n))un ,

OEA
u ≈ (B(n/2+1))u1(B(n/2+2))u2 · · · (B(n))un ,

where A(i) and B(j) are as defined in Lemma 3.3. Properties 1-3 now follow easily from the rigidity
of 2-OF-n-MS in Lemma 3.3.

Finally, we prove 4 using 1-3. We have OEW
x SW

x OEW
x ≈ SW

0n for every x ∈ {0, 1}n. Applying
Proposition 2.3, we obtain τ(OEW

x SW
x OEW

x ) ≈ τ(SW
0n). By cyclicity of tracial states we have τ(SW

x ) ≈
τ(SW

0n). Now
1 = τ(∑

x
SW

x ) ≈ 2nτ(SW
0n),

from which we get that τ(MSW
0n ) ≈ 2−n. Similarly τ(SW

x ) ≈ 2−n for x 6= 0n.
Similar to the above line of reasoning, by repeated applications of Proposition 2.3 we have

1 = ∑
x,y

τ(SW
x SW

y )

= ∑
x,y

τ((OEW
x )2(OEW

y )2SW
x SW

y )

≈∑
x,y

τ(OEW
x SW

x OEW
x OEW

y SW
y OEW

y )

≈∑
x,y

τ(SW
0n SW

0n)

= 22nτ(SW
0n SW

0n).

In the first approximation we used the fact that W operators approximately commute with W
operators. The proof for erasure measurements is identical.
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Corollary 3.6 (Entanglement bound for Question Sampling). Let S = (τ, {Mq}q∈Qn) be a syn-
chronous strategy for QSn over a von Neumann algebra A ⊂ B(H). If ω(QSn, S) ≥ 1− ε for sufficiently
small ε > 0, then dim(H) > (1− δ(n, ε))22n.

Furthermore there exists a projection Π ∈ A such that τ(Π) ≈ 2−2n and Π ≈ SA
0n SB

0n .

Proof. The inequality dim(H) > (1− δ(n, ε))2n is immediate from Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.2.
We now prove Π exists. Let M = SA

0n SB
0n SA

0n and note that {M, 1−M} is a POVM. Indeed we have
0 � SA

0n(1− SB
0n)SA

0n � 1−M in positive semidefinite ordering. Since SA
0n and SB

0n approximately
commute, we can write

M2 = SA
0n SB

0n SA
0n SA

0n SB
0n SA

0n

≈ SA
0n SB

0n SA
0n

= M.

Therefore we also have (1 − M)2 = 1 − 2M + M2 ≈ 1 − M. So we can apply Lemma 2.12 to
obtain a projection Π ∈ A such that Π ≈ SA

0n SB
0n SA

0n . Now again since SA
0n and SB

0n approximately
commute, we get that Π ≈ SA

0n SB
0n . An application of Proposition 2.3 gives us τ(Π) ≈ τ(SA

0n SB
0n).

The result τ(Π) ≈ 2−2n now follows from item 4 in the preceding theorem.

We finish this section by stating a technical lemma. The lemma holds in a more general setting
but here we restricted attention only to the Question Sampling game.

Lemma 3.7. Let S = (τ, {Mq}q∈Qn) be a synchronous strategy for QSn over a von Neumann algebra
A ⊂ B(H) and suppose ω(QSn, S) ≥ 1− ε. Also let Π be the projection in the preceding corollary and
let Ĥ be the subspace Π projects onto. Then the set of operators

Â = {ΠMΠ : M ∈ A} ⊂ B(Ĥ)

is a von Neumann algebra with unit Π. Furthermore, the functional σ : B(Ĥ) → C defined by σ(N) =
τ(N)
τ(Π)

, for every N ∈ B(Ĥ), is a tracial state on Â.

Proof. For a proof that Â is a von Neumann algebra see the section on “Elementary properties
of von Neumann algebras” in the notes by Vaughan Jones [Jon09]. The functional σ is a positive
linear functional because τ is a positive linear functional. It is unital because σ(1Ĥ) = σ(Π) =
τ(Π)/τ(Π) = 1. It is cyclic on Â because τ is cyclic on A and Â ⊂ A.
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4 Question Reduction

In this section we present the Question Reduction transformation, whose properties are given by
the following Theorem.

Theorem 4.1 (Question Reduction). For all α ∈N, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm QuestionReductionα

that takes as input a pair of Turing machines (D, C) and outputs a pair of Turing machines (Dintro, Cintro)
such that the following holds. If V = (D, C) is a verifier for a sequence of games GV = (Gn)n∈N and
n0 ∈N is an integer such that for all n ≥ n0,

max
{
TIMEC(n),TIMED(n)

}
≤ nα ,

then Vintro = (Dintro, Cintro) is a verifier corresponding to a sequence of games GVintro = (Gintro
n )n∈N

with the following properties. There exists β = poly(α) ∈ N and nintro
0 = poly(β, n0) such that for all

n ≥ nintro
0 ,

1. (Complexity bounds)

The questions of Gintro
n have length at most logβ n,

TIMECintro(n) ≤ logβ n , and

TIMEDintro(n) ≤ nβ

2. (Completeness) For all oracularizable synchronous strategies S for Gn, there exists an oracularizable
synchronous strategy Sintro for Gintro

n such that

ω(Gintro
n , Sintro) ≥ ω(Gn, S).

Furthermore, if S is finite-dimensional, then so is Sintro.

3. (Soundness) For all t ∈ {q, co} we have

ωs
t (Gn) < 1 =⇒ ωs

t (G
intro
n ) < 1 .

4. (Entanglement bound)
E(Gintro

n , 1) ≥ max
{
E(Gn, 1), 22n} .

Intuitively, the Question Reduction transformation transforms a sequence of games (G1, G2, . . .)
to a sequence (Gintro

1 , Gintro
2 , . . .) of “Introspection games” such that the question lengths of the In-

trospection game Gintro
n is polylogarithmic in the time complexity of the “original game” Gn while

the value of Gintro
n approximates the value of Gn. In particular, the value of Gintro

n is 1 if and only
if the value of Gn is 1. Furthermore, the time complexity of the Introspection game Gintro

n is poly-
nomial in the time complexity of the original game Gn. The reason this is called “Question Reduc-
tion” is because the question lengths of the original game Gn can be as large as nα (because that’s
the time complexity of the decision procedure Dn) and the question lengths of the Introspection
games are at most logβ n. The core of the Question Reduction transformation is the Introspection
protocol, which is a simplification of the one developed by [NW19, JNV+20a]. Aside from the fact
that we work in the setting of synchronous games, the two other major simplifications are that

• we only need to introspect games with uniform question distributions, and

• the transformation does not need to be gap preserving.

The bulk of this section will be spent on analyzing the Introspection protocol, and then in Sec-
tion 4.5 we prove Theorem 4.1.
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4.1 Overview

Let G = (X ,A, D) be a synchronous game with X = {0, 1}`,A = {0, 1}m. We present a transfor-
mation G 7→ Gintro where Gintro is called the Introspection game corresponding to G. The question
lengths of Gintro will be much smaller than those of G, but the values of the two games will still be
tightly related.

At an intuitive level, the question lengths are reduced in Gintro by asking the players to “ask
themselves” – i.e., to introspect – their own questions from X . The players in Gintro are each
asked to sample a question x ∈ X and answer with a ∈ A as they would have answered in the
original game G if they have received question x. The players then each respond with a tuple
(x, a). If the players’ responses are (x, a) and (y, b), the decision procedure in Gintro will check that
D(x, y, a, b) = 1.

In order for the values of G and Gintro to be meaningfully related, we need to ensure that the
players sample their introspected questions x and y from the uniform distribution (instead of,
say, always picking a fixed (x∗, y∗) for which they have prepared winning answers). We ensure
this by introducing a small number of special questions in the game Gintro. The cross-checks be-
tween these special questions force the players to behave “honestly” (i.e., to sample (x, y) from
the uniform distribution), or risk losing the game with some nonzero probability.

The Introspection game Gintro is an extension of the Question Sampling game QS` from Sec-
tion 3.3, where ` is the bit length of questions in the original game G. Recall that the Question
Sampling game certifies that the players have measurements for questions SA, SB, EA, EB satisfy-
ing the rigidity properties detailed in Theorem 3.5.

In addition to these questions, the Introspection game has an additional question I, which
stands for “introspect”. When a player receives question I, they are expected to answer with a
tuple (x, a, y, b) ∈ (X ×A)2, and the players win if D(x, y, a, b) = 1. The Introspection game cer-
tifies the measurement corresponding to I is consistent with the following measurement process:
performing both SA, SB measurements (which commute with each other) to produce (x, y) ∈ X 2,
and then performing measurements Nx and Ny (which commute with each other when (x, y) is a
nontrivial question pair in the original game) to produce (a, b) ∈ A2. Furthermore, Nx commutes
with the EB measurement and Ny commutes with the EA measurement.

The fact that the I measurement is consistent with SA, SB ensures that the distribution of the
pair (x, y) is uniform over X 2. The fact that the the measurements Nx, Ny commute with the EB
and EA measurements, respectively, ensures that the output a of Nx does not depend on y and
similarly the output b of Ny does not depend on x. Thus the measurements {Nx} give rise to a
strategy for the original game G, and thus the value of Gintro is related to that of G.

There are several other questions that are used in the Introspection game Gintro to ensure these
consistency properties. Overall, the number of questions in Gintro is |QS`|+ 7, and thus the ques-
tion lengths represented in binary is dlog(|QS`|+ 7)e = O(log(`)).

We formally define the Introspection game next.

4.2 Definition of Introspection game

Throughout this section, we write W to denote a value from the set {A, B}, and we write

W =

{
B if W = A,
A if W = B.

.
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The Introspection game Gintro corresponding to G is a synchronous game (Qintro,Aintro, Dintro)
with

Qintro = QQS` ∪ { I } ∪ { IW , IWSW , IW EW }W∈{A,B},

Aintro = AQS` ∪ X ∪ (X ×A) ∪ (X ×A×X ) ∪ (X ×A×X ×A) .

The symbol I stands for introspect, and S and E stand for sample and erase as in the Question
Sampling game. We emphasize that the symbols IWSW and IW EW respectively are each individual
questions; for example IASB is distinct from the questions IA and SB, and is also distinct from the
question IBSA.

The decision procedure Dintro is specified by Table 4. On question pair (q, r) and answer pair
(â, b̂), the decision procedure checks if (q, r) is nontrivial according to the table, and if so, checks
the corresponding winning condition. For the sake of clarity, we omit the symmetric case where
the question pair is (r, q) and the answer pair is (b̂, â).

Nontrivial Question
Pair (q, r)

Winning Condition on Answers (â, b̂)

q = r â = b̂

(q, r) is nontrivial for
QS`

DQS`(q, r, â, b̂) = 1

q = I
(
(xA, xB) is trivial for G

)
or
(

z = xW ∧ c = aW ∧ D(xA, xB, aA, aB) = 1
)

r = IW where â = (xA, aA, xB, aB) ∈ (X ×A)2 and b̂ = (z, c) ∈ X ×A
q = IW z = xW ∧ c = aW
r = IWSW where â = (xW , aW) ∈ X ×A and b̂ = (z, c, xW) ∈ X ×A×X
q = IW z = xW
r = SW where â = (xW , aW) ∈ X ×A and b̂ = z ∈ X
q = IW z = xW ∧ c = aW
r = IW EW where â = (xW , aW) ∈ X ×A and b̂ = (z, c, xW) ∈ X ×A×X
q = IW EW z = xW
r = EW where â = (xW , aW , xW) ∈ X ×A×X and b̂ = z ∈ X
q = IWSW z = xW
r = SW where â = (xW , aW , xW) ∈ X ×A×X and b̂ = z ∈ X

Table 4: The nontrivial question pairs and winning conditions for the Introspection game Gintro.

The nontrivial question pairs of the Introspection game Gintro, apart from those in the Question
Sampling game QS`, are also depicted as a graph in Figure 3. The questions are connected via an
edge if they form a nontrivial question pair (and self-loops are not drawn for clarity).

The rationale behind the questions IWSW and IW EW is the following. A player receiving the
composite question IWSW , for example, is expected to answer both questions IW and SW . By cross-
checking this player’s answers against the other player (who may have received either IW or SW
alone), the game ensures that the measurements corresponding to IW and SW commute, and this in
turn enables the “honest” strategy in the completeness case to be oracularizable. This and more
will become clear in the next subsection.
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IASB SB

IAIAEB I IB IBEAEB EA

SA IBSA

Figure 3: A node indicates a special question in Gintro. A pair of questions are connected with an edge if the
pair is a nontrivial question pair as defined in Section 2.4. There should also be loops on every node (which
we omitted here for clarity).

4.3 Completeness of Introspection

As mentioned earlier, we need to show that the value of the original game and the introspected
game are tightly related. This has two directions. First we need to show that if G has a perfect
strategy so does Gintro; this is called the completeness property. In fact we prove the following
stronger statement.

Proposition 4.2 (Completeness of Introspection). For all oracularizable synchronous strategies S for
G, there exists an oracularizable synchronous strategy Sintro for Gintro such that

ω(Gintro, Sintro) ≥ ω(G, S) .

Furthermore, if S is finite-dimensional then so is Sintro.

Recall that a synchronous strategy S for a synchronous game G is oracularizable if for every
nontrivial question pair (q, r), the corresponding measurement operators commute (see Defini-
tion 2.14).

Proof. Let S = (σ, {Nx}x∈X ) be an oracularizable synchronous strategy for G and let SQS` =
(τ, {Mq}q∈QQS`

) be the “honest” perfect oracularizable strategy for the Question Sampling game
QS` as defined in Section 3.3. Let HQS` , HS and AQS` ⊆ B(HQS`), AS ⊆ B(HS) denote the
Hilbert spaces and algebras of the two strategies, respectively. We define a synchronous strategy
Sintro = (ρ, {Pq}q∈Qintro), which we call the honest Introspection strategy, for Gintro over the algebra
AQS` ⊗ AS with the tracial state ρ = τ ⊗ σ. In this proof we use the shorthand notation SW

x , EW
x to

denote the operators MSW
x , MEW

x from the strategy SQS` , respectively.
The measurement operators are defined as follows. For all q ∈ QQS` and x ∈ AQS` , let Pq

x =
Mq

x ⊗ 1 where the 1 denotes the identity on the Hilbert space HS. Since Mq
x is a projection on

HQS` , the operators {Pq
x} are also projections and furthermore form a measurement.

For all other questions q ∈ Qintro \ QQS` , we define

PIW
x,a := SW

x ⊗ Nx
a , PIW SW

x,a,y := SW
x SW

y ⊗ Nx
a , PIW EW

x,a,y := SW
x EW

y ⊗ Nx
a

for all W ∈ {A, B}, x, y ∈ X , and a ∈ A. The operator PIW
x,a is clearly a projection (because

SW
x , Nx

a are projections), and forms a projective measurement. In the honest Question Sampling
strategy the operators SW

x and SW
y commute (by Theorem 3.5), therefore PIW SW

x,a,y forms a projective

measurement. Similarly SW
x and EW

y commute, therefore PIW SW
x,a,y forms a projective measurement.
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It should be clear now why we choose the notation IWSW and IW EW : in the honest Introspec-
tion strategy, we have that

PIW SW
x,a,y = PIW

x,a SW
y = SW

y PIW
x,a and PIW EW

x,a,y = PIW
x,a EW

y = EW
y PIW

x,a . (4.1)

It remains to define the projective measurement {PI
x,a,y,b} for the Introspection question I. If

(x, y) ∈ X ×X is a nontrivial question in G, we define

PI
x,a,y,b := SA

x SB
y ⊗ Nx

a Ny
b .

Since Nx
a and Ny

b commute when (x, y) is nontrivial for G (because S is oracularizable), we see
that PI

x,a,y,b is a projection. If on the other hand (x, y) is a trivial question in G, we define

PI
x,a,y,b :=

{
SA

x SB
y ⊗ 1 if (a, b) = (0m, 0m),

0 otherwise.

This is clearly a projective measurement as well. Intuitively, when a player receives the question
I, they first perform the sampling measurements SA and SB (which can be performed simultane-
ously since they commute) to obtain a pair of questions (x, y) ∈ X × X for the original game G.
If (x, y) is trivial for G, then the player outputs (x, 0m, y, 0m). Otherwise, the player then simulta-
neously measures Nx and Ny (which commute since (x, y) is nontrivial for G) to obtain answers
(a, b) ∈ A×A. The player then returns (x, a, y, b) as its answer.

Clearly Sintro is finite-dimensional when S is finite-dimensional. Next we show that Sintro is
oracularizable and has success probability 1 in the Introspection game Gintro.

First, if (q, r) is a trivial pair of questions for Gintro then by definition the players win with
probability 1 on those questions. Assume that (q, r) is a nontrivial question pair.

Suppose that (q, r) ∈ QQS` . Since SQS` is oracularizable and (q, r) must also be nontrivial for
QS`, the measurement operators {Pq

x} and {Pr
x} commute. Furthermore, by design the strategy

SQS` succeeds with probability 1 in the game QS` and thus succeeds with probability 1 in Gintro

conditioned on questions from QQS` .
It remains to check the commutativity property and success probability for all question pairs

that are connected via an edge in Figure 3. For self-loops (i.e, question pairs (q, q)), commutativity
and success probability 1 are trivially satisfied because the operators Pq

â are projections. We now
check the other nontrivial question pairs.

(IW , SW): Commutativity follows because

PIW
x,a PSW

z = SW
x SW

z ⊗ Nx
a = SW

z SW
x ⊗ Nx

a = PSW
z PIW

x,a .

Here we used the fact that SW
x , SW

z are elements of the same projective measurement and thus
commute. The probability of winning conditioned on this question pair is

∑
x,a

ρ(PIW
x,a PSW

x ) = ∑
x,a

τ(SW
x SW

x ) σ(Nx
a ) = ∑

x
τ(SW

x ) = 1 .

(IW , IWSW): Commutativity follows because

PIW
x,a PIW SW

z,c,y = SW
x SW

z SW
y ⊗ Nx

a Nz
c = SW

z SW
y SW

x ⊗ Nz
c Nx

a = PIW SW
z,c,y PIW

x,a .
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The second equality holds because if x 6= z, then SW
x SW

z = 0 and the equality holds trivially. If
on the other hand x = z, the equality holds because SW

x , SW
y commute with each other and Nx

a , Nx
c

commute with each other.
The probability of winning conditioned on this question pair is

∑
x,a,y

ρ(PIW
x,a PIW SW

x,a,y ) = ∑
x,a,y

ρ(PIW
x,a PIW

x,a SW
y ) = ∑

x,a
ρ(PIW

x,a) = 1

where in the first equality we used (4.1).

(IW , IW EW): The argument for this is nearly identical to that for the previous question pair, except

we replace the sampling measurement SW with the erasure measurement EW .

(IWSW , SW): Commutativity follows because

PIW SW
x,a,y SW

z = PIW
x,a SW

y SW
z = SW

z PIW
x,a SW

y = SW
z PIW SW

x,a,y

where in the first equality we used (4.1), and then we used the fact that SW
z commute with PIW

x,a .
The probability of winning conditioned on this question pair is

∑
x,a,y

ρ(PIW SW
x,a,y SW

y ) = ∑
x,a,y

ρ(PIW
x,a SW

y SW
y ) = ∑

x,a
ρ(PIW

x,a) = 1

where in the first equality we used (4.1) and in the second equality we used the fact that SW
y is a

projection and forms a measurement.

(IW EW , EW): The argument for this is identical to that for the previous question pair, except we

replace the sampling measurement SW with EW .

(I, IW): Assume without loss of generality that W = A. Commutativity is due to the following.
Suppose (x, y) is a trivial question pair for G. Then

PI
x,0,y,0 PIA

z,c = SA
x SB

y SA
z ⊗ Nz

c = SA
z SA

x SB
y ⊗ Nz

c = PIA
z,c PI

x,0,y,0

where 0 is shorthand for 0m, and for all (a, b) 6= (0m, 0m) we have

PI
x,a,y,b PIA

z,c = 0 = PIA
z,c PI

x,a,y,b .

If (x, y) is a nontrivial question pair for G then

PI
x,a,y,b PIA

z,c = SA
x SB

y SA
z ⊗ Nx

a Ny
b Nz

c = SA
z SA

x SB
y ⊗ Nz

c Nx
a Ny

b = PIA
z,c PI

x,a,y,b

where the second equality holds because if x 6= z, then SA
x SB

y SA
z = 0 and the equality holds

trivially. If on the other hand x = z, the equality holds because Nx
a , Ny

b , Nx
c all commute (because

(x, y) is a nontrivial question pair and Nx
a , Nx

c are elements of the same projective measurement).
We calculate the probability of success as follows. If (x, y) is a nontrivial question pair in the

original game G we have

ρ(PI
x,a,y,b PIA

z,c) = τ(SA
x SB

y SA
z ) σ(Nx

a Ny
b Nz

c ) = 2−2` σ(Nx
a Ny

b ) 1z=x,c=a

where we used the fact that in the honest strategy SQS` we have τ(SA
x SB

y ) = 2−2`. Notation
1z=x,c=a denotes the indicator variable for the equalities z = x, c = a. If (x, y) is trivial we have

ρ(PI
x,a,y,b PIA

z,c) = 2−2` σ(Nz
c ) 1z=x,a=b=0m .
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So the probability of winning using Sintro conditioned on players receiving question pair
(I, IA) is

∑
x,a,y,b,z,c

ρ(PI
x,a,y,b PIA

z,c) Dintro(I, IA, (x, a, y, b), (z, c))

=
1

22` ∑
(x,y)

nontrivial for G

∑
a,b

σ(Nx
a Ny

b ) D(x, y, a, b) +
1

22` ∑
(x,y)

trivial for G

∑
c

σ(Nx
c )

=
1

22` ∑
(x,y)

nontrivial for G

∑
a,b

σ(Nx
a Ny

b ) D(x, y, a, b) +
1

22` ∑
(x,y)

trivial for G

1

=
1

22` ∑
(x,y)

nontrivial for G

∑
a,b

σ(Nx
a Ny

b ) D(x, y, a, b) +
1

22` ∑
(x,y)

trivial for G

∑
a,b

σ(Nx
a Ny

b ) D(x, y, a, b)

= ω(G, S)

where in the third line we used that {Nx
c } is a measurement, and in the fourth line we used that

D(x, y, a, b) = 1 for all trivial (x, y).
So conditioned on any pair of questions the players win with probability 1 using strategy

Sintro, except when they receive question pair (I, IA) or (I, IB) in which case they win with proba-
bility ω(G, S). From this we conclude that ω(Gintro, Sintro) ≥ ω(G, S).

4.4 Soundness of Introspection

The second part of showing that the value of the original game and the introspected game are
tightly related is called soundness. Informally speaking the soundness property states that if the
original game has no perfect strategy, then neither does the introspected game.

In the soundness proposition below, we also prove a lower bound on the dimension of the
Hilbert space for any perfect strategy of Gintro. We show this dimension is at least as big as the
maximum of 22` and the smallest dimension of a Hilbert space among all perfect strategies of G.
Recall that ` is the bit length of questions in G. This dimension lower bound will be used later in
the section on compression.

Proposition 4.3 (Soundness of Introspection). For all t ∈ {q, co}

ωs
t (G

intro) = 1 =⇒ ωs
t (G) = 1.

Furthermore it holds that
E(Gintro, 1) ≥ max

{
E(G, 1), 22`

}
.

At a high level, the proof of Proposition 4.3 proceeds by taking a synchronous strategy Sintro =
(ρ, {Pq}q∈Qintro) for Gintro that succeeds with probability 1− ε, with ε sufficiently small, and “ex-
tracting” from it a strategy S = (σ, {Nx}x∈X ) for the original game G that has value 1 − δ(ε)
where δ is a proper error function (see Section 2.5 for definition of proper error function). The
error function δ also has a dependence on `, but since we do not need to carry that around, we
hide it in our notation δ(ε).

Note that ωs
q(Gintro) = 1 does not imply the existence of a finite-dimensional synchronous

strategy with value 1. All we can guarantee is that for every ε > 0 there exists a finite-dimensional
synchronous strategy with value at least 1− ε. On the other hand ωs

co(Gintro) = 1 means that there
exists a perfect synchronous strategy for Gintro.
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To make the notation easier to read, we use the following abbreviations for the measurements
Pq corresponding to the questions q ∈ { I, IW , IWSW , IW EW , SW , EW }W∈{A,B} ⊆ Qintro. For all
W ∈ {A, B}, x, y ∈ X and a, b ∈ A,

Ix,a,y,b = PI
x,a,y,b , IW

x,a = PIW
x,a , (IWSW)x,a,y = PIW SW

x,a,y

(IW EW)x,a,y = PIW EW
x,a,y , SW

x = PSW
x , EW

x = PEW
x .

Furthermore, we define the erasure observables

OW
x = ∑

y∈X
(−1)x·y EW

y

for W ∈ {A, B}. Unlike the section on Question Sampling, we do not need to define sampling ob-
servables for the purpose of proving the current proposition. We use · in the subscript to indicate
the data-processed measurement that ignores part of the measurement outcome, so for example

I·,a,y,b = ∑
x∈X

Ix,a,y,b,

Ix,·,y,b = ∑
a∈A

Ix,a,y,b,

Ix,a,·,· = ∑
y∈X ,b∈A

Ix,a,y,b,

etc. We may sometime drop · when there is no risk of ambiguity, for example we may write IW
x

instead of IW
x,·.

We first prove two key lemmas establishing that in any strategy with large value certain com-
mutation relations are approximately satisfied and that introspected questions are almost uni-
formly sampled. Throughout this section, we let Sintro = (ρ, {Pq}q∈Qintro) be a fixed synchronous
strategy for Gintro with value 1− ε.

Lemma 4.4. The following approximate relations hold

IW
x ≈ SW

x

IW
x,a SW

y ≈ SW
y IW

x,a

IW
x,a SW

y ≈ SW
y IW

x,a

IW
x,a EW

y ≈ EW
y IW

x,a

IW
x,a OW

u ≈ OW
u IW

x,a.

Proof. As mentioned in Section 2.5, when we write IW
x ≈ SW

x we mean IW
x ≈δ(ε) SW

x for some
function δ such that δ(ε)→ 0 as ε→ 0.

Since the strategy is winning with probability 1− ε, the winning probability conditioned on
receiving question (IW , SW) is at least 1− |Qintro|2ε. The expression for the probability of winning
conditioned on players receiving question pair (IW , SW) is

∑
x,a,y

ρ(IW
x,a SW

y )Dintro(IW , SW , (x, a), y) = ∑
x,a

ρ(IW
x,a SW

x )

= ∑
x

ρ(IW
x SW

x ).
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Therefore we have
∑
x

ρ(IW
x SW

x ) ≈ 1,

or equivalently that IW
x ' SW

x . By Lemma 2.8, we get that IW
x ≈ SW

x . By Proposition 2.3, we obtain
that IW

x,a SW
y ≈ IW

x,a IW
y from which we arrive at our first approximate commutation relation

IW
x,a SW

y ≈ IW
x,a IW

y = IW
y IW

x,a ≈ SW
y IW

x,a

where the equality in the middle follows because operators belonging to the same projective mea-
surement commute. This is the basic idea behind the proof of the remaining approximate relations.

Next we prove the approximate commutation relation IW
x,a EW

y ≈ EW
y IW

x,a (the relation IW
x,a SW

y ≈
SW

y IW
x,a is proved nearly identically). Similar to our argument above for (IW , SW), the players

winning probability conditioned on receiving question pair (EW , IW EW) is 1− δ(ε), that is

∑
y

τ(EW
y (IW EW)y) ≈ 1

from which, similar to the argument above, we arrive at EW
y ≈ (IW EW)y. With a similar argument,

this time starting from the winning probability conditioned on question pair (IW , IW EW), we get
that IW

x,a ≈ (IW EW)x,a. Putting these together we obtain

IW
x,a EW

y ≈ (IW EW)x,a(IW EW)y

= (IW EW)y(IW EW)x,a

≈ EW
y IW

x,a.

Finally the last approximate commutation relation follows

IW
x,a OW

u = ∑
y∈X

(−1)y.u IW
x,a EW

y

≈ ∑
y∈X

(−1)y.uEW
y IW

x,a

= OW
u IW

x,a.

Switching the order of multiplication in IW
x,a EW

y incurs an error of δ(ε) for each x, a, y. So over

all the norm of ∑y∈X (−1)y.u IW
x,a EW

y − ∑y∈X (−1)y.uEW
y IW

x,a is bounded above by |X × A × X |δ(ε)
which is another error function δ(ε).

Next lemma establishes that the introspected questions are sampled almost uniformly from
the question set of the original game. We then use this to justify that Ix,a,y,b is approximately IA

x,a IB
y,b

when x, y is a nontrivial question pair in the original game.

Lemma 4.5. Let Ix,y = Ix,·,y,·. Then the following hold

Ix,y ≈ SA
x SB

y ,

ρ(Ix,y) ≈
1

22` .

Furthermore, if x, y is a nontrivial question pair in the original game, then for every a, b ∈ A

Ix,a,y,b ≈ IA
x,a IB

y,b.
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Proof. The players winning probability conditioned on receiving question pair (I, IA) is 1− δ(ε).
So ∑x ρ(Ix,·,·,· IA

x ) = 1− δ(ε) where IA
x = ∑a IA

x,a. Therefore Ix,·,·,· ≈ IA
x and consequently Ix,·,·,· ≈ SA

x
by Lemma 2.8. Similarly I·,y,·,· ≈ IB

y ≈ SB
y . Thus we have Ix,y = Ix,·,·,· I·,y,·,· ≈ SA

x SB
y . By Theorem 3.5

and Proposition 2.3, we conclude that ρ(Ix,y) ≈ 1
22` .

So far we established that any question pair (x, y) in the answer to the Introspection question
I occurs almost uniformly, that is with probability approximately 1/22`. Fix a nontrivial question
pair x, y in the original game. The probability of the event that players receive question pair
(I, IA) and respond with (x, a, y, b) and (z, c), respectively, for some a, b, c ∈ A and z ∈ X is
at least (1− δ(ε))2−2`/|Qintro|2. Since the overall strategy looses with probability at most ε, the
probability of loosing conditioned on this event is bonded above by

22`|Qintro|2ε/(1− δ(ε)) ≤ 22`|Qintro|2(1 + δ(ε))ε = δ(ε)

or in other words the probability of winning conditioned on this event is 1 − δ(ε). It is now a
simple exercise in probability theory to see that conditioned on receiving question (I, IA), the
probability that player receiving I answers with introspected questions (x, y) and the players win
is ≈ 2−2`.

By the construction of the Introspection game, if the players win, then it must be that (z, c) =
(x, a). Therefore we have

∑
a

ρ(Ix,a,y,· IA
x,a) = ∑

a,b
ρ(Ix,a,y,b IA

x,a) ≈ 2−2`.

Using the relation Iy ≈ SB
y that we proved earlier together with the approximate commutations in

Lemma 4.4, we obtain

∑
a

ρ(Ix,a,y,·(SB
y IA

x,a SB
y )) ≈∑

a
ρ(Ix,a,y,·(Iy IA

x,a Iy)) = ∑
a

ρ(Ix,a,y,· IA
x,a) ≈ 2−2`. (4.2)

Define positive semidefinite operators Ra = Ix,a,y,· and Sa = SB
y IA

x,aSB
y , and write

∑
a
‖Ra − Sa‖2

ρ = ∑
a

ρ(R2
a + S2

a − 2Ra Sa)

≤∑
a

ρ(Ra + Sa − 2RaSa)

= ∑
a

ρ(Ra) + ρ(Sa)− 2ρ(Ra Sa)

≤ 2(1 + δ(ε))2−2` − 2(1− δ(ε))2−2`

= δ(ε).

The first inequality follows from the fact that Ra, Sa are positive semidefinite with operator norm≤
1. The last inequality follows from ρ(∑a RaSa) ≈ 2−2` which we proved in (4.2) and the following
two calculations

ρ(∑
a

Ra) = ρ(Ix,y) ≈ 2−2`,

ρ(∑
a

Sa) = ρ(SB
y IA

x SB
y ) = ρ(IA

x SB
y ) ≈ ρ(SA

x SB
y ) ≈ 2−2`.

We conclude that Ix,a,y,· ≈ SB
y IA

x,a SB
y ≈ IA

x,a SB
y . By a similar argument we get that

Ix,·,y,b ≈ IB
y,b SA

x .
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Putting these two together

Ix,a,y,b = Ix,a,y,· Ix,·,y,b ≈ IA
x,a SB

y IB
y,b SA

x ≈ IA
x,a SA

x IB
y,b SB

y = IA
x,a IA

x IB
y,b IB

y = IA
x,a IB

y,b.

We first sketch a proof of Proposition 4.3. The key step is to establish that, in any strategy
that wins with high probability in Gintro, when players A and B receive questions IA and IB, re-
spectively, their answers (xA, aA) and (xB, aB) are such that (xA, xB) is uniformly distributed in
X × X and aA has no dependence on xB and similarly aB has no dependence on xA. In other
words players introspectively asked themselves a uniformly random question (xA, xB) and pro-
duced answers (aA, aB) as they would have answered if they received question (xA, xB) in the
original game.

In Lemma 4.4, we proved that IW
x ≈ SW

x . This relation implies that on question IW the player
effectively obtains xW part of the answer by measuring {SW

x }. So, by the rigidity properties of the
Question Sampling game, we get that (xa, xb) is sampled (almost) uniformly at random from X ×
X . We also showed in Lemma 4.5 that (xa, xb) in answer to question I are also distributed (almost)
uniformly. From the rigidity properties of the Question Sampling game, measurements SW and
EW (approximately) anticommute while they both (approximately) commute with measurements
SW and EW . Additionally we saw in Lemma 4.4 that IW commutes with both SW and EW . These
relationships intuitively imply that the Hilbert space H can be (approximately) divided into a
tensor product HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HG of three Hilbert spaces such that the players measurements for
special questions SW and EW are forced to act as identity on HW . Furthermore, the commutation
of IW with SW and EW implies that operators IW act trivially on the register HW . Now since xW is
obtained by a measurement onHW we conclude that aW has no dependence on xW .

Putting these together, we get that the player with question IW produces xW via a measurement
on HW , then produces aW with a measurement that depends on xW and has a nontrivial support
only on the game register HG. In other words IW

x,a = SW
x ⊗ Nx

a for some Nx
a that acts as identity on

HW . We can now let {Nx
a } be the measurements in a strategy in the original game G and show

that its value is large. In what follows we make this argument precise.

Proof of Proposition 4.3. Let Sintro = (ρ, {Pq}q∈Qintro) be a synchronous strategy for Gintro that has
value at least 1− ε. Let Ĥ, Π, Â, σ be as defined in Lemma 3.7.

For every W ∈ {A, B}, x ∈ X and a ∈ A define the operator

W̃x
a := OW

x IW
x,a OW

x .

Note that for every W ∈ {A, B} and x ∈ X the operators {W̃x
a }a∈A are pairwise orthogonal

projections. For every x ∈ X define the leftover operator

W̃x
⊥ := 1− ∑

a∈A
W̃x

a .

Let Ã = A ∪ {⊥} denote the expanded answer set. Then {W̃x
a }a∈Ã is a projective measurement

for every W ∈ {A, B}, x ∈ X .
Now for every x ∈ X , a ∈ Ã define

Ŵx
a := Π W̃x

a Π .
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These are clearly positive semidefinite operators and

∑
a∈Ã

Ŵx
a = Π

(
∑
a∈Ã

W̃x
a

)
Π = Π2 = Π .

Since Π is projection onto Ĥ, the set of operators {Ŵx
a }a∈Ã are POVMs on Ĥ for every x.

Our first goal is to show that for every x, y ∈ X , a, b ∈ A it holds that

ρ(Âx
a B̂y

b) ≈ ρ(IA
x,a IB

y,b). (4.3)

We achieve this by repeatedly applying Proposition 2.3. First recall from Corollary 3.6 that Π ≈
SA

0 SB
0 . Here we use 0 as a shorthand notation for 0`. So we have

ρ(Âx
a B̂y

b) = ρ(Π Ãx
a Π B̃y

b Π)

≈ ρ(SA
0 Ãx

a SA
0 SB

0 B̃y
b SB

0 ),

where we used Theorem 3.5 which states that SA
0 and SB

0 approximately commute. We continue
by expanding Ãx

a and B̃x
a to obtain

ρ(SA
0 Ãx

a SA
0 SB

0 B̃y
b SB

0 ) = ρ(SA
0 (OA

x IA
x,a OA

x ) SA
0 SB

0 (OB
y IB

y,b OB
y ) SB

0 )

≈ ρ((OA
x SA

x IA
x,a SA

x OA
x ) (O

B
y SB

y IB
y,b SB

y OB
y ))

where in the last line, we used Theorem 3.5 which states that SW
0 OW

x ≈ OW
x SW

x . By Lemma 4.4 we
have IW

x ≈ SW
x so

ρ((OA
x SA

x IA
x,a SA

x OA
x ) (O

B
y SB

y IB
y,b SB

y OB
y )) ≈ ρ((OA

x IA
x IA

x,a IA
x OA

x )(O
B
y IB

y IB
y,b IB

y OB
y ))

≈ ρ((OA
x IA

x,a OA
x )(O

B
y IB

y,b OB
y ))

where in the last line we used that IW
x = ∑a IW

x,a and that IW
x,a are projections. Now using Lemma 4.4

again, we know that erasure observables OW approximately commute with IW projections. We
also know that erasure observables OA and OB approximately commute. So we continue as fol-
lows

ρ((OA
x IA

x,a OA
x )(O

B
y IB

y,b OB
y )) ≈ ρ(OB

y OA
x IA

x,a IB
y,b OA

x OB
y )

≈ ρ((OB
y )

2 (OA
x )

2 IA
x,a IB

y,b)

= ρ(IA
x,a IB

y,b).

This completes the proof of Equation (4.3).
Our next goal is to show that POVMs {Ŵx

a }a are close to being projective measurements. To
this end, we first show that for any x ∈ X and a, b ∈ A

Ŵx
a Ŵx

b ≈ Ŵx
a 1a=b (4.4)

where 1a=b is the indicator variable for the equality a = b. First expanding according to the
definitions

Ŵx
a Ŵx

b = Π OW
x IW

x,a OW
x Π OW

x IW
x,b OW

x Π

≈ Π OW
x IW

x,a OW
x (SW

0 SW
0 SW

0 )OW
x IW

x,b OW
x Π
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where in the last line we used the fact that Π ≈ SW
0 SW

0 SW
0 by Corollary 3.6. Now sampling

projections SW commute with erasure observables OW and Introspection projections IW so

Π OW
x IW

x,a OW
x (SW

0 SW
0 SW

0 )OW
x IW

x,b OW
x Π ≈ Π SW

0 OW
x IW

x,a OW
x SW

0 OW
x IW

x,b OW
x SW

0 Π

≈ Π OW
x IW

x,a OW
x SW

0 OW
x IW

x,b OW
x Π

where in the last line we use the fact that Π ≈ SW
0 SW

0 SW
0 , and hence Π SW

0 ≈ Π ≈ SW
0 Π.

Now moving SW
0 passed OW

x using the relation OW
x SW

0 ≈ SW
x OW

x , and then using the fact that
(OW

x )2 = I (as OW
x is an observable), we get

Π OW
x IW

x,a OW
x SW

0 OW
x IW

x,b OW
x Π ≈ Π OW

x IW
x,a SW

x (OW
x )2 IW

x,b OW
x Π

= Π OW
x IW

x,a SW
x IW

x,b OW
x Π

Now substituting IW
x in place of SW

x we get

Π OW
x IW

x,a SW
x IW

x,b OW
x Π ≈ Π OW

x IW
x,a IW

x IW
x,b OW

x Π

≈ Π OW
x IW

x,a IW
x,b OW

x Π

= Ŵx
a δa,b,

where in the last line we used the fact that IW
x,a and IW

x,b are orthogonal projections when a 6= b. This
completes the proof of Equation (4.4). From this, we immediately obtain that (Ŵx

⊥)
2 ≈ Ŵx

⊥ also.
So we established that

(Ŵx
a )

2 ≈ Ŵx
a

for all x ∈ X and a ∈ Ã. Using Proposition 2.3, this in turn implies that

ρ((Ŵx
a )

2) ≈ ρ(Ŵx
a )

for all a ∈ Ã. By definition of σ it is also true that

σ((Ŵx
a )

2) ≈ σ(Ŵx
a ).

So far we established that Ŵx
a , as operators in Â acting on Ĥ, are close to projections. So applying

Lemma 2.12, for every W ∈ {A, B} and x ∈ X , there exists a projective measurement {Wx
a }a ⊂ Â

that is close to {Ŵx
a }a.

Our final goal is to build a strategy for G using these hard-earned projective measurements
{Ax} and {By}. On our way, we first need to relate {Ax

a}a and {By
b}b to the original measurements

IA
x,a and IB

y,b. For every x, y ∈ X , a, b ∈ A, we can write

σ(Ax
a By

b) ≈ σ(Âx
a B̂y

b) =
ρ(Âx

a B̂y
b)

ρ(Π)
≈

ρ(Âx
a B̂y

b)

2−2` ≈
ρ(IA

x,a IB
y,b)

2−2` .

From this and Lemma 4.5, if x, y is nontrivial in G, it holds that

1
22` σ(Ax

a By
b) ≈ ρ(Ix,a,y,b).

Therefore summing over all nontrivial question pairs, we have

∑
x,y

nontrivial

1
22` ∑

a,b∈A
D(x, y, a, b)σ(Ax

a By
b) ≈ ∑

x,y
nontrivial

∑
a,b∈A

D(x, y, a, b)ρ(Ix,a,y,b).
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A similar approximate identity holds when summing over trivial question pairs, that is

∑
x,y

trivial

1
22` ∑

a,b∈A
D(x, y, a, b)σ(Ax

a By
b) ≈ ∑

x,y
trivial

∑
a,b∈A

D(x, y, a, b)ρ(Ix,a,y,b).

Let us see why this is true. First using the fact that D(x, y, a, b) = 1 for all a, b and trivial question
pair x, y, we can write

∑
x,y

trivial

1
22` ∑

a,b∈A
D(x, y, a, b)σ(Ax

a By
b) = ∑

x,y
trivial

1
22` ∑

a,b∈A
σ(Ax

a By
b) = ∑

x,y
trivial

1
22`

where in the last equality we used the fact that ∑a,b Ax
a By

b = IĤ. Luckily, we also know that
ρ(Ix,y) ≈ 1

22` by Lemma 4.5, and thus

∑
x,y

trivial

1
22` ≈ ∑

x,y
trivial

ρ(Ix,y)

= ∑
x,y

trivial

∑
a,b∈A

ρ(Ix,a,y,b)

= ∑
x,y

trivial

∑
a,b∈A

D(x, y, a, b)ρ(Ix,a,y,b)

where in the last line we again used the fact that D(x, y, a, b) = 1 for all a, b and trivial question
pair x, y.

So overall we established that

∑
x,y

1
22` ∑

a,b∈A
D(x, y, a, b)σ(Ax

a By
b) ≈∑

x,y
∑

a,b∈A
D(x, y, a, b)ρ(Ix,a,y,b).

The right-hand-side is an upper bound on the probability of winning of Sintro conditioned on the
event that one of the players received the Introspection question I. This probability must be at
least 1− δ(ε) by a simple averaging argument. So we have

∑
x,y

1
22` ∑

a,b∈A
D(x, y, a, b)σ(Ax

a By
b) = 1− δ(ε). (4.5)

To summarize, at a high level, we constructed a set of operators Ax
a and By

b that together resemble
a strategy for G albeit with two sets of measurement operators instead of one. It remains to show
that we can turn this into a synchronous strategy. From Equation (4.5), for every x ∈ X it must be
that

∑
a,b∈A

D(x, x, a, b)σ(Ax
a Bx

b ) = 1− δ(ε).

Since G is synchronous, we have D(x, x, a, b) = 0 whenever a 6= b. Therefore

∑
a∈A

σ(Ax
a Bx

a ) = 1− δ(ε)
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or equivalently that Ax
a ' Bx

a for every x ∈ X . Therefore by Lemma 2.8, it holds that Ax
a ≈ Bx

a
for every x ∈ X . Therefore σ(Ax

a By
b) ≈ σ(Ax

a Ay
b). Using this approximation in (4.5) we conclude

that

∑
x,y∈X

1
22` ∑

a,b∈A
D(x, y, a, b)σ(Ax

a Ay
b) = 1− δ(ε). (4.6)

Now we reduced to one set of measurement operators Ax
a that more closely resemble a syn-

chronous strategy for G. Unfortunately we are not quite there as the set of operators {Ax
a}a∈A

is not a projective measurement if Ax
⊥ 6= 0. We can resolve this issue by defining projective mea-

surements {Nx
a }a∈A for every x such that Nx

a∗ = Ax
a∗ + Ax

⊥ for some special element a∗ ∈ A and
Nx

a = Ax
a for all a 6= a∗. Now S = (σ, {Nx}x∈X ) is a synchronous strategy and is such that

σ(Nx
a Ny

b ) ≥ σ(Ax
a Ay

b). So by (4.6), we have

ω(G, S) = ∑
x,y∈X

1
22` ∑

a,b∈A
D(x, y, a, b)σ(Nx

a Ny
b ) = 1− δ(ε).

So for all sufficiently small ε, if there exists a strategy Sintro with value at least 1− ε, we showed
the existence of a strategy for G with value 1− δ(ε). This in turn implies that for all t ∈ {q, co}

ωs
t (G

intro) = 1 =⇒ ωs
t (G) = 1.

Next we prove the inequality

E(Gintro, 1) ≥ max
{
E(G, 1), 22`

}
.

Suppose the finite dimensional strategy Sintro = (ρ, {Pq}q∈Qintro) defined over a Hilbert space H
has value 1. Then since the strategy restricted to the Question Sampling game also wins with
probability 1, from Corollary 3.6, we get that the dimension ofH is at least 22`.

It remains to show that E(Gintro, 1) ≥ E(G, 1). Consider the finite-dimensional strategy S =
(σ, {Nx

a }) constructed above for the original game G. The inequality now follows from the fact
that the strategy S is over the Hilbert space Ĥ defined in Lemma 3.7 which is a subspace ofH.

4.5 Proof of Theorem 4.1

From Definition 2.15, we can let Gn = (Xn,An, Dn) where Xn = {0, 1}`n for some polynomial-time
computable function `n of n. As we indicated in Definition 2.15, the decider and checker Turing
machines discard any string that comes after the `nth bit in their second and third input tapes.
By assumption, for all sufficiently large n, we have `n ≤ nα, so from our previous statement, we
can simply assume that `n = nα. We design the algorithm QuestionReductionα so that Gintro

n is
the Introspection game (Gn)intro as defined in Section 4.2. From the definition of Introspection,
it is straightforward to see that a polynomial-time algorithm exists that computes a description
of Vintro = (Dintro, Cintro) from a description of V = (D, C). The question length of Gintro

n is
poly(α, log n) by the definition of the Introspection game and the assumption that `n = nα.

Given a pair of questions in Gintro
n , if they are both Question Sampling questions, then they are

a nontrivial question pair in the Introspection game if and only if they are a nontrivial question
pair in the Question Sampling game. If questions are both among special questions

SA, EA, IA, IASB, IAEB, SB, EB, IB, IBSA, IBEA,
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then the pair is nontrivial if they are connected by an edge or a self-loop in Figure 3. Since this
graph has constant size, this can be decided in O(1). If one question is a Question Sampling
question that is not any of SA, SB, EA, EB and the other is a special Introspection game question

IA, IASB, IAEB, IB, IBSA, IBEA,

then the pair is trivial. Therefore the complexity of deciding if a pair is trivial in Gintro
n is asymp-

totically the same as the complexity of deciding if a pair is trivial in QSnα which is poly(α, log n)
(see Table 3).

Next we bound the complexity of Dintro(n). The bit length of questions in the Introspec-
tion game Gintro

n is poly(α, log n). The answer length of Gintro
n is nα (as the answer length of Gn

is bounded by TIMED(n)). So the decider can compute in time poly(nα) whether the answer
format of Gintro

n is respected. The decider, by simulating D(n) and C(n), can compute in time
poly(|D|, |C|, α, nα) whether a give quadruple (q, r, â, b̂) is an accepting quadruple in Gintro

n ac-
cording to Table 4.

The completeness, soundness, and the dimension bound follow immediately from Proposi-
tions 4.2 and 4.3.
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5 Answer Reduction

In this section we present the answer reduction transformation, whose properties are given by the
following Theorem.

Theorem 5.1 (Answer Reduction). For all β ∈N there exists a polynomial-time algorithm AnswerReductionβ

that takes as input a pair of Turing machines (D, C) and outputs a pair of Turing machines (Dans, Cans)
such that the following holds. If V = (D, C) is a verifier for a sequence of games GV = (Gn)n∈N and
n0 ∈N is an integer such that for all n ≥ n0,

The questions of Gn have length at most logβ(n),

TIMEC(n) = logβ n , and

TIMED(n) ≤ nβ

then the output Vans = (Dans, Cans) is a verifier for a sequence of games GVans = (Gans
n )n∈N with the

following properties. There exists γ = poly(β) and nans
0 = poly(γγ, n0) such that for all n ≥ nans

0 ,

1. (Complexity bounds)

TIMEDans(n) = logγ n
TIMECans(n) = logγ n .

2. (Completeness) For all oracularizable synchronous strategies S for Gn, there exists an oracularizable
synchronous strategy Sans for Gans

n such that

ω(Gans
n , Sans) ≥ 1

2
+

1
2

ω(Gn, S).

Furthermore, if S is finite-dimensional, then so is Sans.

3. (Soundness) For all t ∈ {q, co} we have

ωs
t (Gn) < 1 =⇒ ωs

t (G
ans
n ) < 1 .

4. (Entanglement bound)
E(Gans

n , 1) ≥ E(Gn, 1) .

Intuitively, the answer reduction transformation transforms a sequence of games (G1, G2, . . .)
to a sequence (Gans

1 , Gans
2 , . . .) such that the time complexity of the “answer reduced” game Gans

n
(in terms of computing its decision predicate) is polylogarithmic in the time complexity T(n) of
the “original game” Gn, and polynomial in the question length Q(n) of Gn. The reason this trans-
formation is called “answer reduction” is as follows. Suppose the original game Gn already has
polylogarithmic-length questions (i.e. Q(n) ≤ poly(log T(n))), but the answer lengths are, say,
Ω(T(n)); this will be the case when we apply answer reduction to the introspection games from
the previous section. The resulting game Gans

n then has time complexity poly(log T(n)) and in
particular both the question and answer lengths of Gans

n are at most poly(log T(n)).
We describe and analyze the answer reduction transformation G 7→ Gans for a single game

(rather than a sequence), and then prove Theorem 5.1 in Section 5.5.
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5.1 Overview

Let Q, T ∈ N be integers and let G = (X ,A, D) be a synchronous game where X = {0, 1}Q and
A = {0, 1}T, and TIMED ≤ T (meaning that on all inputs D halts within T timesteps). We can
assume via padding that all questions have the same length, and all the answers have the same
length.

Oracularization. We first give an overview of a transformation on G called oracularization. This
produces the following game Gorac. The verifier may send a player either a question x ∈ X or
a pair of questions (x, y) ∈ X 2; thus the question alphabet is X ∪ X 2. When a player receives a
single question x we call them an isolated player and its question an isolated question. When a player
receives a pair (x, y) we call them an oracle player and its question an oracle question.

If both players receive the same question (either isolated or oracle), then they must return the
same answer. If one player receives an oracle question (x, y) ∈ X 2 that is nontrivial for the original
game G and the other receives an isolated question x (resp. receives y), then the players win if the
oracle player responds with an answer pair (a, b) ∈ A2 such that D(x, y, a, b) = 1 and the isolated
player responds with answer a (resp. responds with answer b). All other question combinations
are considered trivial for Gorac, and the players automatically win in those cases.

Intuitively, in the oracularization of G an oracle player must “simulate” the behavior of the
two players in G, and the isolated player (who only receives half of the oracle question) is used to
check that the oracle player’s answers (a, b) are produced in a way that a only depends on x and
b only depends on y.

Answer Reduction. We now give a high-level overview of the answer-reduced game Gans =
(X ans,Aans, Dans). The questions of Gans are of the form (g, p), where g is a game question and
p is a proof question. The game question g, intuitively, is meant to indicate a question from the
original game G. However, in the answer reduction transformation, the game questions g come
from the oracularization Gorac of G.

In the oracularized game Gorac, the players are supposed to respond with either an answer
from A or from A2, depending on whether they received an isolated or oracle question. In the
answer reduced game Gans, however, the players do not respond with a “full-sized” answer in
A ∪A2. Instead, the verifier expects that the oracle players will generate a proof π that they can
produce answers (a, b) ∈ A2 that satisfies the decision predicate of the game G, and furthermore
these answers can be produced in a way such that a only depends on x and b only depends on
y. The verifier does not examine this purported proof π in its entirety but instead uses the proof
question p to query it in a constant number of locations.

The main point is this: now the players only have to respond with a constant number of bits
corresponding to the proof locations queried, rather than with a symbol from the set A ∪ A2

(whose size we think of as growing to infinity). To ensure that the players’ answers to the local
queries are consistent with a global proof string π, and that the purported answers (a, b) (which
are included in π) was generated “honestly” (e.g., a does not depend on x), the verifier performs
cross-checks between the two players. Before describing the format of the proof questions, we first
explain in detail what a proof is supposed to look like.

The starting point is the well-known Cook-Levin reduction from classical computer science: this
is an efficient transformation that maps Turing machines M to 3SAT formulas ϕM such that there
is an input w (called the witness) where M(w) = 1 if and only if ϕM is satisfiable. Furthermore,
it is well-known [Pap94, Chapter 20] that the clauses of the SAT formula ϕM can be computed
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extremely efficiently – in fact, in time that is logarithmic in the size of the entire SAT formula (if we
treat the description length of M as a constant):

Theorem 5.2 (Cook-Levin Theorem). For all 1-input Turing machines M and integers R, T ∈ N,
there exists a 3SAT formula ϕ(M, T, R) (called a Cook-Levin SAT formula) with L = poly(|M|, T, R)
variables, such that

• For all w ∈ {0, 1}R such that M(w) accepts within T time steps, there exists a unique satisfying
assignment π for the formula ϕ(M, T, R), and furthermore π≤R (the first R bits of π) is w, and

• For all satisfying assignments π for the formula ϕ(M, T, R), the Turing machine M accepts π≤R
within T time steps.

Furthermore, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm CookLevin that takes as input a tuple (M, T, R, i, j, k)
where R, T, i, j, k are integers written in binary, and outputs the literals of the clause(s) of ϕ(M, T, R) that
contains the i-th, j-th, and k-th variables (or outputs a null symbol if no such clause exists).

We note that while the algorithm CookLevin runs in polynomial time in the length of its input,
it runs in logarithmic time in the number of variables of the Cook-Levin SAT formula ϕ(M, T, R).
This is because the length of the input tuple (M, T, R, i, j, k) is O(|M| + log T + log R + log i +
log j + log k), and since the variable indices i, j, k are at most poly(|M|, T, R), the time complexity
of the algorithm CookLevin is at most poly(|M|, log T, log R).

The verifier in the answer-reduced game Gans expects an oracle player who received game
question pair g = (x, y) to compute a string π satisfying the following:

1. π is a satisfying assignment for the Cook-Levin SAT formula ϕ(Dx,y, T, 2T) where Dx,y is the
1-input Turing machine that on input (a, b) ∈ {0, 1}2T executes the Turing machine D on
input (x, y, a, b), and

2. π is composed of three strings (a, b, π′) ∈ {0, 1}T × {0, 1}T × {0, 1}L where
L = poly(|Dx,y|, T) = poly(|D|, Q, T). Here we used that the description length |Dx,y| =
O(|D|+ |x|+ |y|) = poly(|D|, Q).

Henceforth we shall abbreviate the Cook-Levin formula ϕ(Dx,y, T, 2T) as ϕx,y.
The verifier asks proof questions p in order to ascertain whether it is possible for an oracle

player to generate a proof π satisfying these conditions. This requires the verifier to ask proof
questions to both oracle players and isolated players. Oracle players (who get game question pair
g = (x, y)) can get asked to provide:

• A single bit πi of the proof π, or

• A triple of bits (πi, πj, πk) from the proof π (which may not necessarily correspond to a
clause in ϕx,y).

An isolated player (who gets a single question x or y) is asked to provide a pair of bits (ai, aj) of
their purported answer a ∈ {0, 1}T.

Thus the proof questions are sampled from the set [L] ∪ [L]2 ∪ [L]3. Thus the question and
answer sets for Gans are

X ans = X orac × ([L] ∪ [L]2 ∪ [L]3) Aans = {0, 1} ∪ {0, 1}2 ∪ {0, 1}3

where X orac = X ∪X 2 is the question alphabet for the oracularized game Gorac.
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Since the player answers (a, b) are supposed to be embedded into a proof π, we use the fol-
lowing mapping to translate between indexing into answer a or b versus indexing into the proof
π: given an index i ∈ [T], the i-th bit of the first answer a (corresponding to the first question x) is
mapped to index η(i) = i of the proof π, and the i-th bit of the second answer b (corresponding to
the second question y) is mapped to index λ(i) = T + i of π.

5.2 The answer-reduced decision procedure

We now formally specify the decision procedure Dans. On input (x̂, ŷ, â, b̂), it checks if (x̂, ŷ) (resp.
(ŷ, x̂)) is one of the nontrivial question pairs of Gans, which are presented in Table 5. If so, then it
accepts if and only if the answers (â, b̂) (resp. (b̂, â)) satisfy the corresponding winning condition.
Otherwise, if (x̂, ŷ) is a trivial question, the verifier automatically accepts.

Nontrivial Question Pair (x̂, ŷ) Winning Condition on Answers (â, b̂)

x̂ = ŷ â = b̂

x̂ = ((x, y), i) where (x, y) is nontrivial for G (sj, sk, s`) satisfies clause(s) specified by
ŷ = ((x, y), (j, k, `)) where i ∈ {j, k, `} CookLevin(Dx,y, T, 2T, j, k, `) and ri = si, where

â = ri ∈ {0, 1}, b̂ = (sj, sk, s`) ∈ {0, 1}3

x̂ = ((x, y), i) where (x, y) is nontrivial for G ri = aη−1(i)
ŷ = (x, (j, k)) where i ∈ {η(j), η(k)} where â = ri ∈ {0, 1}, b̂ = (aj, ak) ∈ {0, 1}2

x̂ = ((x, y), i) where (x, y) is nontrivial for G ri = bλ−1(i)
ŷ = (y, (j, k)) where i ∈ {λ(j), λ(k)} where â = ri ∈ {0, 1}, b̂ = (bj, bk) ∈ {0, 1}2

Table 5: The nontrivial question pairs and winning conditions for the game Gans.

Table 5 should be read as follows. In the second row, for example, the nontrivial question pair
is where x̂ = (g1, p1) where g1 = g2 = (x, y) ∈ X 2 where (x, y) is nontrivial for G, p1 = i for some
i ∈ [L], and p2 = (j, k, `) ∈ [L]3 such that i ∈ {j, k, `}. The answer â is expected to be a single bit
ri and b̂ is expected to be a triple of bits (sj, sk, s`); otherwise the verifier rejects. The verifier then
checks that ri = si (i.e. the first player’s assignment to the i-th variable of the proof is the same as
the second player’s assignment to the i-th variable), and the second player’s assignment (sj, sk, s`)
satisfies the clause of ϕx,y that involves the triple of variables (j, k, `). If there is no clause, then the
verifier accepts any assignment to those variables.

5.3 Completeness of answer reduction

We now prove the completeness property of the answer reduction transformation. Similarly to
Section 4, the completeness property implies that the value of Gans is lower bounded by the value
of G.

Proposition 5.3. For all oracularizable synchronous strategies S for G, there exists an oracularizable
synchronous strategy Sans for Gans such that

ω(Gans
n , Sans) ≥ 1

2
+

1
2

ω(Gn, S) .

Furthermore, if S is finite-dimensional then so is Sans.
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Proof. Let S = (τ, {Mx}) be a tracial synchronous strategy for G that commutes on the set of
nontrivial questions of G. We now define a tracial strategy Sans = (τ, {Nx}) for Gans. Before
doing so, we define some intermediate measurements. Let X and A denote the question and
answer sets of G, respectively. For all x, y ∈ X , a, b ∈ A:

• Nx,y
a,b =


Mx

a My
b if (x, y) is a nontrivial question for G

1 if (x, y) is a trivial question for G and a = b = 0
0 otherwise

• Nx
a = Mx

a .

The POVM Nx is projective because Mx is projective. Note that whenever (x, y) is a nontrivial
question of G, the projectors Mx

a and My
b commute, so Nx,y is always projective.

Now we define the measurements for Sans:

1. Nx,j,k = Nx
[a 7→(aj,ak)]

2. Nx,y,i = Nx,y
[(a,b) 7→πi ]

3. Nx,y,i,j,k = Nx,y
[(a,b) 7→(πi ,πj,πk)]

where here π denotes the unique satisfying assignment to the Cook-Levin SAT formula ϕx,y such
that π = (a, b, w) for some string w.

We now verify that the strategy Sans satisfies the desired properties: it is synchronous because
the measurements are all projective. It commutes on the nontrivial questions of Gans, as seen by
the following case analysis: letting x̂ = (g1, p1) and ŷ = (g2, p2),

1. If x̂ = ŷ, then clearly the measurements N x̂ and Nŷ commute with each other because they
are the same measurement.

2. If g1 = g2 = (x, y), p1 = i, and p2 = (j, k, `), then N x̂ and Nŷ are marginalizations of the
same projective measurement {Nx,y}, and thus N x̂, Nŷ commute with each other.

3. If g1 = (x, y), p1 = i, g2 = x (or g2 = y) and p2 = (j, k), then either (x, y) is a trivial question
for G (in which case N x̂ is the identity measurement, which commutes with everything), or
(x, y) is a nontrivial question, in which case N x̂ is a marginalization of the product Mx

a My
b ,

whereas Nŷ is a marginalization of Mx
a (resp. My

b ), which commutes with My
b (resp. Mx

a ).

Clearly, the dimensionality of Sans is the same as the dimension of S.
Finally, we can evaluate the winning probability of Sans as follows: let γ denote the probability

that at least one of the players that receives a question (g, p) where g = (x, y) with (x, y) nontrivial
for G. If neither player receives such a game question, then either their question pair (x̂, ŷ) is trivial
for Gans (in which case the players win automatically), or x̂ = ŷ (in which case the players win
because their strategy is synchronous).

Suppose one of the players (say, the first player) receiving such question pair x̂ = (g, p). Intu-
itively, this oracle player will simultaneously measure Mx and My to obtain answers (a, b). Since
x an y are drawn uniformly at random, the probability that D(x, y, a, b) = 1 is exactly ω(G, S).
Suppose (a, b) are winning answers. Then the oracle player can compute a satisfying assignment
π = (a, b, w) for the Cook-Levin formula ϕx,y – this uses the assumption that TIMED ≤ T. Fur-
thermore, the second player, no matter what question ŷ they receive, they will be able to obtain
perfectly consistent answers (if they receive game question (x, y), then they can obtain the same
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proof π = (a, b, w); if they receive game questions x or y, they will obtain the same answers a or
b, respectively). Thus the success probability of the strategy Sans overall is at least

ω(Gans, Sans) ≥ (1− γ) + γ ω(G, S) .

Since γ ≤ 1/2, the Proposition follows.

5.4 Soundness of answer reduction

Proposition 5.4. For all t ∈ {q, co}, ωs
t (G) < 1 =⇒ ωs

t (G
ans) < 1.

Proof. Let Sans = (τ, {N x̂}) be a tracial synchronous strategy for Gans that has value 1− ε. Our
goal will be to construct measurements {Mx

a} and {Mx,y
π } that produce entire answer strings and

entire proof strings, respectively. They will be constructed from the Nx,y,i and Nx,j,k measurements
which only provide “local” views of purported answer and purported proof strings. In order
to “paste” these “local” views together into consistent “global” views, we will need to establish
pairwise consistency conditions between the measurement operators of the strategy Sans.

From the condition that the strategy Sans has value 1− ε, we obtain the following consistency
conditions pointwise over all x, y ∈ X and i, j, k, ` ∈ [L]:

• Nx,y,i
r ' Nx,y,j,k,`

[(sj,sk ,s`) 7→si |r]
whenever i ∈ {j, k, `},

• Nx,y,η(j)
r ' Nx,j,k

[(aj,ak) 7→aj|r]
and Nx,y,η(k)

r ' Nx,j,k
[(aj,ak) 7→ak |r]

• Nx,y,λ(j)
r ' Ny,j,k

[(aj,ak) 7→aj|r]
and Nx,y,λ(k)

r ' Ny,j,k
[(aj,ak) 7→ak |r]

In other words, the assignments to variables that are in common to both players’ questions are
approximately consistent. Here and throughout this proof, all approximations “'” and “≈” im-
plicitly hide some error function δ(ε) that goes to 0 as ε → 0. Furthermore, the error function
will generally be different each time the “'” or “≈” notation is used. (See Section 2.5 for a more
in-depth discussion of approximations and asymptotics).

We first prove a utility lemma, which will be used repeatedly throughout the analysis of sound-
ness:

Lemma 5.5. Let t ∈ N and let A = {Ar} denote a projective measurement with outcomes in Rt. For
i ∈ [t], let Bi = {Bi

r} be a POVM with outcomes inR. Suppose that for all i ∈ [t],

A[r 7→ri |c] 'δ Bi
c

where the answer summation is over c ∈ R. Then for all permutations σ ∈ St, we have that

Ar ≈t
√

2δ Bσ(1)
rσ(1)
· Bσ(2)

rσ(2)
· · · Bσ(t)

rσ(t)
.

In other words, the measurement {Ar} is t
√

2δ-close to the product of the {Bi
ri
}, in any order. Furthermore,

Bσ(1)
rσ(1)
· Bσ(2)

rσ(2)
· · · Bσ(t)

rσ(t)
≈2t
√

2δ Bρ(1)
rρ(1)
· Bρ(2)

rρ(2)
· · · Bρ(t)

rρ(t)

for all permutations ρ, σ ∈ St.
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Proof. We first argue that
Ar ≈t

√
2δ B1

r1
· B2

r2
· · · Bt

rt
.

Using Lemma 2.8 we get that for all i ∈ [t],

A[r 7→ri |c] ≈√2δ Bi
r . (5.1)

Using Lemma 2.11 we can right-multiply Equation (5.1) for i = 1 by the measurement A[r 7→r2:d] to
deduce

A[r 7→r1] · A[r 7→r2] ≈√2δ B1
r1
· A[r 7→r2] (5.2)

Using using Lemma 2.11 again we get that the right hand side of Equation (5.2) is
√

2δ-close
to B1

r1
· B2

r2
, and therefore via the triangle inequality we get

A[r 7→r1] · A[r 7→r2] ≈2
√

2δ B1
r1
· B2

r2
.

Notice that since A is projective, we have

A[r 7→r1] · A[r 7→r2] = A[r 7→(r1,r2)]

Thus A[r 7→(r1,r2)] ≈2
√

2δ B1
r1
· B2

r2
. By repeatedly using Lemma 2.11, we deduce that

Ar ≈t
√

2δ B1
r1
· B2

r2
· · · Bt

rt

as desired. The same argument holds with any other ordering of the Bi’s.
The “Furthermore” part of the lemma then follows from the triangle inequality.

Constructing the Mx
a measurements. The first step is to show that, for fixed x, y, the {Nx,y,i}

measurements approximately commute.
Fix i, j ∈ [T]. Using Lemma 5.5 with A = Nx,i,j, B1 = Nx,y,η(i) and B2 = Nx,y,η(j), we get

Nx,y,η(j)
s · Nx,y,η(i)

r ≈ Nx,y,η(i)
r · Nx,y,η(j)

s . (5.3)

The next step is to deduce that the marginalizations of the Nx,i,j measurements commute. Since
Nx,y,η(i)

r ≈ Nx,i,k
[(ai ,ak) 7→ai |r]

and Nx,y,η(j)
s ≈ Nx,j,k

[(aj,ak) 7→aj|s]
for all k ∈ [T]. Thus, using Lemma 2.11 twice

we get
Nx,y,η(j)

s · Nx,y,η(i)
r ≈ Nx,y,η(j)

s · Nx,i,k
[(ai ,ak) 7→ai |r]

≈ Nx,j,k
[(aj,ak) 7→aj|s]

· Nx,i,k
[(ai ,ak) 7→ai |r]

and similarly we get
Nx,y,η(i)

r · Nx,y,η(j)
s ≈ Nx,i,k

[(ai ,ak) 7→ai |r]
· Nx,j,k

[(aj,ak) 7→aj|s]
.

Using the triangle inequality and Equation (5.3), we get for all x ∈ X and i, j, k ∈ [T],

Nx,j,k
[(aj,ak) 7→aj|s]

· Nx,i,k
[(ai ,ak) 7→ai |r]

≈ Nx,i,k
[(ai ,ak) 7→ai |r]

· Nx,j,k
[(aj,ak) 7→aj|s]

Fix an arbitrary k ∈ [T] and define

Nx,i
r = Nx,i,k

[(ai ,ak) 7→ai |r]
.
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Fix an x ∈ X . We invoke the Pasting Lemma (Lemma 2.13) on the set of measurements {Nx,i}i∈[T],
and obtain a projective measurement Mx = {Mx

a} with outcomes in {0, 1}T such that for all i ∈
[T],

Mx
[a 7→ai |r] ≈ Nx,i

r .

Furthermore, by the triangle inequality, for all y ∈ X we have that

Mx
[a 7→ai |r] ≈ Nx,y,η(i)

r . (5.4)

Via the same arguments as above we have that Nx,i
r ≈ Ny,x,λ(i)

r , which means that

Mx
[a 7→ai |r] ≈ Ny,x,λ(i)

r .

Constructing the Mx,y
π measurements. Fix x, y ∈ X and i, j, k ∈ [L]. Using Lemma 5.5 with

A = Nx,y,i,j,k, B1 = Nx,y,i, B2 = Nx,y,j, and B3 = Nx,y,k we get that the product of Nx,y,i
r , Nx,y,j

s , and
Nx,y,k

t (using any ordering) is close to Nx,y,i,j,k.
In particular, we have

Nx,y,i
r · Nx,y,j

s ≈ Nx,y,j
s · Nx,y,i

r .

Using the Pasting Lemma on the set of measurements {Nx,y,i}, we obtain a projective measure-
ment Mx,y = {Mx,y

π } with outcomes in {0, 1}R (i.e. proof strings) such that

Mx,y
[π 7→πi |r]

≈ Nx,y,i
r .

Using Lemma 2.11 repeatedly, we get that for all i, j, k ∈ [L],

Mx,y
[π 7→πi |r]

·Mx,y
[π 7→πj|s]

·Mx,y
[π 7→πk |t]

≈ Nx,y,i
r ·Mx,y

[π 7→πj|s]
·Mx,y

[π 7→πk |t]

≈ Nx,y,i
r · Nx,y,j

s ·Mx,y
[π 7→πk |t]

≈ Nx,y,i
r · Nx,y,j

s · Nx,y,k
t

≈ Nx,y,i,j,k
r,s,t

where the last approximation follows from our earlier application of Lemma 5.5. Since Mx,y
π is

projective, we have that
Mx,y

[π 7→(πi ,πj,πk)|(r,s,t)] ≈ Nx,y,i,j,k
r,s,t . (5.5)

We now relate the Mx,y measurements to the Mx measurements constructed previously. Using
the triangle inequality with Equation (5.4) we get for all x, y ∈ X and j ∈ [T],

Mx,y
[π 7→πη(j)|r]

≈ Mx
[a 7→aj|r] (5.6)

and similarly
Mx,y

[π 7→πλ(j)|r]
≈ My

[a 7→aj|r]
. (5.7)

Before proceeding we prove a utility lemma that allows us to argue that if all the marginaliza-
tions of projective measurements are close, then the original measurements must be close.

Lemma 5.6. Let A and B be projective measurements with outcomes in {0, 1}K such that for all i ∈ [K],
we have A[r 7→ri ] ≈κ B[r 7→ri ]. Then

Ar ≈Kκ Br .
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Proof. We prove this inductively on the prefix length of r. For the base case t = 1, we have
that A[r 7→r1] ≈κ B[r 7→r1] by assumption. Let the inductive hypothesis be that for some t ≥ 1,
A[r 7→r≤t] ≈tκ B[r 7→r≤t] where r≤t denotes the first t bits of r. Then using Lemma 2.11 twice, we get
that

A[r 7→r≤t] · A[r 7→rt+1] ≈tκ B[r 7→r≤t] · A[r 7→rt+1] ≈κ B[r 7→r≤t] · B[r 7→rt+1]

which, via the triangle inequality, implies that

A[r 7→r≤t+1] ≈tκ B[r 7→r≤t+1]

where we used the fact that the A and B measurements are projective. By induction, this statement
is true for all t, and since A[r 7→r≤K ] = Ar and B[r 7→r≤K ] = Br, we conclude the proof.

Applying Lemma 5.6 to Equations (5.6) and (5.7) and interpreting the outcome of the Mx,y

measurement as a triple (a, b, w) ∈ {0, 1}T × {0, 1}T × {0, 1}L, we get

Mx,y
[(a,b,w) 7→a] ≈ Mx

a (5.8)

Mx,y
[(a,b,w) 7→b] ≈ My

b . (5.9)

Using Lemma 2.11 several times with Equations (5.8) and (5.9) we get

Mx,y
[(a,b,w) 7→a] ·M

x,y
[(a,b,w) 7→b] ·M

x,y
[(a,b,w) 7→a] ≈ Mx

a ·M
x,y
[(a,b,w) 7→b] ·M

x,y
[(a,b,w) 7→a]

≈ Mx
a ·M

y
b ·M

x,y
[(a,b,w) 7→a]

≈ Mx
a ·M

y
b ·M

x
a

and thus
Mx,y

[(a,b,w) 7→(a,b)] ≈ Mx
a ·M

y
b ·M

x
a . (5.10)

Evaluating the probability of success of the Mx measurements. Define the tracial synchronous
strategy S = (τ, {Mx}) for game G. Its success probability can be lower-bounded as follows:

ω(G, S) = E
x,y ∑

a,b
D(x, y, a, b) · τ(Mx

a My
b)

= E
x,y ∑

a,b
D(x, y, a, b) · τ(Mx

a ·M
y
b ·M

x
a )

= E
x,y ∑

a,b
D(x, y, a, b) ·

(
τ
(

Mx,y
[(a,b,w) 7→(a,b)]

)
+ τ

(
Mx,y

[(a,b,w) 7→(a,b)] −Mx
a My

b Mx
a

))
≥ E

x,y ∑
a,b

D(x, y, a, b) · τ
(

Mx,y
[(a,b,w) 7→(a,b)]

)
− E

x,y ∑
a,b

∣∣∣τ(Mx,y
[(a,b,w) 7→(a,b)] −Mx

a My
b Mx

a

)∣∣∣
We bound the second term first. From Lemma 2.8 applied to Equation (5.10) we get that

Mx,y
[(a,b,w) 7→(a,b)] 'δ Mx

a ·M
y
b ·Mx

a for some proper error function δ = δ(ε). We then apply Lemma 2.10
to get that

E
x,y ∑

a,b

∣∣∣τ(Mx,y
[(a,b,w) 7→(a,b)] −Mx

a My
b Mx

a

)∣∣∣ ≤ 2δ .

Next, we evaluate

E
x,y ∑

a,b
D(x, y, a, b) · τ

(
Mx,y

[(a,b,w) 7→(a,b)]

)
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= E
x,y ∑

a,b,w
D(x, y, a, b) · τ

(
Mx,y

a,b,w

)
= E

x,y ∑
a,b,w

1[∃w′ : (a, b, w′) satisfies ϕx,y] · τ
(

Mx,y
a,b,w

)
≥ E

x,y ∑
a,b,w

1[(a, b, w) satisfies ϕx,y] · τ
(

Mx,y
a,b,w

)
= 1− E

x,y ∑
a,b,w

1[(a, b, w) does not satisfy ϕx,y] · τ
(

Mx,y
a,b,w

)
where in the second line we use the conclusion of Theorem 5.2 that since TIMED ≤ T, we have
D(x, y, a, b) = 1 if and only if there exists a satisfying assignment (a, b, w′) for the Cook-Levin
formula ϕx,y.

Via the union bound, the probability that π = (a, b, w) does not satisfy ϕx,y is at most the sum,
over all i, j, k ∈ [L], that (πi, πj, πk) does not satisfy a clause in ϕx,y (if there exists such a clause).
Thus we have

E
x,y ∑

a,b,w
1[(a, b, w) unsat. ϕx,y] · τ

(
Mx,y

a,b,w

)
≤ E

x,y ∑
i,j,k

∑
π

1[(πi, πj, πk) unsat. ϕx,y] · τ
(

Mx,y
π

)
We can now relate this quantity to the success probability of Sans in the answer-reduced game
Gans. Let θ denote the probability that one of the players receives a question x̂ = (g, p) of the
form g = (x, y) and p = (i, j, k), and the other player receives a question ŷ = (g′, p′) of the form
g′ = x and p ∈ {i, j, k}. In this situation, by the design of the decider (see Section 5.2), the verifier
checks whether the player who got question x̂ responds with proof bits (πi, πj, πk) that satisfy a
corresponding clause in ϕx,y. Thus, since the overall success probability of the strategy Sans in the
game Gans is at least 1− ε, it must be that conditioned on a player receiving question of the form
x̂ = (x, y, i, j, k), their answer does not satisfies a corresponding clause in the formula ϕx,y (if one
exists) with probability at most ε/θ. In other words:

E
x,y,i,j,k

∑
πi ,πj,πk

1[(πi, πj, πk) unsat. ϕx,y] · τ(Nx,y,i,j,k
πi ,πj,πk) ≤ ε/θ.

Multiplying both sides by L3, we get that

E
x,y ∑

i,j,k
∑

πi ,πj,πk

1[(πi, πj, πk) unsat. ϕx,y] · τ(Nx,y,i,j,k
πi ,πj,πk) ≤ L3ε/θ .

Using Lemma 2.8 with Equation (5.5), we get that for every i, j, k ∈ [L] and on average over x, y,

Mx,y
[π 7→(πi ,πj,πk)|r,s,t] 'ν Nx,y,i,j,k

r,s,t

for some proper error function ν = ν(ε). Then using Lemma 2.10 we get that

E
x,y ∑

r,s,t

∣∣∣τ(Mx,y
[π 7→(πi ,πj,πk)|r,s,t] − Nx,y,i,j,k

r,s,t

)∣∣∣ ≤ 2ν

for every i, j, k ∈ [L]. Putting everything together, we find that

E
x,y ∑

i,j,k
∑
π

1[(πi, πj, πk) unsat. ϕx,y] · τ
(

Mx,y
π

)
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≤ E
x,y ∑

i,j,k
∑

πi ,πj,πk

1[(πi, πj, πk) unsat. ϕx,y] · τ(Nx,y,i,j,k
πi ,πj,πk) + 2ν

≤ L3
( ε

θ
+ 2ν

)
.

Let ζ = L3
(

ε
θ + 2ν

)
+ 2δ. Then we deduce that

ω(G, S) ≥ 1− ζ.

Since δ, ν are proper error functions of ε, so is ζ. Thus ζ → 0 as ε → 0. Furthermore, the strategy
S is finite-dimensional if and only if Sans is finite-dimensional. Thus, suppose that ωs

t (G
ans) = 1

for t = q (resp. for t = co). This implies that there is a sequence of finite-dimensional (resp.
commuting operator) strategies Sans such that ω(Gans, Sans) approaches 1. This in turn implies
the existence of a sequence of finite-dimensional (resp. commuting operator) strategies S such
that ω(G, S) approaches 1, and thus ωs

t (G) = 1. Taking the contrapositive, we conclude that

ωs
t (G) < 1 =⇒ ωs

t (G
ans) < 1 .

This finishes the proof of the Proposition.

5.5 Proof of Theorem 5.1

We now prove the main result of this section, Theorem 5.1. Fix β ∈N. The algorithm AnswerReductionβ,
on input (D, C) where D is a 5-input Turing machine and C is a 3-input Turing machine, computes
the descriptions of 5-input and 3-input Turing machines Dans, Cans respectively as follows. Let
Q(n) = logβ n and T(n) = nβ.

Question checker Cans. At a high level, the Turing machine Cans, on input (n, x̂, ŷ) checks whether
the question pair (x̂, ŷ) is nontrivial according to Table 5, where “G” in the table is supposed to
be the n-th game Gn of the sequence specified by the verifier V = (D, C), “Dx,y” in the table is
supposed to be the Turing machine Dn,x,y which on input (a, b) outputs D(n, x, y, a, b), and “T” in
the table is supposed to be T(n).

In order to compute whether (x̂, ŷ) (or (ŷ, x̂)) is one of the question pairs specified by Table 5,
the Turing machine Cans has to compute the question lengths of the n-th answer-reduced game
Gans: it computes Ln, the number of variables of a Cook-Levin formula corresponding to a Tur-
ing machine with description length |D|+ O(log n) + 2Q(n). (This is the description length of a
Turing machine Dn,x,y, which is D with (n, x, y) “hardwired” into it.) It then checks whether x̂, ŷ
are (binary encodings of) elements of ({0, 1}Q(n) ∪ {0, 1}2Q(n)) × ([Ln] ∪ [Ln]2 ∪ [Ln]3), which is
the question alphabet of Gans

n . It not, then it outputs 0. At this point, the Turing machine Cans has
ensured that (x̂, ŷ) is a properly-formatted question pair in the n-th answer-reduced game Gans

n .
The Turing machine Cans then attempts to parse (x̂, ŷ) or (ŷ, x̂) as one of the combinations

specified in Table 5 and outputs 1 if there is a match; otherwise it outputs 0. To determine whether
(x, y) ∈ ({0, 1}Q(n))2 is nontrivial for Gn, it computes whether C(n, x, y) = 1. This concludes the
description of Cans.

Decider Dans. The Turing machine Dans on input (n, x̂, ŷ, â, b̂) first computes Cans(n, x̂, ŷ). If the
output is 0 (i.e. the question pair (x̂, ŷ) is trivial), then the Turing machine Dans accepts (i.e. outputs
1). Otherwise, it continues. It computes Ln just like with Cans, and then matches (x̂, ŷ) (resp. (ŷ, x̂))
to one of the entries of the table. Since Cans(n, x̂, ŷ) = 1, there must be a match. The Turing machine
Dans then evaluates whether the winning conditions (â, b̂) (resp. (b̂, â)) are satisfied according to
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Table 5. If the winning conditions are satisfied, then Dans outputs 1 (accepts), otherwise it outputs
0 (rejects).

Now assume the conditions of Theorem 5.1; i.e., that V = (D, C) is a verifier for a sequence of
games GV = (Gn)n∈N and

1. The questions of Gn have length at most Q(n),

2. TIMEC(n) ≤ Q(n), and

3. TIMED(n) ≤ T(n).

Now we argue that the output Vans = (Dans, Cans) is a verifier for a sequence of games GVans =
(Gans

n )n∈N satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 5.1.

Complexity of the question checker Cans. The question checker Cans for the answer-reduced
game first has to compute Ln, the number of variables in the Cook-Levin formula corresponding
to Dn,x,y. This requires computing the description length of Dn,x,y, where x, y are questions in the
original game Gn, which by assumption has length at most Q(n). It then has to check that the
questions (x̂, ŷ) are properly formatted questions from the question alphabet of Gans

n , which takes
time poly(Q(n), log Ln). Then, it has to determine whether (x̂, ŷ) matches one of the question
pairs in Table 5, which includes running the question checker C for the original verifier V. Thus
overall we have TIMECans(n) ≤ poly(|D|, |C|, Q(n), log T(n), log n) = poly(|D|, |C|, β, logβ n).

Complexity of the decider Dans. The time complexity of the answer-reduced verifier Dans in-
cludes the complexity of computing the question checker Cans(n, x, y) and computing the number
of variables Ln. It also includes the complexity of computing a clause of the Cook-Levin formula
ϕn,x,y, which involves invoking the algorithm CookLevin on the input (Dn,x,y, T(n), 2T(n), i, j, k) for
some variable indices i, j, k ∈ [Ln], where (x, y) are questions for the original game Gn (which have
length Q(n) by assumption). Computing the description of Dn,x,y takes time poly(|D|, |x|, |y|, log n)
because it involves “hard-wiring” the integer n and strings x, y into the description of D. Thus
it takes at most poly(|D|, Q(n), log T(n), log n) to compute a clause. Computing the η(·) and
λ(·) maps also take time at most poly(log T(n)) (because it requires computing T(n)). Thus,
in total, the complexity of the answer-reduced verifier is poly(|D|, |C|, Q(n), log T(n), log n) =

poly(|D|, |C|, β, logβ n).

Completeness and Soundness. Completeness follows from Proposition 5.3. Soundness follows
from Proposition 5.4.

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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6 Compression of nonlocal games and their applications

In this section we describe the compression theorems and some of their applications.

6.1 Gapless compression

First we present the main technical result of this paper, which is a gapless compression theorem
for both the quantum and commuting operator value of nonlocal games. This theorem statement
is a formalization of Theorem 1.3 from the introduction.

Theorem 6.1 (Gapless compression of nonlocal games). For all α ∈ N there is a polynomial time
algorithm GaplessCompressα that takes as input a pair of Turing machines (D, C) and outputs a pair of
Turing machines (D′, C′) such that the following holds. If V = (D, C) is a verifier for a sequence of games
GV = (Gn)n∈N and n0 ∈N is an integer such that for all n ≥ n0,

max
{
TIMEC(n),TIMED(n)

}
≤ nα , (6.1)

then V′ = (D′, C′) is a verifier for a sequence of games GV′ = (G′n)n∈N with the following properties.
There exist an integer γ = poly(α) and n′0 = poly(γ, n0) such that for all n ≥ n′0,

1. (Complexity bounds)

max {TIMEC′(n),TIMED′(n)} ≤ logγ n .

2. (Completeness) For all oracularizable synchronous strategies S for Gn, there exists an oracularizable
synchronous strategy S′ for G′n such that

ω(G′n, S′) ≥ 1
2
+

1
2

ω(Gn, S) .

Furthermore, if S is finite dimensional, so is S′.

3. (Soundness) For all t ∈ {q, co} we have

ωs
t (Gn) < 1 =⇒ ωs

t (G
′
n) < 1 .

4. (Entanglement bound)
E(G′n, 1) ≥ max

{
E(Gn, 1), 22n} .

We prove this by combining the question reduction and answer reduction algorithms of Sec-
tions 4 and 5. The algorithm GaplessCompressα is presented below. The parameter β in Algo-
rithm 5 is defined to be the same β = poly(α) from Theorem 4.1.

1 Input: D, C.
2 Compute (Dintro, Cintro) = QuestionReductionα(D, C).
3 Compute (D′, C′) = AnswerReductionβ(Dintro, Cintro).
4 Return (D′, C′).

Pseudocode 5: GaplessCompressα
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Proof. First, it is clear that GaplessCompressα runs in polynomial time in the description length of
the input (D, C), because the algorithm QuestionReductionα runs in time poly(|D|, |C|) and the
algorithm AnswerReductionβ runs in time poly(|Dintro|, |Cintro|) = poly(|D|, |C|). This last equal-
ity uses that max{|Dintro|, |Cintro|} ≤ poly(|D|, |C|) because the running time of QuestionReductionα

is an upper bound on the length of the descriptions of Dintro and Cintro.
Next, suppose that V = (D, C) is such that the time bound of (6.1) is satisfied. Then, the

complexity bounds on (Dintro, Cintro) given by the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 are exactly those that
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.1. Thus, the output (D′, C′) of AnswerReductionβ(Dintro, Cintro)
satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 5.1 (with γ = poly(β) = poly(α)) and thus this establishes the
desired complexity bounds on the output verifier V′.

Define the integers β = poly(α),nintro
0 = poly(β, n0) as given by Theorem 4.1. Then, define

the integers γ = poly(β), nans
0 = poly(γγ, nintro

0 ) = poly(αα, n0) as given by Theorem 5.1. Define
n′0 = nans

0 . We assume that n ≥ n′0 implies that n ≥ max{n0, nintro
0 } as well.

We now establish the completeness property of V′. Let n ≥ n′0. Let S be an oracularizable
synchronous strategy for Gn. By the completeness of Question Reduction, this implies there is an
oracularizable synchronous strategy Sintro for Gintro

n such that

ω(Gintro
n , Sintro) ≥ ω(Gn, S) .

Then, by the completeness of Answer Reduction, there is an oracularizable synchronous strategy
S′ for G′n such that

ω(G′n, S′) ≥ 1
2
+

1
2

ω(Gintro
n , Sintro) ≥ 1

2
+

1
2

ω(Gn, S) .

Furthermore, if S is finite-dimensional, then so are Sintro and S′.
We establish the soundness property of V′ by combining the soundness guarantees of Question

Reduction and Answer Reduction:

ωs
t (Gn) < 1 =⇒ ωs

t (G
intro
n ) < 1 =⇒ ωs

t (G
′
n) < 1.

Finally, we establish the entanglement bound property by combining the entanglement bounds
from Question Reduction and Answer Reduction

E(G′n, 1) ≥ E(Gintro
n , 1) ≥ max

{
E(Gn, 1), 22n} .

6.2 Super compression

The gapless compression procedure of Theorem 6.1 transforms uniform sequences of games (G1, G2, . . .)
to another uniform sequence (G′1, G′2, . . .) that is, in a sense, exponentially more efficient. Using
this we prove a super compression procedure, which transforms a sequence of games (G1, G2, . . .)
into a single game G′ such that ωs

t (G
′) = 1 if and only if ωs

t (Gn) = 1 for every sufficiently large n
and t ∈ {q, co}.

Theorem 6.2 (Super compression of nonlocal games). For all α ∈ N there is a polynomial time algo-
rithm SuperCompressα that takes as input a pair of Turing machines (D, C) and outputs a pair of Turing
machines (Dsuper, Csuper) such that the following holds. If V = (D, C) is a verifier for a sequence of games
GV = (Gn)n∈N and n0 ∈N is an integer such that for all n ≥ n0,

max
{
TIMEC(n),TIMED(n)

}
≤ nα , (6.2)
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then Vsuper = (Dsuper, Csuper) is a verifier for a sequence of games GVsuper = (Gsuper
n )n∈N such that there

exist integers λ = O(α) and κ = poly(|D|, |C|, α, n0, λpoly(λ)) and the κ-th game in the sequence, Gsuper
κ ,

satisfies the following properties:

1. (Complexity bounds)

max {TIMECsuper(κ),TIMEDsuper(κ)} ≤ κλ .

2. (Completeness for t = q) If for all n ≥ κ we have

sup
finite-dim osync Sn

ω(Gn, Sn) = 1

where the supremum is over finite-dimensional oracularizable synchronous strategies Sn, then ωs
q(G

super
κ ) =

1.

3. (Completeness for t = co) If for all n ≥ κ, there exists an oracularizable synchronous strategy Sn for
Gn such that ω(Gn, Sn) = 1, then ωs

co(G
super
κ ) = 1.

4. (Soundness) For all t ∈ {q, co}, if there exists an n ≥ κ such that ωs
t (Gn) < 1, then ωs

t (G
super
κ ) < 1.

5. (Entanglement lower bound) There is no finite-dimensional strategy S
super
κ such that ω(Gsuper

κ , Ssuper
κ ) =

1.

Note that, unlike Theorem 6.1, the conclusions of Theorem 6.2 pertain to a single game in the
output sequence GVsuper = (Gsuper

n )n of games, namely, Gsuper
κ .

At a high level, the games (Gsuper
n )n has the following structure: with probability 1

2 , the verifier
in the game Gsuper

n plays the game Gn. With the other probability the verifier plays the game G′n+1
where (G′n)n is the compression of (Gsuper

n )n using GaplessCompress from Theorem 6.1. Note the
self-referentiality! We now proceed with the proof.

Proof. Let (D, C) be a pair of Turing machines and let α be such that eq. (6.1) is satisfied. We first
define, for every integer λ ∈ N, a pair of Turing machines (Dsuper

λ , Csuper
λ ) whose descriptions are

given below in Algorithms 7 and 9. We will then identify a special λ∗ and define the algorithm
SuperCompressα to output the descriptions of (Dsuper

λ∗ , Csuper
λ∗ ).

Note that the descriptions of Dsuper
λ , Csuper

λ are self-referential: they perform computations on
their own descriptions. It is possible to define Turing machines in this manner; one can appeal to
either Kleene’s Recursion Theorem/Roger’s Fixed Point Theorem to argue that these descriptions
are well-defined (see, e.g. [Jon97, Chapter 14] for a modern explanation). The description lengths
of these Turing machines satisfy

max{|Dsuper
λ |, |Csuper

λ |} ≤ poly(λ, |D|, |C|) .
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1 Input: n, x, y, a, b
2 If the following takes more than nλ steps, then automatically reject.
3 Parse x = (tx, x̂) and y = (ty, ŷ), where tx, ty ∈ {0, 1}.
4 if tx = ty = 0 then
5 If D(n, x̂, ŷ, a, b) accepts, then accept. Otherwise, reject.
6 end
7 else if tx = ty = 1 then
8 Compute (D′, C′) = GaplessCompressλ(Dsuper

λ , Csuper
λ ).

9 If D′(n + 1, x̂, ŷ, a, b) accepts, then accept. Otherwise, reject.
10 end
11 On all other inputs, accept.

Pseudocode 6: Specification of Turing machine Dsuper
λ .

1 Input: n, x, y
2 If the following takes more than nλ steps, then automatically reject.
3 Parse x = (tx, x̂) and y = (ty, ŷ), where tx, ty ∈ {0, 1}.
4 if tx = ty = 0 then
5 Output C(n, x̂, ŷ).
6 end
7 else if tx = ty = 1 then
8 Compute (D′, C′) = GaplessCompressλ(Dsuper

λ , Csuper
λ ).

9 Output C′(n + 1, x̂, ŷ).
10 end
11 On all other inputs, output 1.

Pseudocode 7: Specification of Turing machine Csuper
λ .

First, observe that by construction both Dsuper
λ and Csuper

λ , when given index n, run in time at
most nλ. Thus, (Dsuper

λ , Csuper
λ ) satisfy the complexity conditions of Theorem 6.1 for the algorithm

GaplessCompressλ, and thus the output Turing machines (D′, C′) satisfy the complexity bounds
in the conclusion of GaplessCompressλ, namely, that there exists γ = poly(λ) such that for all
n ∈N,

max{TIMED′(n),TIMEC′(n)} ≤ logγ n .

The next claim shows that we can find an integer λ∗ such that for sufficiently large n, the Turing
machines Dsuper

λ∗ , Csuper
λ∗ never encounter the time-out.

Claim 6.3. There exist integers λ∗ = O(α), κ = poly(|D|, |C|, α, n0, λpoly(λ)) such that for all n ≥ κ,
the Turing machines Dsuper

λ∗ , Csuper
λ∗ when given index n never reject due to exceeding the nλ∗ time-out.

Proof. Next, the time complexity of Dsuper
λ (resp. Csuper

λ ) without the automatic nλ timeout is poly-
nomial in the complexity of running the decider D/checker C, computing GaplessCompressλ, and
running the decider D′ (resp. checker C′). By our assumptions on (D, C), when n ≥ n0 we have the
bounds from eq. (6.1). The algorithm GaplessCompressλ runs in time poly(|Dsuper

λ |, |Csuper
λ |, λ) =

poly(|D|, |C|, λ). Putting this together with the complexity bounds on D′ (resp. C′), we have that
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the complexity of Dsuper
λ (resp. Csuper

λ ), without the automatic timeout, is at most

σ(nα · |D| · |C| · λ · logγ n)σ (6.3)

for all n ≥ n0, where σ ∈N is some universal constant.
We can find integers λ∗, κ ∈ N such that each component of the expression in (6.3) is at most

nλ∗ for all n ≥ κ. Namely:

• By taking λ∗ ≥ σ · α and κ ≥ σ, we have that σnα·σ ≤ nλ∗ for all n ≥ κ.

• By taking λ∗ ≥ σ and κ ≥ |D| · |C| · λ∗, we have that (|D| · |C| · λ∗)σ ≤ nλ∗ for all n ≥ κ.

• By taking λ∗ ≥ 2 and κ ≥ (γ · σ)γ·σ where γ = poly(λ∗), we have that logγ·σ(n) ≤ nλ∗ for
all n ≥ κ.

Putting everything together, by setting λ∗ = 2σα and κ = σ · α · |D| · |C| · λ∗ · (γ · σ)γ·σ · n0, we get
that the Turing machines Dsuper

λ∗ and Csuper
λ∗ run in time that is less than nλ∗ for all n ≥ κ.

We define the algorithm SuperCompressα, on input (D, C), to compute λ∗ = O(α) and output
the descriptions of (Dsuper

λ∗ , Csuper
λ∗ ). The algorithm clearly runs in polynomial time.

By construction the Turing machines (Dsuper
λ∗ , Csuper

λ∗ ) satisfy the desired time complexity bound
on index n = κ. What remains is to argue completeness and soundness. For notational simplicity
we fix λ∗ and let (Dsuper, Csuper) = (Dsuper

λ∗ , Csuper
λ∗ ).

Fix t ∈ {q, co}. Since the Turing machines Dsuper, Csuper never reject due to the time-out, we
have that the verifier in the game Gsuper

n automatically accepts with probability 1
2 (when tx 6=

ty), plays the game Gn with probability 1
4 (when tx = ty = 0), and plays the game G′n+1 with

probability 1
4 (when tx = ty = 1) where G′n+1 is the (n + 1)-st game in the sequence of games

output by GaplessCompress on input (Dsuper, Csuper).
We first prove completeness for t = q. Suppose for all n ≥ κ we have

sup
finite-dim osync Sn

ω(Gn, Sn) = 1. (6.4)

Define
cn = sup

finite-dim osync S
super
n

ω(Gsuper
n , Ssuper

n )

and define c = infn≥κ cn. We aim to prove that c = 1; this would imply that ωs
q(G

super
n ) = 1 for

all n ≥ κ. Suppose this were not true, so that 0 ≤ c < 1. We now show that cn ≥ 7+c
8 > c for all

n ≥ κ, which would contradict the fact that c is the infimum of the sequence (cn)n≥κ.
For all m ≥ κ, let: (a) Sm be a finite-dimensional oracularizable synchronous (“finite-dim

osync”) strategy for Gm, (b) let S
super
m denote a finite-dim osync strategy for Gsuper

m whose value is
at least c, and (c) let S′m denote the finite-dim osync strategy for G′m, given by the completeness
property of Theorem 6.1, whose value satisfies

ω(G′m, S′m) ≥
1
2
+

1
2

ω(Gsuper
m , Ssuper

m ) ≥ 1 + c
2

. (6.5)

We now construct, for all n ≥ κ, a finite-dim osync strategy Tn for Gsuper
n that has value at least

ω(Gsuper
n ,Tn) ≥

1
2
+

1
4

ω(Gn, Sn) +
1
4

ω(G′n+1, S′n+1) ≥
5 + c

8
+

1
4

ω(Gn, Sn) (6.6)
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where the second inequality follows from eq. (6.5). The strategy Tn is constructed as follows.
Its tracial state is the tensor product of the tracial states from Sn and S′n+1; since both of these
strategies are finite-dimensional so is the strategy Tn. When a player gets question x = (0, x̂), they
perform the measurement corresponding to question x̂ from the strategy Sn. When a player gets
question x = (1, x̂), they perform the measurement corresponding to question x̂ from the strategy
S′n. Thus when both players get questions whose first bit is 0, they are essentially playing the game
Gn, and when they both get questions whose first bit is 1, they are essentially playing the game
G′n+1. Taking the supremum of the right-hand side of eq. (6.6) over finite-dim osync strategies Sn

for Gn and using eq. (6.4), we get that cn ≥ 7+c
8 , which yields a contradiction as desired.

The proof of completeness for t = co is virutally identical, except we consider all oracularizable
synchronous strategies, not just finite-dimensional ones.

We now prove the soundness property. Let t ∈ {q, co}. Let n∗ ≥ κ be such that ωs
t (Gn∗) < 1.

For all m ≥ κ, by construction of the game Gsuper
m we have

ωs
t (G

super
m ) =

1
2
+

1
4

ωs
t (Gm) +

1
4

ωs
t (G

′
m+1) ,

so therefore ωs
t (G

super
n∗ ) < 1. By the soundness property of Theorem 6.1, this means that ωs

t (G
′
n∗) <

1, and therefore ωs
t (G

super
n∗−1 ) < 1. This in turn implies that ωs

t (G
super
n∗−2 ) < 1, and so on, until we obtain

ωs
t (G

super
κ ) < 1, the desired conclusion.

Finally, we prove that there is no finite-dimensional perfect strategy for Gsuper
κ . Suppose for

contradiction that there a d-dimensional strategy S
super
κ such that ω(Gsuper

κ , Ssuper
κ ) = 1. Then in

particular it must give rise to a d-dimensional strategy S′κ+1 such that ω(G′κ+1, S′κ+1) = 1 (simply
by taking the measurement operators corresponding to questions x = (1, x̂)). By the entanglement
bound of Theorem 6.1, it must be that the dimension d is at least E(Gsuper

κ+1 , 1). If this quantity
is infinite, then we arrive at a contradiction and are done. Otherwise, there is a d-dimensional
perfect strategy S

super
κ+1 for Gsuper

κ+1 . Again, this must imply a d-dimensional perfect strategy for
G′κ+2. Continuing in this fashion, we either obtain a contradiction or deduce the existence of a
d-dimensional perfect strategy for G′m for all m ≥ κ. On the other hand, the entanglement bound
of Theorem 6.1 also implies that E(G′m, 1) ≥ 22m. Thus, d ≥ 22m for all m ≥ κ, contradicting the
assumption that d is finite.

6.3 Π1-completeness of the exact co-value problem

As a warmup, we present an application of the super compression procedure to show that the
exact co-value problem (i.e. determining whether ωco(G) = 1) is complete for Π1, also known as
coRE. This was first shown by Slofstra [Slo19b] using very different techniques based on group
theory.

Theorem 6.4. The exact co-value problem is complete for Π1.

Proof. The easy direction is that the exact co-value problem is contained in Π1 because one can
express it as a Π1 sentence: for all nonlocal games G, ωco(G) = 1 if and only if ∀x φ(x) where
φ(x) is a computable predicate that is true when the x-th level of the semidefinite programming
hierarchy of [NPA08, DLTW08] computes an upper bound of 1 on ωco(G). In other words, the best
upper bound on the commuting operator value of G computed by the x-th level of the hierarchy
is 1. If this is true for all x, then this implies that ωco(G) = 1. On the other hand, if ωco(G) < 1,
then there exists a level x such that φ(x) is false.

Now we turn to the other direction. To prove Π1-hardness, we reduce an arbitrary Π1 sentence
S = ∀x φ(x) to a nonlocal game G such that S is true if and only if ωco(G) = 1.
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Define the Turing machine Tφ that halts on the empty input if and only if the sentence S is
false:

1 for x ∈ {0, 1}∗ do
2 If φ(x) is false then halt.
3 end

Pseudocode 8: Specification of Tφ.

Next, define the sequence of games Gφ = (Gn)n∈N with verifier V = (D, C), where C(x, y) = 1
if and only if x = y, and where the decider D is defined as follows:

1 Input: n, x, y, a, b
2 If Tφ halts in n steps, reject.
3 If any of x, y, a, b exceed n bits, reject.
4 If x = y but a 6= b, reject.
5 Otherwise, accept.

Pseudocode 9: Specification of Turing machine D.

Notice that max{TIMED(n),TIMEc(n)} ≤ O(n), which is at most n2 for sufficiently large n.
Furthermore, ωco(Gn) = 1 if and only if the Turing machine Tφ does not halt in n steps. Fur-
thermore, if Tφ does not halt in n steps, then there exists an oracularizable synchronous (“osync”)
strategy Sn such that ω(Gn, Sn) = 1: the strategy is to output a fixed answer no matter what the
question is.

We apply super compression to the family of games Gφ: the output of SuperCompressα(D, C)
where α = 2 is a verifier (Dsuper, Csuper) for a sequence of games Gsuper = (Gsuper

n )n∈N such that
ωs

co(G
super
κ ) = 1 if and only if there exists an osync value-1 strategy Sn for Gn, where κ is defined

as in Theorem 6.2.
Thus if S is true, then Tφ never halts, and there exists an osync strategy Sn such that ω(Gn, Sn) =

1 for all n ∈N, and thus ωs
co(G

super
κ ) = 1. On the other hand, if S is false and Tφ does halt in some

time t, then ωs
co(Gn) < 1 for all n ≥ t, which implies that ωs

co(G
super
κ ) < 1.

By [PSS+16], since Gsuper
κ is a synchronous game, we have that ωs

co(G
super
κ ) = 1 if and only if

ωco(G
super
κ ) = 1. This, combined with the fact that the mapping from the Π1 sentence S to the

game Gsuper
κ is computable, implies that the exact co-value problem is Π1-hard.

Note that the exact same proof, considering q-type strategies rather than co-type strategies,
shows that the exact q-value problem is hard for Π1. While we improve this lower bound to Π2
in the next section, we note that this directly implies that the set of quantum correlations is not
closed, a result that was also established by Slofstra in [Slo19a].12 Again, the proof approaches
are quite different: his proof uses techniques from approximate representation theory as well as
group theory.

12Briefly, the set of quantum correlations on n inputs and k outputs, denoted by Cq(n, k), is the (convex) set of all
vectors pxyab ∈ Rn×n×k×k such that

pxyab = 〈ψ|Ax
a ⊗ By

b |ψ〉

for some dimension d, some quantum state |ψ〉 ∈ Cd ⊗Cd, and some POVMs {Ax
a}, {B

y
b}.
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Corollary 6.5 ([Slo19a]). The set of quantum correlations is not closed.

Proof. Let S be a true Π1 sentence. The construction of the game Gsuper
κ from S in Theorem 6.4, by

Theorem 6.2, has the property that ωq(G
super
κ ) = 1 but there is no finite-dimensional strategy S

that actually achieves value 1 in the game.

6.4 Π2-completeness of the exact q-value problem

We now prove the main result of this paper, which is the Π2-completeness of the exact q-value
problem. As explained in Section 1.1, we combine our gapless compression theorem with a con-
sequence of the MIP∗ = RE theorem from [JNV+20a], which we state in the following theorem.
In the theorem, nonlocal games G are represented via an integer n ∈ N, and a pair of Turing
machines (D, C) where D represents the decider for G (so is a 4-input Turing machine) and C rep-
resents the checker (so is a 2-input Turing machine). The game G is then defined to be (X ,A, D)
where X = A = {0, 1}n. The checker C, on input (x, y) ∈ X × X , indicates whether (x, y) is
trivial for G.

Theorem 6.6 ([JNV+20a]). There is a universal constant λHalt ∈ N and algorithm HaltingGame that
takes as input the description of a Σ1 sentence S and outputs a tuple (D, C) for a nonlocal game G such that

1. (Completeness) If S is true, then

sup
finite-dim osync S

ω(G, S) = 1.

2. (Soundness) If S is false, then
ωs

q(G) < 1.

3. (Complexity bounds) Letting |S| denote the description length of the sentence S, we have

max
{
TIMEC,TIMED,TIMEHaltingGame(S)

}
≤ O(|S|λHalt)

where TIMEC,TIMED denote the time complexities of C, D (on any input), and TIMEHaltingGame(S)
denotes the time complexity of HaltingGame on input S.

Proof. This is a corollary of [JNV+20a, Theorem 12.7] which reduces the Halting problem to de-
ciding whether the q-value of a nonlocal game is equal to 1 or at most 1/2. To obtain the present
theorem, we first observe that every Σ1 sentence S = ∃x φ(x) can be expressed as an equivalent
instance of the Halting problem: define the Turing machine MS that on the empty input, starts
looping over all x and evaluates φ(x). If it finds an x such that φ(x) is true, then it halts. Clearly S
is true if and only if MS halts.

The game H corresponding to MS from [JNV+20a, Theorem 12.7] is synchronous and the de-
cider complexity is at most some polynomial in the description length of S. However, the question
distribution µ of the game H is not uniform. Without loss of generality, assume that the question
and answer sets of H are represented by n-bit strings. Because the reduction from MS to H is
efficient, we have that n = poly(|S|).

The game G that we construct will be H but with a uniform distribution over all n-bit question
pairs (x, y). Whenever a sampled question pair (x, y) is not in the support of µ, the decider D of
G will automatically accept (and thus (x, y) is a trivial question). Otherwise, the decider from the
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game H is invoked. The key thing to note is that ωq(H) = 1 if and only if ωq(G) = 1. Furthermore,
since G is a synchronous game (since H is a synchronous game), it holds that ωs

q(G) = 1 if and
only if ωq(G) = 1.

Finally, since determining the support of the question distribution of H can be done in poly(|S|)
time, we obtain a checker C for the game G that runs in poly(|S|) time. Thus, on input S, the algo-
rithm HaltingGame can output the tuple (D, C) which satisfies the conclusions of the theorem.

We break up the proof of the Π2 completeness of the exact q-value problem into two parts.
First we show hardness.

Lemma 6.7. The exact q-value problem is hard for Π2.

Proof. Fix a Π2 sentence S = ∀x∃y φ(x, y) where φ is a computable predicate. For every n ∈ N

define the Σ1 sentence

Sn = ∃y1, . . . , yn

n∧
i=1

φ(i, yi).

Thus the sentence S is true if and only if the sentences Sn are true for all n ∈ N. Note that if Sn is
true then Si is true for all i ≤ n .

Using HaltingGame we construct the sequence of games Gφ = (Gn)n∈N with verifier V =
(D, C). Let

cn = sup
finite-dim osync Sn

ω(Gn, Sn),

then these games have the property that cn = 1 if and only if the sentence Sn is true.

1 Input: n, x, y, a, b
2 Compute the game decider and checker (Dn, Cn) for HaltingGame(Sn).
3 If Dn(x, y, a, b) accepts, then accept.
4 Otherwise, reject.

Pseudocode 10: Specification of Turing machine D.

1 Input: n, x, y
2 Compute the game decider and checker (Dn, Cn) for HaltingGame(Sn).
3 Output Cn(x, y).

Pseudocode 11: Specification of Turing machine C.

For large enough n the verifier is bounded by

max
{
TIMEC(n),TIMED(n)

}
≤ nλHalt+1

since

max
{
TIMECn ,TIMEDn ,TIMEHaltingGame(Sn)

}
≤ (n|S|)λHalt .

We apply super compression to the family of games Gφ: the output of SuperCompressα(D, C)
where α = λHalt + 1 is a verifier (Dsuper, Csuper) for a sequence of games Gsuper = (Gsuper

n )n∈N

such that ωs
q(G

super
κ ) = 1 if and only if cn = 1 for all n ≥ κ, where κ is defined as in Theorem 6.2.
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Therefore, ωs
q(G

super
κ ) = 1 if and only if the sentences Sn are true for n ≥ κ, which is equivalent

to the Π2 sentence S being true. We have therefore reduced the problem of deciding an arbitrary
Π2 sentence to deciding the exact q-value problem.

Finally, we argue that the exact q-value problem is contained in Π2.

Lemma 6.8. The exact q-value problem is in Π2.

Proof. We will state the exact q-value problem as a Π2 sentence. Fix a nonlocal game G then we
would like to decide if

sup
finite-dim S

ω(G, S) = 1.

Let Sd
ε be an ε-net for quantum strategies of dimension d ∈ N. This is a finite set, since

strategies of a fixed dimension form a compact set [GW07]. Let Sε =
⋃

d∈N Sd
ε . Then we can

equivalently formulate the decision problem as

∀ε ∈ (0, 1] ∃S ∈ Sε such that ω(G, S) > 1− 2ε.

This in turn is equivalent to the Π2 sentence

∀n ∈N ∃S ∈ S 1
n

such that ω(G, S) > 1− 2
n

.

Putting the two together, we get:

Theorem 6.9. The exact q-value problem is complete for Π2.

6.5 Necessity of compression

We will show how to compress nonlocal games given many-one reductions from arithmetical hi-
erarchy classes to the corresponding t-value problems for t ∈ {q, co}. This shows that, in a certain
sense, compression theorems are necessary for proving the complexity lower bounds indicated in
Figure 1. In particular we construct super compression procedures (procedures that map families of
games to a single equivalent game).

The following theorem was proved in [MNY20]:

Theorem 6.10. Assume that the approximate q-value problem is Σ1-hard. Then there exists a computable
map GapCompressq that takes in as input a description of a sequence of games G = (Gn)n∈N and outputs
the description of a single game G′ such that

1. ωq(G′) = 1 if ωq(Gn) = 1 for some game Gn ∈ G.

2. ωq(G′) < 1
2 if ωq(Gn) <

1
2 for every game Gn ∈ G.

Now we show that if the approximate co-value problem is Π1 hard, then there exists a gap-
preserving compression procedure for the commuting operator value of games.

Theorem 6.11. Assume that the approximate co-value problem is Π1 hard. Then there exists a computable
map GapCompressco that takes in as input a description of a sequence of games G = (Gn)n∈N and outputs
the description of a single game G′ such that
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1. ωco(G′) = 1 if ωco(Gn) = 1 for every game Gn ∈ G.

2. ωco(G′) < 1
2 , otherwise.

Proof. Consider the following Turing machine Tco
G : it interleaves running some number of levels of

the NPA semidefinite programming hierarchy [NPA08] on each game Gm in the sequence, trying
to find a game m for which ωco(Gm) < 1. The completeness of the NPA hierarchy implies that
if ωco(Gm) < 1 for some m, then eventually a certificate will be found. Thus the Turing machine
halts only if there exists m such that ωco(Gm) < 1.

1 for n ∈N do
2 for m ∈ {1, ..., n} do
3 Run the first n levels of the NPA hierarchy for the game Gm ∈ G.
4 If there is a certificate that ωco(Gm) < 1 then halt.
5 end
6 end

Pseudocode 12: Specification of Tco
G

Consider the sentence S defined as “∀n ∈ N, Tco
G does not halt in n steps”. Note that S is a

Π1 sentence, and since the approximate co-value problem is Π1-hard, this means there is a cor-
responding game G′ computable from S such that such that ωco(G′) = 1 if Tco

G never halts (i.e.
ωco(Gm) = 1 for all m), otherwise ωco(G′) < 1

2 .

Next we show that Π1-hardness of the exact co-value problem implies a gapless compression
theorem for the commuting operator value of nonlocal games.

Theorem 6.12. Assume that the exact co-value problem is Π1 hard. Then there exists a computable map
GaplessCompressco that takes in as input a description of a sequence of games G = (Gn)n∈N and outputs
the description of a single game G′ such that ωco(G′) = 1 if and only if ωco(Gn) = 1 for all n ∈N.

Proof. This follows exactly the same proof as above, except the reduction from the sentence S to
the game G′ is such that ωco(Gm) = 1 for all m if and only if S is true if and only if ωco(G′) = 1.

Finally we prove that Π2-hardness of the exact q-value problem implies a gapless compression
theorem for the quantum value of nonlocal games.

Theorem 6.13. Assume that the approximate q-value problem is Π2-hard. Then there exists a computable
map GaplessCompressq that takes in as input a description of a sequence of games G = (Gn)n∈N and
outputs the description of a single game G′ such that ωq(G) = 1 if and only if ωq(Gn) = 1 for all n ∈N.

Proof. Consider the following Turing machine Tq
G: it takes in as input a precision parameter ε and

an integer m, and it searches for a finite-dimensional strategy S (specified with precision ε) such
that the game Gm in the sequence G has ω(Gm, S) ≥ 1− 2ε. This can be done because given a
dimension d ∈ N and a precision parameter ε, there is an algorithm to exhaustively search over
Sd,ε, an ε-net over d-dimensional quantum strategies.
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1 Input: ε, m
2 for d ∈N do
3 If there exists a strategy S ∈ Sd

ε , an ε-net for quantum strategies of dimension d,
such that ω(Gm, S) > 1− 2ε, then halt.

4 end

Pseudocode 13: Specification of Tq
G

Note that if ωq(Gm) = 1, then for all ε > 0 there exists a finite-dimensional strategy that
achieves value at least 1− 2ε. On the other hand, if ωq(Gm) < 1, then there exists an ε for which
all finite dimensional strategies have value at most 1− 2ε. Thus ωq(Gm) = 1 for all m ∈ N if and

only if the following sentence S is true: “∀k, m ∃n Tq
G halts on input

(
1
k , m

)
in n steps”. Note that S

is a Π2 sentence, and by our assumption there exists a nonlocal game G′ that is computable from
S such that ωq(G′) = 1 if and only if ωq(Gm) = 1 for all m ∈N.
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A The pasting lemma

We now prove Lemma 2.13, which is reproduced below for convenience. Recall that A is a von
Neumann algebra with a normal tracial state τ.

Lemma 2.13 (Pasting lemma). Let {M(1), M(2), . . . , M(K)} ⊂ A be a set of projective measurements
with outcomes in a finite set A. Suppose that for all i 6= j, we have that

M(i)
a M(j)

b ≈ε M(j)
b M(i)

a

where the answer summation is over (a, b) ∈ A2. Then there exists a projective measurement R = {R~a} ⊂
A with outcomes in AK such that for all i ∈ [K],

R[~a 7→ai |b] ≈δpasting M(i)
b

where δpasting = δpasting(K, ε) is a function that goes to 0 as ε→ 0.

We introduce some notation. For every integer k ≥ 1, vector ~a ∈ Ak, and operator index
sequence s ∈ [M]k, define the operator

Ps
~a = A(s1)

~a1
· A(s2)

~a2
· · · A(sk)

~ak
.

Note that Ps = {Ps
~a}a∈Ak is a general set of operators (not necessarily a POVM, because the opera-

tors are not positive).
We first prove the following utility Lemma. We use the following notational convention: given

two operator sets C = {Ca}a∈A and D = {Db}b∈B , we write C · D to denote the operator set
{Ca · Db}a∈A,b∈B .

Lemma A.1. For integers k ≥ 1, for all all sequences s ∈ [M]k, for all i ∈ [M], we have

‖Ps · A(i) − A(i) · Ps‖τ ≤ kε

Proof. We prove this via induction on k. The base case for k = 1 follows from the assumption
of the approximate commutativity of the A(i) measurements. Assuming the inductive hypothesis
holds for some k ≥ 1, we now prove it for k + 1: let s ∈ [M]k, t ∈ [M]. We can treat (s, t) as an
operator index sequence of length k + 1. Then for all i ∈ [M], we have

‖Ps,t · A(i) − A(i) · Ps,t‖τ = ‖Ps · A(t) · A(i) − A(i) · Ps · A(t)‖τ

≤
∥∥∥Ps ·

(
A(t) · A(i) − A(i) · A(t)

)∥∥∥
τ
+
∥∥∥(Ps · A(i) − A(i) · Ps

)
· A(t)

∥∥∥
τ

(A.1)

where the inequality follows from the triangle inequality of the τ-norm on operator sets (Lemma 2.5).
We can bound the first term as∥∥∥Ps ·

(
A(t) · A(i) − A(i) · A(t)

)∥∥∥
τ
=
∥∥∥A(t) · A(i) − A(i) · A(t)

∥∥∥
τ
≤ ε .

The inequality follows from the almost-commutativity of the A’s, and the first equality is because

= ∑
~a∈Ak

b,c∈A

τ

((
A(t)

b · A
(i)
c − A(i)

c · A(t)
b

)∗
(Ps

~a)
∗Ps

~a

(
A(t)

b · A
(i)
c − A(i)

c · A(t)
b

))
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= ∑
b,c∈A

τ

((
A(t)

b · A
(i)
c − A(i)

c · A(t)
b

)∗(
A(t)

b · A
(i)
c − A(i)

c · A(t)
b

))
where we used the fact that ∑~a∈Ak(Ps

~a)
∗Ps

~a = 1.
The second term in (A.1) can be similarly bounded as∥∥∥(Ps · A(i) − A(i) · Ps

)
· A(t)

∥∥∥
τ
=
∥∥∥Ps · A(i) − A(i) · Ps

∥∥∥
τ
≤ kε

by the inductive hypothesis. Thus we can bound (A.1) by (k + 1)ε, completing the induction.

For the remainder of the proof let k = M. Let s = (1, 2, . . . , M) ∈ [M]k denote an operator
index sequence. For all~a ∈ Ak, define

Q~a = Ps
~a(Ps

~a)
∗ .

Note that Q~a is positive and furthermore {Q~a} forms a POVM with outcomes in Ak (this uses the
fact that the A(i)

a operators are projections).
We now calculate the closeness of Q[~a 7→~ai |b] to the individual A(i)

b ’s:

∑
b∈A
‖Q[~a 7→~ai |b] − A(i)

b ‖
2
τ = ∑

b∈A
τ
((

Q[~a 7→~ai |b] − A(i)
b

)2)
≤ 2− 2 ∑

b∈A
τ
(

Q[~a 7→~ai |b]A
(i)
b

)
= 2− 2 ∑

~a
τ
(

Q~a A(i)
~ai

)
We give a lower bound on the magnitude of the second term. Spliting the index sequence

s = (s<i, i, s>i) and answer tuples~a = (~a<i,~ai,~a>i), we get

∑
~a

τ
(

Q~a A(i)
~ai

)
= ∑

~a
τ
(

Ps<i
~a<i
· A(i)

~ai
· Ps>i

~a>i
· (Ps>i

~a>i
)∗ · A(i)

~ai
· (Ps<i

~a<i
)∗ · A(i)

~ai

)
= ∑

~a<i ,~ai

τ
(

Ps<i
~a<i
· A(i)

~ai
· (Ps<i

~a<i
)∗ · A(i)

~ai

)
= ∑

~a<i ,~ai

τ
(

Ps<i
~a<i
· A(i)

~ai
· (Ps<i

~a<i
)∗
)
+ τ

(
Ps<i
~a<i
· A(i)

~ai
·
(
(Ps<i

~a<i
)∗ · A(i)

~ai
− A(i)

~ai
· (Ps<i

~a<i
)∗
))

= 1 + ∑
~a<i ,~ai

τ
(

Ps<i
~a<i
· A(i)

~ai
·
(
(Ps<i

~a<i
)∗ · A(i)

~ai
− A(i)

~ai
· (Ps<i

~a<i
)∗
))

We can bound the magnitude of the second term using Cauchy-Schwarz:∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
~a<i ,~ai

τ
(

Ps<i
~a<i
· A(i)

~ai
·
(
(Ps<i

~a<i
)∗ · A(i)

~ai
− A(i)

~ai
· (Ps<i

~a<i
)∗
))∣∣∣∣∣

≤
√

∑
~a<i ,~ai

τ
((

Ps<i
~a<i
· A(i)

~ai
− A(i)

~ai
· Ps<i

~a<i

)∗(
Ps<i
~a<i
· A(i)

~ai
− A(i)

~ai
· Ps<i

~a<i

))
·
√

∑
~a<i ,~ai

τ
(

Ps<i
~a<i
· A(i)

~ai
· (Ps<i

~a<i
)∗
)

≤
√

∑
~a<i ,~ai

∥∥∥Ps<i
~a<i
· A(i)

~ai
− A(i)

~ai
· Ps<i

~a<i

∥∥∥2

τ
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≤ Mε

where the last inequality follows from Lemma A.1. Thus we deduce that√
∑

b∈A
‖Q[~a 7→~ai |b] − A(i)

b ‖2
τ ≤
√

2Mε . (A.2)

Next we argue that the Q~a is “almost projective”. Using that ∑~a τ(Q~a) = ∑~a τ(Ps
~a) = 1, we get

∑
~a

τ
(

Q~a −Q2
~a

)
= ∑

~a
τ
(

Ps
~a −Q2

~a

)
= ∑

~a
τ
(

Ps
~a − Ps

~a ·Q~a

)
+ τ((Ps

~a −Q~a) ·Q~a)

= ∑
~a

τ
(

Ps
~a − Ps

~a · (Ps
~a)
∗
)
+ τ((Ps

~a −Q~a) ·Q~a) + τ(((Ps
~a)
∗ −Q~a) · Ps

~a)

= ∑
~a

τ((Ps
~a −Q~a) ·Q~a) + τ(((Ps

~a)
∗ −Q~a) · Ps

~a)

where in the last line we used that Ps
~a · (Ps

~a)
∗ = Q~a and ∑~a τ(Q~a) = ∑~a τ(Ps

~a) = 1. Using
Cauchy-Schwarz and the fact that ∑~a ‖Ps

~a‖2
τ and ∑~a ‖Q~a‖2

τ are most 1, this last line is at most

2
√

∑~a ‖Ps
~a −Q~a‖2

τ. To bound this, we note that we can express Ps
~a and Q~a as longer products

Pt
~b
= P(s1)

~a1
· P(s1)

~a1
· · · P(sk)

~ak
· P(sk)

~ak
, Pu

~c = P(s1)
~a1
· · · P(sk)

~ak
· · · · P(s1)

~a1

where t = (s1, s1, . . . , sk, sk) ∈ [M]2k and u = (s1, . . . , sk, sk, . . . , s1), and ~b = (~a1,~a1, . . . ,~ak,~ak)
and~c = (~a1, . . . ,~ak,~ak, . . . ,~a1). In particular, let π denote a permutation on 2k elements such that
π(~b) = ~c. Thus

√
∑

~a∈Ak

‖Ps
~a −Q~a‖2

τ =

√
∑

~a∈Ak

∥∥∥Pt
~b
− Pu

~c

∥∥∥2

τ
≤
√

∑
~b∈A2k

∥∥∥Pt
~b
− Pu

π(~b)

∥∥∥2

τ

Let π′ be a permutation that differs from π by a swap of adjacent elements. Then√
∑

~b∈A2k

∥∥∥Pt
~b
− Pu

π(~b)

∥∥∥2

τ
≤ ε

by our assumption on the almost-commutativity of the A’s. Since π can be formed from the
identity permutation by swapping at most (2k)2 adjacent elements, by the triangle inequality we
have that √

∑
~b∈A2k

∥∥∥Pt
~b
− Pu

π(~b)

∥∥∥2

τ
≤ 4k2ε

and therefore ∑~a τ
(

Q~a −Q2
~a

)
≤ 8M2ε.

Thus we can apply the Projectivization Lemma (Lemma 2.12) to the POVM {Q~a} to obtain a
projective measurement R = {R~a} such that

R~a ≈η Q~a
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where η = δproj(8M2ε) where δproj(·) is the error function from the Projectivization Lemma. Using
the fact that R is projective, we get from Lemma 2.9 that

R~a 'η Q~a.

Using the Data Processing Lemma for consistency (Lemma 2.7), we get that

R[~a 7→~ai |b] 'η Q[~a 7→~ai |b] .

Converting from consistency to closeness (Lemma 2.8) we get

R[~a 7→~ai |b] ≈√2η
Q[~a 7→~ai |b]

Finally, we get

‖R[~a 7→~ai ] − A(i)‖τ ≤
∥∥∥R[~a 7→~ai ] −Q[~a 7→~ai ]

∥∥∥
τ
+
∥∥∥Q[~a 7→~ai ] − A(i)

∥∥∥
τ

≤
√

2η +
√

2Mε .

Thus we get
R[~a 7→~ai |b] ≈√2η+

√
2Mε

A(i)
b .

Setting δpasting(M,A, ε) =
√

2η +
√

2Mε proves the Lemma.
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B Complexity of noncommutative polynomial optimization

For convenience we recall the general formulation of noncommutative polynomial optimization
(ncPO for short): given Hermitian polynomials p, q1, . . . , qm in 2n-noncommutative variables
(x1, . . . , xn, x∗1 , . . . , x∗n) over C, compute the value of the following optimization program:

sup 〈φ|p(X)|φ〉
s.t. qi(X) � 0 for i = 1, . . . , m

The supremum is over choices of tuples (H, X, φ) where H is a Hilbert space, X is an n-tuple
of bounded operators acting on H, and |φ〉 is a unit vector on H. The notation p(X) and qi(X)
indicates that we evaluate each of the indeterminates xi with the operator Xi and x∗i with the
adjoint X∗i , respectively. We consider two different variations of a ncPO program P; if we restrict
the supremum to vary only over finite – but unbounded – dimensional Hilbert spaces then we call
the program finite-dimensional and let ωfin(P) denote the value of the program. Otherwise we call
the program infinite-dimensional and let ω∞(P) denote the value.

Proposition B.1. Given a nonlocal game G = (X ,A, µ, D) there exists a ncPO program P where
ωfin(P) = ωq(G) and ω∞(P) = ωco(G).

Proof. Define the following optimization problem P over 4|X ||A| variables {Ax
a}, {B

y
b}, {(Ax

a)
∗}, {(By

b)
∗}.

The objective polynomial p to be optimized is

p = ∑
x,y∈X

∑
a,b∈A

µ(x, y) Ax
a By

b D(x, y, a, b) .

To enforce that the operators {Ax
a}, {B

y
b} correspond to POVMs, we add the constraints

1. Ax
a = (Ax

a)
∗, By

b = (By
b)
∗ (i.e. the operators are self-adjoint);

2. Ax
a , By

b � 0 (i.e. operators are positive);

3. ∑a Ax
a = ∑b By

b = 1 for all x, y (i.e. operators form POVMs);

4. [Ax
a , By

b ] = 0 (i.e. Alice’s and Bob’s operators commute) .

It is easy to see that these constraints can be expressed as Hermitian polynomial inequalities.
The value of this optimization problem corresponds exactly to the definition of ωq (in the finite-
dimensional case) and ωco (in the infinite-dimensional case).

Theorem B.2. Deciding if ωfin(P) ≥ c or ωfin(P) ≤ c− ε for fixed ε > 0 is complete for Σ1.

Proof. Σ1-hardness follows from Proposition B.1 and the Σ1-hardness of approximating ωq [JNV+20a].
To show that the problem is contained in Σ1, we first argue that, when restricting the Hilbert

space to have a fixed dimension d, a ncPO program P can be recast as a commutative polynomial op-
timization problem Pd over C. Let p denote the objective polynomial and let q1, . . . , qm denote the
constraint polynomials. Let x1, . . . , xn (and x∗1 , . . . , x∗n) denote the indeterminates of the program.

The optimization problem Pd is defined as follows. To every noncommutative indeterminate xi
we associate d2 commutative indeterminates xab

i for 1 ≤ a, b ≤ d. Intuitively these indeterminates
correspond to the entries of the d× d matrix that is supposed to be substituted in for xi. We also
introduce d indeterminates y1, . . . , yd to represent the unit vector |φ〉 ∈ Cd.
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The objective polynomial of Pd is a polynomial pd that expresses the quantity
〈φ|p(x1, . . . , xn, x∗1 , . . . , x∗n)|φ〉 when |φ〉 and the indeterminates xi are substituted with the corre-
sponding complex numbers. There are constraint polynomials in Pd that encode the fact that the
xi matrices are self-adjoint, and furthermore the vector (y1, . . . , yd) is a unit vector. To check the
positivity constraints qi � 0 in P we can instead check that all the leading principal minors of
qi are positive. The order k leading principal minor of a d × d matrix is the determinant of the
submatrix obtained from deleting the last d− k rows and columns of the matrix.

Thus, by construction, the value of Pd is the value of P when restricted to d-dimensional Hilbert
spaces. We thus have ωfin(P) = limd→∞ ω(Pd). Therefore, if ωfin(P) ≥ c then there exists d ∈ N

such that c−ω(Pd) < ε. Otherwise, if ωfin(P) ≤ c− ε then no such d ∈N exists.
Therefore we have reduced the problem to deciding whether there exists a dimension d such

that c − ω(Pd) < ε. This corresponds to deciding a Σ1 sentence as determining whether c −
ω(Pd) ≤ ε is decidable, due to the decidability of the first order theory of the complex num-
bers [Har01] (which is analogous to the decidability of the first order theory of the reals [VDD88,
Can88]).

Theorem B.3. Deciding if ωfin(P) ≥ c is complete for Π2.

Proof. Π2-hardness follows from Proposition B.1 and Theorem 6.9.
Furthermore, deciding if ωfin(P) ≥ c is equivalent to deciding if c−ωfin(P) < 1

n for every n ∈
N. Therefore, following from Theorem B.2, we can state the decision problem as a Π2 sentence.

Theorem B.4. Deciding if ω∞(P) ≥ c is complete for Π1.

Proof. Π1-hardness follows from Proposition B.1 and Theorem 6.4. The inclusion is due to [PNA10]
where they construct a sequence of commutative polynomial optimization relaxations {Pi}i∈N

where their values converge to the value of a given ncPO. Then we can decide if ω∞(P) ≥ c by
the Π1 sentence

∀i ∈N, ω(Pi) ≥ c

where the ω(Pi)’s converge from above to the the value of ω∞(P).
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